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BLACK POWER IN CHICAGO
MAYORAL DECISION-MAKING AND URBAN CRISIS
An Abstract
In this study we examined the decision-making experience of
selected Black mayors of eleven (11) cities in the U.S.

The central

concerns of .the study were:
1)

To identify the major factors operating to delimit, to
block or to divert policies/programs promoted by Black

~~

mayors

(we

fo~used

on the fiscal and structural aspects

of intergovernmental relations); and
2)

To assess the interrelations between Black mayors and
political actors and forces within the Black community.

Based upon our examination of these two areas, we present the
most significant findings and their implications for mayoral politics
in Chicago.

Our summary findings are outlined below.

From our perspective the political experiences of Black mayors
can best be understood by locating" their experiences within the
broader context of the continuing and deepening urban crisis.

It is

within this context that we can gain greater clarity about the role
of Black mayors in relationship to the most significant aspect of the
urban crisis -- the fiscal crisis of the state at the local level.
The contemporary urban crisis has specific economic, fiscal, political,
and social dimensions within which all mayors must operate and come to
terms within

~efinite

ways.

In this respect Black mayors take on

particular significance as urban "crisis managers".
THEORY OF CRISIS MANAGEMENT
As we articulate it, the theory of crisis management holds that
the election of Black mayors usually signals a critical juncture in
local politics whereby the ruling elites can no longer continue to
rule in the same way and must adapt to new patterns of rule.

At the
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same time larger numbers of citizens are no longer willing to tolerate
the same pattern of politics as usual.

Change is necessary.

These two sets of realizations are fueled by the same set of
developments evolving around the urban fiscal crisis.

This crisis is

due to the existence of increasing costs of public services, declining
industrial tax base, the reduction in federal assistance which in turn
led to loss of jobs, heavier residential property taxes, greater poverty,
increased social demands on local governments, and more widely-spread
social unrest.
Various sets of responses to the crisis have been pursued by
different ruling elite sectors.

One approach has been to take more

direct control over vital aspects of local government and exercise
more direct fiscal control; and to initiate austerity measures to secure
their investments as was the case in

~ew

York (Big Mac), Metropolitan

Assistance Corp., and Chicago (School Financial Oversight Committee).
Another method has been the shift to regional and metropolitan-wide
boards and commissions whose composition is dominated by elite representatives from major corporations, banks, property developers and
suburbanites.

A third method is that of "milking the city" for all

that can be had and abandoning it (Newark, Cleveland).

A further

approach adopted by the ruling elites has been to reluctantly accept
or to embrace "viable" Black mayors who can perform the following tasks:
I}

Create a climate favorable for the business development;

2}

Bring fiscal stability to government;

3}

Successfully mediate conflict or "broker" between contending,
often sharply divergent, economic and political interests.

While all mayors have been confronted with these tasks, the
changing demography and socio-economic characteristics of urban innercities make Black mayors best suited to be put forward as a symbol of
Black pOlitical empowerment, while real power still rests with the
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elites and they continue "politics as usual" as best they can.
BLACK MAYORS NEED AN ALTERNATIVE POLICY
It is within this context of intensifying fiscal crisis, federal
retrenchment, and cutbacks that Black mayors are being increasingly
confronted with sets of choices:

(a) To strike a compromise with the

ruling class in return for their financial support, or (b)

to stand

firmly with the vast numbers of the people who are being shafted by
the local financial developers and corporate business elites by exposing their dealings and forcing more public discussion and negotiations over the business affairs of the city.
A NOTE ON DATA SOURCES
The data base for analysis of Black mayoral cities has been
drawn from several sources, e.g., government statistics, previous
social science research and current studies, case histories, local
press files, and interviews with key contacts within and inside the
administrations of the Black mayors examined in this study.

Whil€ a

comprehensive listing of sources will be provided with this study,
we note here the work done by People's College which served as a basis
for this study.

These works will be:

of articles on Black mayors,
politics, and (c)

(a) A SOO-plus page compilation

(b) a bibliography on Black mayoral

the proceedings from the conference on Black Mayors

in the U.S., "Black People and Politics in the 1980's", held in
Chicago, January 28-29, 1983,

(d) an extensive clipping file and

material from the 1983 mayoral campaign in Chicago, and (e) a compilation of articles on Black politics in Chicago.

Heretofore, other

Black mayoral campaigns do not appear to have these materials available
to them to draw upon.
1y1AJOR FINDINGS
There are six general sets of findings drawn from our assess-
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ment of cities with Black mayors and the particular experiences of
Black mayors.
1)

They are outlined below:

Structural limitations are significant factors shaping
the experiences of Black mayors.

Powerful systemic factors

beyond the immediate control of Black mayors -- limit their
freedom of action.

While they operate relatively independent

of the mayor, they necessitate .a definite response.

At the

same time these structural factors generate conditions
leading to sharp contention between divergent socio/political
interests within the electorate.

As cited in the Black

Mayoral Politic Conference News (January 28-29, 1983), the
most prevalent among these systemic factors are:

(

(a)

Racism -- individual, institutional and societal

(b)

Complex bureaucratic relations within local
governments

(c)

Intergovernmental relations -- especially involving
fiscal and revenue sources, and ultimate political
authority (e.g., home rule).

(d)

Ongoing class dynamics -- Sharp divergences in wealth,
power, and access to policy-makers characterize different class forces within the citizenry.

(e)

The absence of long-range, comprehensive planning -the failure of Black mayors to develop and popularize
an alternative theory of social change.

All these factors serve to restrict Black mayors and their
capacity to institute progressive innovations, given the context of
urban crisis which, as it sharpens, tends to heighten the struggle
for scarce societal resources o

This includes the struggle for public

services, control over government, decision-making about the allocation
of these services.
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Black mayors as mere crisis managers does not work.

The

driving forces underpinning the more visibla features of
the contemporary urban crisis in the remainder of the 1980's
will not permit "politics as usual".

That is, we anticipate

that Black mayors will not be able to play a brokerage role
in local politics.

This involves their role in mediating

conflicts between divergent social forces.

This approach

to local governance will not work for several reasons:
(a)

Gravity of the fiscal crisis

The overall economic,

political, and social crisis is likely to become more
severe as demands for public services increase and
new sources of revenue are not identified to compensate for the revenue loss, particularly in older cities.
(b)

Class forces are diverging more sharply due to the resistance to widespread inequalities which become more
intolerable, and as unequal access to public resources
become more visible.
ev~n

It became more apparent to all

certain elements within the middle-class

(e.g.,

public school teachers) who constitute the core support
of Black mayors -- that they all cannot have their real
interests realized (i.e.,

jobs, contracts, appointments);

they too will become politically disaffectedo
(c)

Black mayoral ability to manage conflict depended on
federal aid.

The prior success of Black mayors to

mediate conflicting public interests has been to a
large extent a function of federal intervention

(massive

aid, grants, revenue sharing, Community Development
Black Grants)

affirmative action conferences).

The

principal beneficiary of this money flow has been the
middle-class, who are directly and indirectly supported
by the government, and secondarily, social welfare
recipients.

In a period of sharply curtailed federal
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intervention/regulations, this mediation role by Black
mayors will be less possible.
(d)

Crisis management is not possible under Reaganomics.
Massive, direct cutbacks in federal domestic social
expenditures in 1981-82 alone cost Chicagoans nearly
$100 million in jobs, lost benefits, and entitlements.
Estimates of the total effective annual loss of federal
revenues in Chicago since 1981 range from $250 to $400
million.

In the State of Illinois, Governor Thompson

has stepped in line with Reagan's motion, passing the
state-level fiscal crisis to the cities.

In 1982,

the Chicago area lost over $120 million in welfarerelated benefits, attributed to the Thompson budget
cuts.

Another significant impact of Reagan's "new

federalism" is the establishment of state block grants
which place allocation decisions in the hands of more
conservative, often Republican-controlled state governments.

The overall impact of Reaganomics will be to

exacerbate conflicts and to intensify conflicts already
structured into the local system.

The Mayor's office

will be a focal point of struggle.
(e)

It is clear that the vast majority of Blacks, Latinos,
and all working people have been hit hard as the targets of Reagan's fiscal policies.

The requirement to

offset, to counter, and to defeat Reaganomics is related to the unity of these same forces as a potential
base for this action.

The Mayor has to make their

needs the priority of his policies and programming,
and not be contented with a more passive role as crisis
manager.
3)

The impact of Black mayors on substantive areas of need
(ioe., housing,

jobs, health services, etc.)

is limited.

Black mayors are a powerful source of "symbolic" leadership
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for many people within the Black community.
finding in the research literature.

This is a_main

Their ability to pro-

vide visible symbols of leadership have been significant
in accounting for their re-election.

Due to persistent

inequality, the direct impacts of current social welfare
policy reverses, and with the continued deterioration of most
local economics, we can anticipate that increasing sharp
struggles will occur around the distribution of public resources.

Black mayors become a major focal point of the

struggle between contending economic and political interests.
(The privileged elites vs. disadvantaged sectors among the
citizenry).
4)

Black mayors are managing cities that are heavily dependent
upon external (federal/state) sources of revenue to support
local expenditures.

Prior to the 1980's Black mayors had

demonstrated a capacity to attract external revenues, primarily from the federal government but also from the state
and some private foundations.

Since 1976, federal contri-

butions, as a percentage of local revenues, have been declining.

The impact of Reagan's domestic policies (new

federalism)

has been to accelerate this downward trend.

At the same time, local public expenditures for social welfare services and local levels of demand have both increased.
In a period of declining intergovernmental transfers of
revenue, local governments have rarely used alternative,
progressive instruments for raising funds to offset the
revenue-expenditure gap.

The working people have been

forced to pay retrenchment of federal funding.

It will

be increasingly difficult for the politics of public services distribution to be played out in the same way.

In

most of these cities we have studied, sharp struggles within the community around fiscal issues and government expenditures patterns have been evident.
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Black material gains have been essentially class specific.
Old inequalities within the Black community have been
accelerated by the policies of previous Black mayors.

The

primary beneficiaries of Black mayoral administrations
have been the Black middle-class

(i.e.,

jobs, promotions,

policy level appointments, contracts for public services,
affirmative action enforcement, etc.).
necessary and expected.

This was all

However, it is not sufficient to

sustain governance in the future.

In a period of revenue

decline and fiscal destabilization, the urban crisis has
exposed basic class inequities in the distribution of
public resources.

Consequently, larger numbers of the

population are becoming intolerant of the prevailing pattern of politics.

Moreover, the fiscal crisis forced a

reduction in the Black'mayor's ability to reward all his
supporters with jobs, appointments, and lucrative contracts.
In Chicago, we can expect that a Washington Administration
will facilitate the growth and flourishing of some Black
enterprises.

But his ability to satisfy all his supporters

is severely limited.

For example, the fiscal crisis of

public education will lead to layoffs of teachers.
tofore, "Black Power"

Here-

(i.e., Black managerial success)

has been mainly Black middle-class power and Black business
privilege.

However, new conditions dictate a reordering

of priorities to facilitate a minimum living standard for
all the citizens of Chicago as the basis for moving forward.
6)

Black mayors have not encouraged independent mass-based
organization and political initiatives within the Black
community.

Because Black mayors have not contributed to

sustaining and transforming the movements which fueled their
electoral campaigns once in office, they have not had sufficient political resources to counter or to withstand the
political initiatives of powerful financial developers and
business elites.

They have yet to build effective precinct

organizations to support their efforts in the city council.
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In most instances, Black mayors have aligned themselves
with the local capitalist elites at the expense of broader
citizen interests.

The overall effect of Black mayoral ad-

ministrations has been to disarm those sectors whose
greatest strengths lay in ability to organize as an independent force for change.

Most Black mayors, in opting for

the politics of mediation, have been threatened by independent
mass forms of political organization.

Therefore, instead of

being able to secure bigger gains for their electoral base,
they have cut major deals with the local elites and given
trinkets to the people with the greatest needs.
~.

CONCLUSIONS:

RESOURCES FOR ALL THE PEOPLE

LET'S TURN THIS THING AROUND!
The study of Black mayoral performance in large cities throughout the U.S. has some significant implications for Chicago.

The initial

election of Black mayors has always signaled a critical moment for
change in local politics.

The necessity for a new direction presents

itself as a bold challenge for progressive leadership.

In the concluding

section we outlined a general formulation for a popular program for
progressive change:

"Resources for All the People".

We identified

three major sets of problems confronting a Black mayor of Chicago and
its citizens.
A.

They are:

CRISIS-- i.e., the relative underpreparedness of Black people for
effective struggle, the breakup of the machine, racial polarization
as well as the political-economic aspects of crisis, etc.

Bo

INEQUALITY -- i.e., Blacks and Latinos, neighborhoods, unemployed
and dependent sectors, women, etc.

All those people and sectors

have produced the most, have the greatest productive potential
and have the least to show for their endeavors should be

d~alt

fair hand.
C.

DEPRESSION -- i.e., the economy, underutilization of production
capacity, and human development.

a
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In opposition to these problems we call for a program that includes the following salient features:
A.

STABILITY -- based upon uniting the energies of all these sectors
which have been excluded from sharing in their own governance in
order to facilitate the economic and human development of the city,
its neighborhoods and their institutions.

The key to this is open

popular access to government as an instrument to assist in the
fight to maintain a minimum standard of living for all its citizens.
B.

REDISTRIBUTION -- These~ek~~ who have been alienated and excluded from power and their justly deserved share of all societal
resources, should be given the highest priority and guaranteed
the opportunity to utilize government for their purposes.

C.

REVITALIZATION AND EXPANSION -- Stability and redistribution of
societal resources provide the basis for further social and economic
development of all the resources in Chicago.
The current domestic .policies of the Reagan Administration are

based upon promoting the expansion of the private sector (supply side
economics) as the basis of some new redistribution in the future.

We

think that this course is a backward-looking exaggeration of policies
that government has always (but less overtly) pursued.

We think that

a program of stabilization, redistribution and revitalization is a step
forward.

Let's turn this thing around!
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II.

INTRODUCTION
In February, 1983, Harold Washington became the first Black

candidate to win the Democratic Party Primary in the history of the
City of Chicago.

Along with that primary victory came the concessions

of the leading challengers in the field and the nomination of the
party to be its flagbearer in the General Election against his Republican
foe, Bernard Epton.

In a city which has not elected a Republican mayor

in more than 50 years, and in a city which has historically had no more
than 100,000 Republicans, Washington's· primary success would under
"normal circumstances" assure him a General Election victory:
for Black people, a victory for the Democratic Party.

A victory

Were i t not for

the racist reactionary revulsion among so many Chicoagoans to what has
had numerous precedents -- the election of Black mayors in major U.s.
cities -- we could get on with the business of transition to a new administration in Chicago.
But, the facts of the matter are that these are not "normal circumstances".

The Washington campaign has taken on the significance of

a critical election* in local politics; yet it is also critical to
shaping the course of national politics as we look toward the 1984
Presidential Election.

Washington's primary victory does force upon

thinking and politically conscious people the necessity to assess the
implicatioris of a Chicago Black mayoral success in light of the experiences of other cities which have had at least on Black mayor.
There are at least two imperatives guiding this research.
~t

First,

would be of tremendous benefit to the leadership of the Washington

campaign to be able to internalize the lessons of other Black mayoral

* A critical election is one in which a transition in formal political
power will occur for one sector of society (i.e., ethnic groups) who
have been excluded f~om access to power.
This is a signal that previous
patterns of rule are no longer possible, and the existing conditions of
rule for a large number of people within the electorate will not be
tolerated by them; thus change within the system is necessary.
New coalitions and political alignments are taking place while the old alignments are breaking up.
There is usually an increase in the intensity
of voter involvement.
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What was the source of opposition?

What were their relations with the Black community?).

But, in relation-

ship to the first set of questions there is a second imperative -- the
need to provide for the comprehensive education of the broader electorate so that the electoral victory cannot be used to isolate and defuse
the mass-struggle which generated it.

Thus, the critical question is:

How can the spontaneous struggle, which fueled and was fueled by the
Washington campaign, be made the foundation for a sustained progressive
upsurge among the masses of people?
II.B.

PURPOSES
As implied in one casting of the research questions presented

above, our purposes are twofold:
1.

To apprise the Washington campaign leadership; and

2.

To help focus a broad discussion around a new politics in
Chicago.

II.C.

THE METHOD OF PRESENTATION
The format for presentation is as follows:

section (Section II)
~esearch

question(s).

comes first,

A brief introductory

including the context, purposes, and

(A further note on methodology is in the appendix.)

Also we provide a brief overview of the framework in which the analysis
was developed.
Section III includes a summary listing of the basic findings
which can be detailed by an examination of the case study profiles on
each city.

The case studies are three to seven pages of relevant data

from which the findings were generalized, and the subsequent analysis
was based.
Section IV is a general assessment of Black mayoral cities and
their performance as well as a further elaboration of the findings.
attempts to present in more detailed fashion the main constraints and

It
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limitations that were drawn out of the study of the particular cities.
We show some of the implications for the Chicago case in this section,
reserving the main formulations for the concluding section.
Section V takes a detailed look at intergovernmental relations.
Here a key aspect was our focus on intergovernmental relations as a
source of local government funding.

Here we make an assessment of the

findings as they might apply to the Chicago case.
Section VI is on "Key Lessons".

This section is focussed upon

an assessment of the Black community and its organized political and
institutional actors, which enter into a dynamic interplay with Black
mayors to support or to counter the policies and programs of Black
mayors.
In the concluding section (Section VII), we reiterate the major
themes.

We also set forth an overall framework for unity of action

among the modest sections of Chicago.
Section VIII is the presentation of the case profiles on eleven
cities

(including Richmond).

This profile provides the main data base

upon which the findings were drawn and an analysis reached.

They can

be strengthened as new data is made available and more advanced studies
are made.
Section IX serves as an appendix for important tables, notes,
etc.

These reference materials serve as the basis for analysis and

interpretation.

Finally, we offer a Research Guide to sources including

the referenced people as well as resources not presented in our work
elsewhere (i.e., Reference Guides to Black politics, Bibliography on
Black Mayors, etc.).
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III.

Ai'J

OVERVIEW

This study makes critical assessments of the prevailing politics of
Black mayors as "crisis managers". The theory of crisis management,as
we articulate,it holds that Black mayors come into office at a critical
jurtture in local politics. The ruling wlites can no longer rule in the
same way:new patterns of rule are required. At the same time growing
m.nnbers of people in the City are no longer willing to tolerate "poli tics as usual" : change is necessary.
lVhile Black mayors in the past
flicts among diverse forces in
longer workable. Black mayors
and policies for governance as

had played a central role in mediating conthe political arena, this role is no
of 1980' s need an alternative strategy
part of a new urban politics.

There are several major findings which provide the basis for the assessment detailed in the main sections of this paper.
(

1.

\

THrjtE ARE ~V\JOR SYSTEMIC L]MITATIONS SHAPING THE EXPERIENCES
OF BLACK MAYOR. These major sets of structural factors include;
o Racism - individual, institutional and societal
o Bureacracy - complex structures of laws statutes and regulat10ns which formalize relations and decision rules
'vi thin local govennnent, making change very slow
o Intergovennnental Relations - especially involving fiscal
and revenue sources
o Class Dynamics - sharp divergencies among people based upon
the posseSS10n wealth and power and access to public decision-making
o Theory of Social Change - the degree to which comprehensive,
long range strategies become the basis for aciton in pursuit
of alternative solutions

2.

BLACK MAYORS AS MERE CRISIS HAl'IAGERS OOES NOT WORK. There
are several reasons cited in support of this finding.
o the gravity of the current fiscal crisis - itself a focus
of the study but only one dimension of the contemporary
urban crisis (e.g. economic, fiscal, political and social).
o class forces are becoming more sharply divergent leading to
increasing conflict within the broader political arena.
This is true for all working neonle but esneciallv the
case for the Black middle cla~s.·
.
.
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o the ability of Black mayors to manage conflict has been
heavily dependent upon federal aid - a source which has dried-up.
o crisis management.is not possible under Reagonomics. The
fiscal crisis is becoming more intense and all those people
affected by Reagans policies are looking for alternative
solutions. Black mayors are no longer able to expand their
coalition by material incentives.
o the vast majority of Blacks, Latinos and all working people
have been hit hard by the economic depression and Reagan's
fiscal policies.
3.

mE IMPACI' uF BlACK MAYORS ON SUBSTAVTIAL AREAS OF NEED IS

LIMITED. The most substantive gains that all citizens share
in as a result of BLack mayors is better police treatment
and reduced police brutality. The major beneficiary of Black mayors
have been the middle class. The expansion of the Black middle
class in particular must not take precedence over the stabilization of the living standard of the vast number of working
people and the struggle to create more equitable distribution
of societal resources.
4.

BlACK tvIAYORS ARE MANAGING CITIES lliAT ARE HEAVILY DEPENDENT
UPON EXTERNAL (FEDERAL/STATE) SOURCES OF REVENUE TO SUPPORT
LOCAL EXPENDITIJRES.
No new alternative tax policies,of a progressive character,
have been identified. In the past ,it has been the policy of
"Let the people" pay. At the same time, the capitalist corporations - as as whole - have been increasing their profits
and minimizing the portion of taxes they pay to support governments at all levels.

s. BlACK MATERIAL GAINS HAVE BEEN CLASS SPECIFIC: The old inequalities within the Black community as the result of BLack
mayors use of their office to make appointments, to hire and
to fire, to award contracts, etc. There is not enough to
go around based upon the existing pattern of "politics as
usual". Divergencies between BLacks and Whites, between
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producers and non-producers, between men and women and between
neighborhoods are becoming more widespread; new political alignments·are taken place. Racism is becoming more significant
in urban politics as the overall crisis intensifies.
6.

BLACK MAYORS HAVE NOT ENCOURAGED INDEPENDENT MASS BASED ORG;\;."UZATION Al\j1> POLITICAL INI'I'IATIVES WITHIN 1HE BLACK CCN-

MUNITY. Because Black mayors have only used their electoral
base in limited ways, they have not been able to maximize
the mobilization of political resources necessary to achieve
broader social goals or to secure other than peicemeal
changes and limited reforms.
Conclusion:
The challenges facing BLack mayors in the remaining years of the 1980's
require a new politics which takes into account three main factors:
1.

the state of the overall urban crisis and the severe impacts
on the vast majority of working people

2.

the growing level of inequalities that persist among race,
class, sex and neighborhood lines.

3.

the state of the current depression in the use of the city's
(economic) production capacity and the tremendous potential
for human development.

(

In accessing these factors there is a need for a sharp reversulion
previous patterns of politics. There will be the need to unite the
vast number of Blacks, Latinos and working people in Chicago around a
program that has three essential elements:
1.

stabilization - to unite all those sectors who have been
excluded from their own governance in the past and are now
being especially hard hit by the effects of the urban crisis·.
The minimt.nn program has to be the defense of the. basic standard
of living.

Black Power In Chicago:
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2.

redistribution - inorder to address previous maldistribution,
of social resources new priorities must be established to insure
that basic human needs are met.

3.

expansion and revitalization - stabilization and redistribution
must precede the expansion of the Black middle class and the
pursuit of economic development projects that support the private sector.
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III.

AN ASSESSMENT OF BLACK MAYORAL EXPERIENCES IN SELECTED CITIES
We examined political experiences of Black Mayors in eleven (11)
U.S. cities. We were initially request to assess

t~e

administrations

of Black Mayors in ten cities: Detroit, Cleveland, Gary, Newark, Hartford, Atlanta, Birmingham, New Orleans, Oakland and Los Angeles. We
have added on Chicago Richmond (Va) and provide basic background data
on Chicago. We have attempted to demostrste herein that our assessment
of other eleven cities have important political implication for
Chicago's first Black Hayor.
This section has two parts:
A.

The Context ural Setting- We review the demographic and geographical

charasteristics of the selected cities. We also compare these cities in
terms of form of government, and party affiliation variation at the
local level, (i.e. City Council and Mayoral relations, etc.) as well as
in-terms of intergovernmental relations.
B.

The Structural Dynamics of the Urban Crisis, attempts to provide a

framework for the analysis of the diverse factors that shape Mayoral
decision-making within the urban contex. Throughout the assessment, we
focus upon the fiscal dimansion of the contemporary urban crisis while
attempting to link it with the other important dimensions: They are
identified as;
a) Economic
b) Political
c) Social

,

\
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DEMOGRAPHY of SELECTED CITIES with BLACK MAYORS
Table

, below provides detailed population data for the cities in our survey.

Their population ranges from 138,000 (Hartford) to 2,999,000 (Los Angeles).
Hartfurd, Atlanta, and Richmond have among
of significant size.

them the oldest

Black populations

Oakland and Los Angeles have among their people the

youngest.
With the exception of Los Angeles (17% Black) our case cities have 33% or more
Black populations.

Each of these cities has Black populations of over 100,000

with the exception of Hartford (46,000).
proportions of the total population.

Los Angeles, which has a rapidly growing

Chicano and Mexican-American population
population,

Most of the cities have growing Black
overshadows the growtll of the Black

is the only city to experience a net decline in the percentage of

Black population between 1970 and 1980 (.09%).
survey the Spanish population exceeds 5% in:
(18.6%), Hartford (20.5%).

In the other cities in our
Gary (7.1%), Oakland (9.6%), Newark

In Chicago the Latino population is 14.0%.

In all the cities that we surveyed Black mayoral success has been preceeded by
a trend of overall decline in tVhite population coupled with an increase in the
absolute number and percentage of Blacks in the total city population.

The

exception is Los Angeles which experienced an overall population increase of
5.5%.

Bradley's victory was made possible withthe significant Spanish vote.

Size of Black populations and the percentage of Black population is highly
correlated with the predicting of Black mayoral success.

However, as indicated

in the current situation in Los Angeles and Cleveland (no Black mayor since

Stokes), there is not an absolute correlation.
do not explain Black mayoral success.

Percentages of Black population

it only suggests its potential.
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF CASE CITIES
N

E
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Detroit
Cleveland
Gary

Hartford
Newark

Chicago

Richmond

Oak land
Los Angeles

Atlanta
Birmingham
New Orleans

f
S

I

We notice that our sample of cases was not randomly selected.

So any pattern

emerging out of the selection process is not likely to be systematic and generalizable.

The fact is that each of these cities has unique histories and char-

acteristics that served to attract increasing concentrations of Black people into
these cities.

These developments occurred not merely as an accident of location

but as the result of more fundamental socio/economic and political circumstances.
(See Black Mayor's Conference News, page two, on the periodization of Black
political power.)

All the cities are located on major

waten~ays

with the ex-

ception of Richmond, Atlanta, Birmingham (Detroit, Cleveland, Gary, Chicago are
lake cities.).

All the rest are coastal cities or on lakefronts.

New Orleans

and Cleveland have the added advantage of being riverfront towns on the Mississippi
system.

Atlanta, Richmond, Birmingham, and Chicago are important as overland

and airway transportation points, while Newark is the gateway to New York City
and upstate New York and to the Midwest.

Hartford, Newark, and New Orleans may

be viewed historically as important ports of entry for European immigrants.
Chicago, Cleveland and Detroit are important at another period as terminus towns
for South to North immigration of Whites and Blacks from the deep South.
is a point of entry in more recent history (post-Depression).

Oakland

It is an open port

to the eastern and western shipping and airline industries.
In comtemporary terms:

Los Angeles, New Orleans, Atlanta, Newark, and Chicago

may be termed international cities for the export, exchange, and import of

people~

and finance capitals Hartford, Newark, Chicago, Detroit, and New Orleans were
once important commodities exchange centers, bur are less so today.

"... ""
Geographical Distribution of Case Cities

People's College

In addition New Orleans and Los Angeles are important international tourist
centers.

Hartford is beginning to attract tourists to visit its historic sites.

HISTORY
Blacks were attracted here to the respective for the following reasons:
Recently

Originally
Hartford

Slavery port, haven
for runaways
Shipbuilding

Domestic servants, service
industry employees

Newark

Brewery industry
Shipyards

Transportation, shipping,
brewery industry, proximity
tn New York ~ity; professional

Former capital of
Confederacy; town
slaves; early craftsmen

Seasonal workers; cigarette
factories; service industries

Atlanta

Urban slaves, craftsmen
agribusiness

Light manufacturing; service
industry; professionals

Birmingham

Town slaves; seasonal
workers

Steel related industries;
service industries

New Orleans

Urban slaves; seasonal
workers and brokers;
independent businessmen

Trade, transportation;
entertainment, service
industries

Terminus don under ~f~~~
railroad, shipping;
stockyards, steel

Service industries; transportation; professionals;
food processing

Detroit

Underground railroad
rails, shipping

Auto industries;
service workers

Cleveland

Underground railroad
transportation

Steel~transportation

T
Richmond

T

r

1
*Chicago

service industries
V\\(IJ :

Gary
Los Angeles

Oakland

--t__

-~ .~

Steel industries
Segregation in South
l880-90's

Shipping, transportation
service; entertainment
sales
Food processing; transportation; service sector

FOR!1 of GOVERNMENT
In Table

, we examine the structure of local government in our case cities.

Black mayors were elected in citywide elections in each case except Mayer Wilson
(Oakland) along with Marsh and West (Richmond).

In Hartford Milner was also

elected in a citywide election although Hartford is one of the cities that have
council-manager ("weak" mayor) systems.

Oakland and Richmond are the others.

Provisions for citizen initiative, referendum, and recall of elected officials
vary from city to city.
for all three.

Only Los Angeles, Cleveland, and Newark have provisions

New Orleans and Atlanta have provisions for initiative and recall.

Richmond and Hartford have only provisions for citizen initiatives.

--=

~e

used ttte

initiati~/referendum

to

lim~

the

ac~ions

While Whites

of Black mayors around

fiscal matters (e.g., taxation, proposals,in Newark and Gary), no Black mayor has
been threatened with a recall movement.
Length of term of office is also variable.
the mayor is elected for four-year terms.
the mayor serves only two-year terms.

In at least four (4) case cities
In Cleveland, Richmond, and Hartford

Atlanta has a statutary limitation for

its mayors to serve a maximum of two concurrent four-year terms.
In all the case cities we surveyed Blacks have either succeeded another Black in
office or they have been
in Hartford.

e~ected

to multiple terms with the exception of Milner

Richmond's first Black mayor, Marsh, was succeeded by Ron West.

No

Black mayor in the case cities has been voted out of office by the electorate.
Stokes (Cleveland) served two terms and elected not to run for a third two-year
term.
Salary variation:
earns $73.,000.

In Hartford the mayor earns $75,000; in Los Angeles, Bradley

Several mayors are compensated witin the range of $50,000 to

$52,000 (Cleveland, New Orleans, Atlanta, and Newark).

In Richmond the mayor

only earns $7.200 as the president of the city council.
CITY COUNCIL
There is a great deal of variation in the size of city councils among the case
cities we strrveyed.

Chicago has 50 council members, Cleveland 33, Atlanta 18,

Los Angeles has 15.

Hartford and Newark have nine members of council, while

t.:

People's College

Form of Goverrunent
New Orleans has only seven members of council.
varies.
seats.

The method of selection also

Los Angeles has 15 council members at large; Hartford has nine at large
Council members in Cleveland and Richmond are elected in ward districts

as is the case in Chicago.

Council members serve four-year terms, except in

Cleveland and Richmond where they are limited to two-year yerms.

City council

salaries range from $4000 and $6500 in Hartford and Richmond respectively, up
to $43,000 in Los Angeles.

The model salary range covering most cities is from

$15,500 (Atlanta) to $24,500 (Newark).
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Party Affiliation and Intergovernmental
Relations
Black mayors tend to be members of the Democratic Party. Most often
they beCome the nominee of the regular Democratic organization after
their initial term in office.
In eight of our twelve (12) cases (Chicago included) the mayor is a
Democrat, however, the governor of the state is Republican. Only in
three (3) of the four Southern cities (Atlanta, Birmingham, Richmond)
and in Hartford do we find that the Black mayor and the state governor
are of the same party. The fact that most Black mayors have to deal
with Republican governors - might have its most important implications
when the federal administration and Congress is under Republican control
Ci. e. Nixon's Reagan's ''New Federalism"). The role of the governor's
office in making federal revenue sharing and block grant allocation
decisions can be critical for a local, Black-led administration particularly when race and party differences converge.
In Gary, Hatcher had to deal with a governor and state legislature
which was controlled by the Republican party. These differences fueled
by racist opposition to his tax proposals and housing schemes-combined
to generate sustained opposition in the down-state capital at Indianapolis. His efforts to increase taxes on U.S. Steel (class barrier)
dovetailed with the factors of racial opposition and party divergence
to hamper his effectiveness.
In most cases Black mayors manage cities that have Democratic control
in both chambers of the state legislature. Thus, we have to look more
deeply at race and class as possible basis of opposition. For example:
In Gary, Hatcher was ruthlessly attacked by the Democratic party after
he rejected their offer of support in return for concessions on appointments and key areas of policy (Levine and Kaufman, 1974) .. This opposition
was effective until Gibson secured more support within the council.
Then the opposition shifted its focus to Indianapolis.
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At the level of the federal legislature we found that in the U.S.
Senate the delegation representing the case cities were split in 6
cases (Hartford, Birmingham, Oakland, Atlanta, Chicago). Only in
Richmond and Gary do we have the situation where both U.S. Senators
are Republicans. This factor might further explain Hatcher'S difficultties. Party differences provided a further structural barrier to
his effectiveness in receiving a larger share of federal funds based
upon variances party affiliation. In fact, his efforts to get increase
federal dollars would tend to be undermined. Within Congress Democrats
dominate the state delegations by varying margins in 9 of the 12 cases.
In Hartford, Mayor Milner has to contend with a House delegation that
is split 5 to 5 between Democrats and Republicans. In both Richmond
and Gary the 10 person delegations are dominated by Republicans 4 to 6.
\Vhen we analyzed the data on Black mayor with party affiliation of state
and local elected officials, we concluded that party affiliation/divergence was less significant in determining the effectiveness of
Black mayors than other structural factors (i.e. class and race).
We noted that in the Califoria, New Jersey, Georgia and Louisiana cases
the state legislature which are Democrat controlled have placed caps
or debt ceilings on the amount of borrowing by the local governments.
This has important implications for the impacts of mayoral efforts to
resolve the fiscal crisis.
Moreover, in the Newark, New Orleans, Birmingham cases there were
divergencies within the state legislative delegations (mainly Democratic)
from those cities which were as striking as the differences between
Democrats and Republicans. In Atlanta, the ovenvhelmingly Democratic
State Legislature has not been a significant force for progressive
legislation in-terms of fiscal matters and social welfare reforms.
The opposition that Black mayors receive from the state and congressional delegation must not be dismissed as purely partisan politics
even when differences in party affiliation exists. The extent to which
Republican governors may use their influence to block the policies and
legislative initiatives of BLack mayors on a bases other than partisan
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politics is still an open question. The significance of a Republican
controlled Congress and Presidency at the federal level will be further
assessed in the next section (Section VI).
There are at least four other ways in which Black mayors may be opposed
or stymied in their efforts to promote reforms.
1.

racial politics in intergovernmental relations. This was the
case in Gary, Cleveland, Newark. Here the state legislature
was appealed to by opposition forces in efforts to thwart
various mayoral initiatives.

2.

the role of economic (class) interests came sharply into play
around questions of fiscal policy and social welfare legislation. In the Newark, and Gary situations, capitalist elite
interests and middle class property owners opposed attempts
to raise corporate tax assessments and to block City budget
approved by a predominately Black Council by lobbying in
Indianapolis. In Atlanta after repeated attempts capitalist
elite and property-owners succeeded in passing (under Young)
a regressive sales tax which substituted for more progressive
taxes.

3.

the existence of other intergovernmental agencies, planning
boards and commissions with separate taxing authority have
a public service allocaiton processes independent from the mayor.
We note here that the growth of metropolitan and regional public
authorities is an increasing phenomena and poses a threat to
Black (and progressive) mayors by restricting their spheres
of authority and diluting innercity representation. Metropolitian planning also dilutes Black (and Latino) voting
strength and thereby undermines their representation in decision-making positions. We have seen metropolitanism become
a recurrent trend in the South; in such places as Atlanta
(MARTA), New Orleans, and Birmingham. Richmond is an example
where a Black mayor has an extremely limited capacity to in-
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itiate change regardless of its content and character because
of the metropolitan pattern of decision-making/administration.
4.

/

'.

There is also another tendency being manifested at the local
level. It is a tendency that. runs counter to centralism in
local politics. Increasingly there are efforts to promote
decentralization in decision-making by instituting elective
processes and removing mayoral control over many agency appointments. Given the persistence of racism in local politics
and the overall progressive character of Black mayoral ca~aigns,
decentralization may make systemic change and progressive
policy innovation more difficult. The processes of decentralization that New Orleans, and Birmingham have been undergoing,
while deserving of some merit (e.g. "government closer to the
people") it further complicates the political fragmentation
already in existance before Morial and Arrington were elected.
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BLACK MAYOR RELATIONS WITH CITY COUNCIL
The early administrations of Gibson (Newark), Stokes (Cleveland) and
Hatcher (Gary), experienced.considerable opposi~ion from Council
members who were (1) white; (2) from ethnic-based constituencies; and
(3) politically ambitious. Stokes attempted to overcome the racial
conflicts by attempting to unite the diverse political forces in Cleveland
to achieve social goals. lVhen those goals proved to be unrealizable, the
intra governmental conflicts became more intense. City Council was a
major arena of struggle. In Gary, Hatcher received sharp opposition in
a council that was predominantly white, as did Gibson. As the social
~omposition of council changed (as was the case in Atlanta) racial/
ethnic antagonism gave way to class-based contradictions. For· example,
U.S. Steel and other business interests in Gary allied with property
owners to oppose City Council approved tax plans and City budgets by
using clout in the State Capital.
In Newark, Gibson met fierce opposition in City Council as we noted in
the case study profile. On the surface, the issues of highest salience
appeared to be race-related. But a closer examination of the issues ~he
re revealed a more substantive concrete basis which was most often
the clash between competing economic interests.
In Cleveland, a great deal of Stokes' opposition was due to his moves
to consolidate political power, to displace the old regular party
organization with his own. l~en his Cleveland Now - unity program
failed he faced politically significant enemies and. continued opposition
in City Council. In Gary, Hatcher's opposition in Council, like that of
Gibson, reflected an admixture of race and ciass. By their second term
the class character as well as the essence of the opposition was more
sharply evident. As we noted elsewhere the U.S. Steel led the opposition to Hatcher's tax proposals and to City budget proposals.
In both cases, however Hatcher and Gibson also experienced strong Black
opposition in Council to their programs when middle class interests
were threatened. ~breover, the nature of the broader struggle was such
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,c

that people in the electorate could see that class contradictions were
also at play along with
racial
sentiments.
In Atlanta,
New~rk ~d Gary,
... ' . ..
.
. .'
- . . . : 0 . . ' •.-: _ .." .'
...... : . •• by the second term of the respective incumbent, a Black majori~ had
emerged in the City Council. Yet, contradictions did not subside. They
took on a different form and the economic aspect became the dominant
bases of political opposition. These three cases reflect different
forms of urban conflict based upon growing class divergence within
the political leadership of the Black community. In Newark, Baraka
ran against Gibson in 1974 and he attempted to place his candidates in
City Council. In Gary, Hatcher was challenged by Blacks in council
who were once his strongest supporters. In Atlanta, City Council was
no rubber stamp for Jackson especially during his second term, and some
consolidated opposition emerged among Blacks who opposed his policies.
Similar situations have emerged in other cities with Black mayors.
~_

In Detroit, ~byor Coleman Young had his fiercest opposition within and
outside of government led by forces around Ken Cockrell, a radicalized
Council member who opposed him in the 1978 election. ~bre recently
his "Renaissance Detroit" program has faltered terribly and has been
a focus of considerable opposition within and outside of council.
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STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS OF URBAN CRISIS
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The FISCAL DIMENSION of the URBAN CRISIS
A Framework for Analysis
The schematic on the preceding page attempts to graphically
conceptualize the most significant factors shaping and influencing Black mayoral experiences.

The five main factors

can be taken into account:

racism, bureaucracy (I and II),

intergovernmental relations

(e.g., federal, state, local public

authorities, the nature and character of the dominant theory
of politics and society guiding government policy, and class
dynamics

(which includes relations between elites and the

vast majority of working people as well as intra-class dynamics,
e.g.,

struggle~

within classes or different strata within the

same class, etc.
The overall framework recognizes the interrelationships of
Black mayors with all these structural factors.

However, the

focal point of the analysis is the role of the mayor relative
to the fiscal crisis of the local government.

This is reflected

in the schematic:as both the quantity of and quality of revenue
sources on one hand and the quantity of and quality of expenditures to support various government service functions and
programs.
The general

the~is

is this:

the contemporary urban crisis has

four main dimensions -- economic, fiscal, political, and social
-- of which the central aspect is the relationship between the
fiscal crisis
that they
crisis

(Black) mayors inherit and the political dynamics

gener~te

manag~rs.

and respond to as part of their role as
The five main factors shaping and limiting

their freedom of response are in dynamic interplay with each
o the r.

Class dynamics mahifests throughout the system reflecting

the level of organization,
divergence between
the

politic~l

an~~he

c6m~~ting,

arena.

intensity of struggle and

often antagonistic interests, within

All social groupings which enter into the
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political arena occupy a definite relationship to other political
forses in the arena.

They become allies or adversaries in com-

peting for scarce political resources, e.g., termed, "outcomes".
Political outcomes are, themselves, shaped and determined by the
relative political resources at the disposal of the various
political forces.

These outcomes fall into several categories,

e.g., capital improvements/infrastructure, public services, welfare redistribution, public safety and health, economic development resources, etc.

Similarly, the distribution of outcomes is

a function of the political resources that can be ralized by
different interests relative to their adversaries.
We now advance several arguments:
1.

We argue that in an environment

where the urban crisis has

as one of its most pronounced features
the outcomes for welfar&

r~distribution

fiscal deterioration,
and public services

aimed at stabilization and equalization are most likely to be
cut out or reduced.
2.

We argue that social crisis, inequality, and depression become more pronounced as the fiscal crisis -- as part of the
overall economic, political, and social crisis -- becomes more
intense.

3.

We argue that Black mayors were best equipped to playa
brokerage/conflict mediating role under two sets of circumstances:
(a)

The level of federal funds were adequate enough to
stabilize the living conditions of the most disadvantaged sectors and assure the legitimization
of the government;
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The degree of divergence in material conditions among
certain class forces was relatively small -- particularly
among the Black middle-class.

The relationship between these two sets of conditions is readily
apparent when we consider the fact that the contemporary Black
middle-class is heavily dependent for their livelihood on income
derived directly or indirectly from the public sector (federal,
state, local government -- but particularly the federal

gove~nment)

as direct employees, as professionals, and as social service
providers.
4.

The fiscal crisis along with the Reaganomics policy response
to it, is a direct threat to the standard of living of the
Black middle-class.

While all sectors of society are being

hit hard by fiscal retrenchment, it is the Black middle-class
that stands to receive the greatest gains from the outcomes
generated by Black mayors
action enforcement).
revenue

(transfer)

(i.e.,

jobs, contracts, affirmative

Under conditions of increasing federal

retrenchment and the absence of alternative

sources of revenues, local governments can not adequately
respond to the increasing demands for all forms of local expenditures.
tributed, and

In other words, there is simply less to be disa'~smaller

fraction of all those forces who

support the political transaction can get a "piece of the
action".
5.

We argue that the old politics of crisis management practiced
by Black mayors will no longer be possible due to the growing
divergence of interests among the various sectors of the
electorate:
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Sharp divergence of interests between the sectors ruling
elites, and the majority of working people, and the poor
within the electorate;

(b)

Increasing divergence of interests will result in sharper
conflicts within the ruling elite over methods of rule;

(c)

Intensified divergency within the core of support for
Black mayors due to restraints on the ability of Black
mayors to make good in the terms of support, whether
explicit or complicit.

(d)

Increasing divergency within the Black middle-class
among elements who expect material rewards in the form
of jobs, income, business concessions, and decisionmaking positions within the new government.

We can summarize in the following way.

The economic dimensions

of the crisis menas that conflicts within the capitalist class
over profits, market development schemes will become sharp.

At

the same time working people will attempt more spontaneous fight
back to protect their standard of living and the gains of previous
struggles.
The crisis in the fiscal dimension, which is our current focus,
will lead to further retrenchment in public services, termed,
"non essential".

There will tend to be sharper conflicts within

the public sector over fiscal policies and the distribution of
public services,and no new sources of revenue are readily available.
Many elements within the Black middle-class will be dissatisfied
with being unable to make concrete gains from support of Black
mayors.

It will be difficult for the Black mayor to hold his

coalition together and to expand benefits to the middle-class
especially in this case for unencumbent Black mayors.
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The political crisis has to do with the breakup of old ruling
coalitions and the possibliity of new progressive coalations to
take their place.

This is part of the reason why the current

campaign in Chicago was a critical juncture in local politics.
The crisis in the social dimension simply means that the overall
urban crisis is having devestating effects upon the living standards
and the quality of life for increasing numbers of people.

More-

over, structural inequalities within the system and between Blacks
and Whites, between the rich and the poor, among neighbors, and
between the sexes are likely to become more blatent.

All of these

factors taken together suggest that Black mayors can no longer
engage in the politics of mediation between political forces in
conflict.

They are increasingly being compelled to take a stand

not on values of this or that isolated issue, but on strategic
matters of fundamental social consequences which require a rethinking
of their role in urban goverance and in the role of government.

,.

THE ECONOMIC ASPECT OF URBAN CRISIS
As outlined in the schematic and emphasized throughout, the central focus of this
paper has been on the role of Black mayors in relationship to the fiscal dimension
of the urban crisis.

However, the fiscal crisis is consequent of the general wide-

spread crisis in the urban economy.

The key features are:

(a)

Overall deterioration of the industrial base in urban central cities,
marked by waning production, workers layoffs, industrial capital relocation outside the central city and increasing plant closings.

(b)

Depressed economies forcing increased competition for scarce jobs resulting in underemployment and the devaluation of the living wage.

(c)

Growing unemployment and capital shifts from labor-intensive production
to capital intensive production.

(d)

The increasing concentration of wealth into a small number of large
firms.

The general recession and relative depression pandemic throughout urban economies
over the past 15 years has coincided with the emergence of Black mayors in many northern inner cities.

Many critics of Black mayors are quick to blame the accelerated

decline of cities with Black -mayors on the particular policies of Black mayors.
example:

a recent Crain's article (March

For

, 1983) lauded Tom Bradley, Coleman

Young and Andrew Young of Atlanta for pursuing coalitions and alliances with the
corporate elite and central city developer interests.

At the same time, they chided

Jackson in Atlanta and Hatcher in Gary for pursuing policies which alienated the
capitalist white elite and for their lack of "cooperation with the business community."
The editors of Crain's argue that Hatcher's confrontation style was self-defeating
and that Jackson's approach to governance (i.e., promoting Black businesses, etc.)
.~

both res~lted in "lost (white) population as well as many businesses" to the suburbs.
-----~
Referencing the Gary experience; the magazine sent a message to Harold Washington
to avoid confrontation by learning from Hatcher's policies:
"He learned the hard way that cooperation with the business community is the only way to go."
They argue that Hatcher's confrontationist politics had "wrenching" effects:
"The only two downtown theaters were shuttered; the City's downtown
Holiday Inn opened and closed within 5 years. Montgomery Ward and

"
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Company relocated its downtown store to •••• neighboring Merrillville,
followed by Sears Roebuck and Company."
Coleman Young contended that the massive
his administration.

1055

of businesses from Detroit preceded

There is an adequate body of data which suggests that tax

abatements and city inducements are only one -- and perhaps not the most significant -- factor in firm location/relocation decision-making.

In Chicago, we need

only look to State Street in the Loop to figure out that Goldblatt's folded and
Sears moved under the Byrne Administration just as the massive exodus of industrial
firms from Chicago has preceded the election of Chicago's first Black mayor.
Moreover, in our view the situation of urban economic depression and acute economic
crisis in the local economy is highly associated with the emergence of Black mayors
and not a cause of depression.

It is possible to conceive of a strategy that is an

alternative to the usual politics of allying with downtown business and developer
interests at the expense of the people.

I
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Black Mayors Conference News by ICBS and the Chicago Center
for Afro-American StudieS-January, 1983.
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TABLE 5
WHO OWNS CHICAGO:
LEADING CORPORATIONS IN 1981
Utilities
Commonwealth
Edison
Illinois Bell
Peoples Gasl
Peoples Energy

Profits

Chicago
Employees

(Millions)

(Thousands)

4.50

13,056
8.631

48.

3,573

650.
101.6
264.8

26.250
28,373

·49.
242

11.354

2546
113.7
35.1

11,320
9,205
3,710

Retail
Sears Roebuck
Jewell Companies
McDonald's Corp.

Transportation
UAL
Santa Fe Ind.
Illinois Central Gulf
Railway

Banking Finance
Continental III.
First Chicago
Northern Trust

Leading Industrial Corporations
Standard Oil
Beatrice Foods
Inland Steel

Source:

1921,
372.
57 ..

6,850
6.908
27.242

Black Mayors Conference News by ICBS and the Chicago Center
for Afro-American Studie-s-January, 1983.

The SOCIAL DIMENSIONS of URBAN CRISIS
Based upon the cities we have surveyed the urban crisis
fiscal, and political
1.

has had the following overall impacts:

Destabilization of the standard of living for growing numbers
of the electorate.

This is marked by growing joblessness and

loss of income, due to:
-

..

economic,

shifts in technologies,

(a) economic forces such as job shifts,
~lant

closings, etc., and (b) drastic

shifts in domestic governmental policies.

The latter has led

to loss.
2.

Growing disparities in the distribution of societal resources.
These parities are the effects of structural inequalities.

For

example:
(a)

Increasing concentration of wealth and property in the
hands of fewer corporation and individuals whose political
power relative to the vast majority of working people is
vastly disproportionate to their numbers.

(b)

Growing, rather than declining, discrepancies in income,
overall living conditions, and life changes between Blacks
and Whites.

(c)

Continual existence of differentials between men and women
in employment, in employment opportunities, promotions to
decision-making positions in health-related areas including
high infant and material death rates.

(d)

The disparities between neighborhoods along racial and
class lines are being exascerbated by public policies that
promote downtown priority development at the expense of
the neighborhoods while encouraging "gentrification" and
displacement within neighborhoods.

The Social Dimensions
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While the overall urban economy has been marked by generally
depressed conditions throughout the 1970's and early 1980's,
there was a significant expansion of the Black middle-class
during the mid-decade,1965 to 1975, in these cities o

Much of

the growth of the Black middle-class over the entire period
since 1982 is linked to federal and local efforts to enforce
However, as a result of "new federalism"

affirmative action.

and the federal cutbacks, this expansion has been sharply curtailed.

Thus one important implication of the impact of

Reagonomics for Chicago and other Black mayoral cities is the
extent that greater divergence of political views within the
Black middle-class will be the result of tighter constraints
on the ability of Black mayors to continue the expansion of
the overall middle-class that marked an earlier period •
Table

.

on page

The data in Table

(See

)

provides some indication of the social dimension

of the contemporary urban crisis in our survey cities.
Most of the cities have a highly industrial work force.

Los Angeles

has the lowest percentage of blue-collar workers in the labor force.
(49%), followed by Cleveland and Oakland (47%); New Orleans

(49%).

All the other blow-collar workers constitute more than 50% of the
labor force.

In Gary and Newark, cities hard hit by the depression

in the industrial section of the economy, blue-collar workers constitute two-thirds of the labor force.

We note further that the un-

employment rates tend to be highest in the cities with the largest
percentage of blue-collar workers.
(8.6%), and Richmond

(7.7%)

Only Atlanta (9.0%), Hartford

have unemployment rates lower than 9%.

The racial disparities within an overall depressed urban economy
not only continue to persist that have become greater especially
in terms of Black/White life chances and family incomes in the
cities we have studied.

Again, the columns in our table depicting

The Social Dimensions
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differentials-in impoverishment levels and the Black to White median
family income provide clean evidence of these inequalities.
Finally, While the standard of living and disparaties of income
persist, the biggest discrepancies continue to be between tae growing number of people whose livelihoods are being destablized and
the small number of large and profitable corporate enterprisers
who return declining shares of their corporate profits to support
central cities increasingly being inhabited by Black, Latinos, and
the working people.
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CHICAGO INNERCITY/SUBURBAN UNEMPLOYMENT COMPARISONS
BY RACE.
-------" AGE
-_.- AND SEX
-

khiCagO SMSA
Unemployment
All Ages -Youth

-

- -

1981
Chicago Central City
Unemployment Rate Unemployment
Unemployment Rate
All Ages -Youth
All Age,s-Youth
All Ages -Youth

To tal
Wh ite
Bl ack
Ot her
Hi spanic
Mi nority

299.0
187.
105.
8.0
31.0
143.0

8.6
6.6
18.9
8.2
12.1
15.7

60.0
37.0
24.0

22.4
16.5
51.1

162.0
67.0
90.0
5.0

12.0
8.0
19.4
11.4

7.0
31.0

29.3
44.3

NA
NA

NA
NA

Female
% Df tota
Wh ite
Bl ack
Ot her
Hi spanic
Mi nority

120.0
40.1
75.0
42.0
3.0
9.0
53.0

8.0

22.0
36.7
14.0
8.0

16.3

62.0
38 4
23.0
38.0
2.0

'--

XX
6.3
15.7
6.5
10.2
13.3

3.0
10.0

XX
11.8
44.4
28.8
37.0

10.2
6.2
16.9
9.5

NA
NA

NA
NA
-

-

36.1
22.9
55.0

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
29.2

13.0
38.2
5.0
8.0

XX

0

34.0
12.0
22.0

XX
16.9
56.5

NA
NA
-

-

--

~~---

• ,t

SELECTED SOCIAL INDICATORS OF
RACISM AND PERCENT CHANGE
REQUIRED FOR EaUALITY
./. CMngelor
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en

:I:

-

(ij
Q)
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f\J G-w <:;.
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40.1
54.0
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10.0

- 50.0
- 57.0
- 46.0
-160.0
+ 110.0

% Rank on National
Reading Scale
Public School Students
School Board

19.0
61.0
27.0

+ 116.0
- 18.0
+ 85.0

City Mortgage
CHA ReSidents
CHA Board

6.6
83.0
50.0

+653.0
- 39.0
0

Infant Mortality
23.7
(Deaths before 1 year
per 1000 births)
Physicians
22.0
(Avg·. per 1000 in key
homogenous communities)

.J:.

~

RacIal Equality

Unemployment:
All
Youth
Blue Collar/Craft
City Jobs
Family Income
($35.000 yearly +)

en

C;ou..-e.c..G,'

% Black

-

+ 277.0
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Pct. Blue
ColI. Wrkers

COMPARATIVE

Pcte Unemp.
Ap 1. 1982

CITY

~ .. ICAGO AND CITIES ELECTING BLACK MAYORS
SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND CLASS ANALYSIS

ASSESSMENT~

Pct. Below
Poverty
Total Black

Median
Fami ly
Income

1979

1977

1977

Ratio Black
or White to
White Male
Income 1969

Fort. 1000

Pct. Mtg.
Employees
t

50

160

Peo,:..' s

(a)
t

70

(b)

~o 11 ege

Tota 1 Pr
In Mi Jl i

Corp. Banks

Chicago

.52

12.1

20.3

20.7

$10,239

.713

14

6

10,000

Los Angeles

.43

9.9

16.4

?1.4

10,530

.726

23

4

5,498

Detroi

.59

17.0

21.9

18.7

10,038

.738

.46

.37

.36

Cleveland

.47 '

1O.0 't

13.5

23.3

9,098

.718

.42

.41

.38

New Orleans

.49

10.9

26.ft

38.9

8,478

.507

014

• 14

012

Atlanta

.50

9.0

27.5

36.0

8,398

.531

• 17

.18

017

Newark

.66

13.5

32.8

36.5

7,734

039

.36

.37

Oak 1and

.47

10.3

18.5

21.8

9,621

.686

.20

.21

.16

Birmingham

054

16.3

17.4

7,735

0515

Richmond

.50

7.7

19.3

24.7

8,669

Gary

.66

20.5

20.4

27.8

9,815

Hartford

.56

8.6

25.2

17.7

9,108

t

l

.54

.51

.49

6,326
NA

2

0

93
318

3

2

318

0

319

2

63

4

249

0

0

NA

2

6

768

TIIE ISSUE OF CLASS AND RACE IN MAYORAL RELATIONS
,/

In Section V we examine more closely the fiscal aspects of intergovernmental relations and demonstrate how the fiscal crisis will tend to
alter the ability of Black mayors to manage the crisis through conventional brokerage politics. Thus, a new politics is being called for.
Race has been a significant factor in Black mayoral relations at the
Regional (metropolitan) and State level. In both Gary and Newark, their
Black mayors have been opposed within the State legislature. The most
visible expressions of the opposition were racis~ but in both cases
we saw evidence which indicated that economic interests were underpinning the politics of racial polarization, in the early administrations
of these mayors.
Race has also been a motive operative in the trend to push for metropolitian or regional governmental/planning authorities. We suggest
that the short-run implications of these shifts are often more racist
in their effect than in their intent (e.g. leading to the dilution of
Black representation in decision-making roles in Atlanta, Richmond, New
Orleans, Birmingham, etc.).
is also a factor in the break-up of old political alignments
(Cleveland, Gary, Chicago). It also is the foundation for the formation of new alliances as a reaction to moves for Black political
empowerment. Such has been the pattern in Newark, Cleveland, Gary and
in Atlanta and Oakland as well. Yet we argue that this racial phenomenon, although active and deeply ingrained in urban politics and political
practice,obscures the significance of class-based political dynamics
which were also at work. We saw this in Gary in the Hatcher struggles
with U.S. Steel to increase their tax assessments. In Newark, the insurance and banking interests combined with other institutions and public
authorities to resist Gibson's attempts to remove the tax abatements
on the real estate under the control of the Port Authority, Universities
and the large corporations. The corporations used their influence in
the State to undermine this effort.
Ra~e

C.+(Ic...Ab-o GGl1relt-1:;;. C.'Ty
Employment Status by Sex and Race/Nationality
1981 Annual Average

Total Labor Force
Total
Black
White
Spanish
Others
Female
Black
White
Spanish
Other
%

1982.

1,504.0
272.2
1,189.7
117.3
42.1
051.2
129.6
496.9
41.7
24.7
43.3

Emplored

Unemplored

1,360.6
224.0
1,098.2
95.5
38.4
5g7.3
110.0
464.6
35.8
22.7
43.9

143.2
48.2
91.5
21.8
3.7
53.g
19.6
32.3
5.9
2.0
37.6

Bureau of Employment Security Estimate ( in thousands)

%

L.F.

Distribution
Emp. Un.E
33.6

18.1 16.5
79.1 80.7
7.8
7.0
2.8
2.8

63.8
15.2
2.6

19.9 18.4
76.3 77.8
6.4 6.0
3.8
3.8
x
x

36.3
59.9
10.9
3.8
x

Un.]
RatE

9.5'
17.'
7.'
18. (
8.l

15.:
6 ..
14.
8.
x
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In Atlanta, regionalism ~V\RTA) raises the question of wealthy and
middle-income classes being subsidized by inne~ity working people
through regressive taxes and the deterioration of local transit systems.
In other words, suburbanites in Atlanta SMSA benefit from public services while not returning equitable revenues back into the City. Moreover, they have limited ability to influence policy decisions in a
regional government structure.
In Detroit, the slumping auto industry has continued to cause havoc
on the local economy. Chrysler has been able to survive only through
federal, state and local bail-outs. As the major innercity employer,
it was able to "bribe" Detroit into making concessions paid for at the
expense of the working people (increased indebtedness, increased tax
assessments, reduced real income in the form of wages, pensions and
unemployment benefits).
The other aspect of race and politics in intergovernmental relations
affect~ngall Black mayor cities is the "New Federalism" ideology.
Reagan has been the chief architect of federal domestic social welfare
expenditure retrenchment and redirection of the federal budget towards
the military. He has also devised a scheme to consolidate Republicanism
by redirecting the allocation process through Republican controlled
state administrations. He has begun to funnel the decreased federal
revenue transfers through the form of state block grants wherein the
Governor makes the allocation decision.
The interpenetration of race and class. In several cases we have seen
how divergent race and class interests work together to effect Black
mayoral initiatives. That is, white ethnic concerns about neighborhood
related issues may give expression in terms of strong white supremacist
feelings and issues such as: public housing and school placements, fiscal policy, social welfare expenditures, even police and public safety.
However, in every case we examined the political behavior of divergent
forces involved in the conflict are not reducible to race. In N~vark,
in Gary and in Cleveland we saw how interwoven race and class factors
were in the development of particular issues.

II ,
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no new sources of funds are identified within the existing framework.
In other words, there are a lot of talented people with skills who are
looking for material rewards that the next mayor of Chicago will not be
able to accommodate.

Few people have gotten this message.

It will take a new political arrangement based upon a new alliance of political
forces or else the progressive rhetoric of the Washington campaign and program will
be progressively exposed as the "same game as before" with a few new wrinkles.
As was the case in all other cities, Black mayors were able to make a few Black
businessmen extremely rich via contracts.
~ppointments

A larger number of Blacks received jobs,

and promotions but the record indicates that the single most important

change for the vast majority of Black people has been better police-community relations and a reduction in police brutality.
But with this gain there were also some significant setbacks; Jackson's wholesale
firing of predominantly Black service workers in Atlanta, Stokes' use of police to
root out "extremists" in Cleveland, and Coleman Young's use of police power to
undermine civilian protest.

He has consistently placed corporate/developer in-

terests in economic expansion (e.g., public support for Renaissance Plaza, a paint
plant for Chrysler, etc.) ahead of the substantive needs of the people of the city.
This is needed (a) to stabilize the standard of living for Detroit's working people,
and (b) to provide a more equitable distribution of Detroit's resources.

These are

necessary first steps before.any expansion takes place.
Given the depths of the contemporary urban crisis, stabilization and redistribution
of urban resources must precede the narrow interests of the profit seekers and tax
abatement snatchers.
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In previous cases in Chicago politics, the machine remained intact.
a new "machine" emerged or succeeded the old ethnic-based machine.

In other cities
Based upon our

reading of recent events in Chicago the Washington campaign has signaled a turningpoint.
In Chicago we are experiencing the breakup (self-destruction) of the regular
Democratic Party (i.e., the machine) as we know it.
Secondly, in Section VI we explained the critical role that federal/state transfers
played in providing fiscal resources

principally to the middle class that anchored

these elements to support of City Hall.

Thus, policy/political conflicts were kept

within the bounds of "acceptable" practice and did not spillover into the broader
urban social arena and thereby further intensify mass struggles around issues which
up to now had remained essentially localized (housing, health, education, etc.)
These struggles were not linked up.

Several

e,~arnples

could be cited from our study

of other cities with Black mayors.
In Cleveland, the regular Democratic Party organization was defeated by Stokes in
1967

but it was not destroyed.

It was resurrected on a new basis.

In Gary, under

Hatcher, the "Gary machine" was defeated several times but it was not replaced by
an alternative independent precinct organization.

In Newark and Atlanta, the situ-

ation is one which the existent political organization adapted and made space for
"Black power" so long as it was willing to accommodate their basic interests in preserving its share of the public resources.

In Detroit, the political and business

elites reluctantly accepted Coleman Young after being convinced that he was not set
upon making widespread changes that threaten the usual dispensation of public goods
to big business and that leaders in the ethnic neighborhoods would get a "piece of
the (remaining) action."

A similar scenario has been played out in Newark.

In Chicago it is likely to be different for several reasons:
1.

The massive and sustained delegitimation of the machine symbolically
focused upon Jane Byrne.

The machine is no longer capable of being a

cohesive force to filter conflict and to serve as the legitimate
vehicle for dispensing political payoffs, jobs, services,
2.

etc~

Divergence of interests within the Black middle class will tend to
sharpen as fiscal retrenchment at all levels of government set in and

('
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URBAN CRISIS RE-ALIGNMENTS AMONG THE POLITICAL ELITES:

POLITICAL CRISIS

The situation facing Chicago during this Mayoral campaign is typical of what has
been the case in other large cities with Black mayors:
1.

The breakup of traditional (electoral) political organizations (i.e.,
machines)

2.

The emergence of spontaneous mass coalitions among Blacks, Latinos
and sectors among Whites (liberals, poor Whites, etc.)

3.

Large-scale White ethnic reaction to political displacement by Blacks

4.

Mayoral politics become the focus of sharp struggles over fiscal
matters, especially dealing with taxation and expenditure patterns.

In Chicago, we have witnessed all forms of these developments.
cedents for these developments in other cities:

There have been pre-

Cleveland, Gary, Detroit and

Newark are particular examples.
One recent researcher (Eisenger) details what he terms the politics of (political)
displacement which occurred in Detroit and Atlanta.

He defined political dis-

placement in terms of one ethnic group gaining ascendancy in the political arena
and forcing a new set of relations upon the dislodged ethnic group.

Eisenger

further noted that tVhite Business/Financial elites are more adaptive to the transformation in Black/White power relationships than are middle and working class
ethnics in the community.

Eisenger provides a point of departure for our assess-

ment of the realignment of both class and (ethnic) nationality forces attendant
with the election of a Black mayor in the changing condition created by the
deepening urban crisis in general and the fiscal crisis in particular.
Prior to the Chicago case, two factors are important in the role they play in
facilitating a return to "politics as usual."
1.

They are:

The relative degree of fragmentation of existent political organization
along ethnic lines rather than a relatively cohesive and strong machine
(i.e., machine politics as a factor of cohesion).

2.

~he

relative abundance of funds at all levels to provide the basis

for rewarding political supporters, particularly the leadership element
and opinion-makers within the Black middle class.
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FISCAL ASPECTS OF INTERGOVERNr1ENTAL RELATIONS:
Implications for Chicago

An Overview
1. In 1981, transfers of dollars from other levels of government
(federal, state, and local) accounted for an average of 36 percent
of the general revenue of U.S. cities. Several Black mayor cities
have come to depend on these transfers even more: Newark, 70%; Gary,
69%; Detroit, 59%; Hartford, 47%; and Chicago, 40%. (See Table 1)

2. While 14 percent of total city revenues came from federal dollars,
nine of the eleven cities we studied had federal contributions higher
than this. Gary had the highest percentage at 53 percent, followed by
Chicago and New Orleans at 27 percent and Detroit at 22 percent.
(See Table 2)
3. Clearly the federal share of local city budgets is high, two trends
have emerged in recent years that must be carefully assessed.
(a) Several cities have become more dependent on federal dollars
since the election of Black mayors. Hhile the average federal
dollars to all cities has gone from 5% in 1970 to 11% in 1975
to 14% in 1980 and 1981, Gary's budget has increased its federal
share from 8% in 1970 to 53% in 1981. Chicago's federal share
has increased from 15% in 1975 to 27 percent in 1981. (See Table 2)
(b) The figures for 1980 and 1981 show a decline in the federal
share of local budgets in Blcak mayor cities indicating both the
impact of Reagan's funding cuts and his new method of transfering dollars to cities through the states (bloc grants). (See Table 2)
In fact, the annual growth rate of federal transfers to all municipalities shows the following declines:
Period
1970-1975
1975-1981
1970-1981
1980-1981

Annual Increase
575';

16
64
4

BLACK POWER IN CHICAGO--page 2
(Summary:
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continued)

3. State revenues are not increasing to meet the reduction in federal
dol lars. Overall, state transfers to cities has decreased from 23.4
percent in 1977 to 20.4 percent in 1981.
4. Revenue Expenditure. The trend outline below is an indication of the
current fiscal crisis. Since the federal government transfer payments
contribute significantly to general standard-of-living supports and income-maintenance premiums we can expect, that a further distabilization
of larger numbers of the population will ensue, moreover as we point out
elsewhere since the principal beneficiaries of federal support and Black
mayor presence is the middle class, we can anticipate sharp competition
and political conflict over the dispensation of public resources in these
cities.

/
\

5. Implications. Chicago has become more dependent on federal transfers
to cities. At the same time, these transfers are declining and the costs
of necessary maintenance and expansion of city service are increasing.
State of Illinois funding of city budgets will also decrease in the 1983
and 1984 budgets. A new Black mayor in Chicago cannot now rely on Federal
dollars to finance program expansion and development as Black mayors have
done in previous years.
The weakening of the Chicago democratic machine poses another set of
contraditions on a new Black mayor. Historically, it has been the solidity
of the machine and its ability to deliver that has been the main basis of
Chicago's "cl out" at the county, regional, state and Federal level.

BLACK NAYORS AND

FISCAL ASPECTS OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL
RELATIONS: Impl ications for Chi cago

SO~1E

General Analysis
1. The annual growth in general revenues for all municipalities between
1970 and 1982 was 19.3 percent. This compares to 11.8 percent for Newark
and 27 percent for Gary. Both represent case cities with the earlie~t
elected Black mayors. The average annual growth of general revenues
slowed between 1975-1981 and a marked decline between 1980-1981. The
average growth rate declined to 11.1 percent and 9 percent respectively.
The intergovernmental concept of the fiscal crisis facing the cities is
revealed by the fact that total local expenditures increased by 11.5 percent between 1980 and 1981. Also the gap between expenditures and revenues is likely to widen in the future.
2. Intergovernmental revenues grew at an average annual rate of 23 percent between 1970 and 1981, but increased by only 9 percent in 1980-1981.
In the t\'JO cities experiencing- early Black mayors and explosive social
unrest after 1968, intergovernmental revenues increased--60% annually for
Newark and 75 percent for Gary between 1970-1975. Between 1970 and 1980,
Gary averaged a phenomenal 99 percent annual increase in intergovernmental
revenues; for Newark, the increase was a more modest 41 percent.
By contrast, the 1980-81 figures generally show a much lower percentage
increase for cities with Black mayors than the level of increases during
previous years.
Peop 1es College
3. State Revenues. Overall, state revenues to u.S. municipalities have
declined from an annual average of 18.7 percent between 1970-1975, to 15
percent between 1970 and 1981, to 9 percent between 1980 and 1981.
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There is also clear indication that the transfer of state revenues to
the cities with Black mayors is declining. For example, in 1975, state
transfers to Los Angeles made up 12 percent of its total r~venues and 47
percent of tis receipts from other governmental units. In 1981, these
totals had dropped to 9 percent of total revenues and 35 percent of intergovernmental receipts.
In Detroit, between 1975 and 1980, state revenues increased from 15
percent to 22 percent of general revenues and from 38 to 43 percent of
intergovernmental transfers. But state transfers to Detroit actually declined (by 2 percent) between 1980 and 1981, leading to a decline in the
state contribution to 19 percent of general revenues and 33 percent of all
intergovernmental revenues.
In Atlanta, while state transfers shrank from 24 percent to 12 percent
of its general revenues between 1975 and 1980, there was an increase from
24 to 40 percent of all funds received from other governments. This indicated a substantial increase in federal funds (and metropolitan transfers).
In Newark, between 1970 and 1975, state transfers increased from 25
percent to 57 percent of the total revenues. They increased from 57 percent to 61 percent between 1975 and 1981. This constituted about 90 percent of all funds received from other governments.
By contrast, in Gary, state transfers from from 14 to 18 percent of
total revenues from 1970 and 1975, but dropped to 16 percent in 1981.
State contributions as a percentage of total intergovernmental revenues
declined from 63 percent to 33 percent between 1970 and 1975, and to 23
percent in 1981.
4. Federal transfers to all municipalities shows the following trends
for the years indicated:
Table A:
Period
1970-1975
1975-1981
1970-1981
1980-1981

Peoples College
Annual Increase
57%
16
64
4
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Clearly what is indicated above is the decisive impact of recent policy
changes regarding the role of the federal government in support of
domestic urban programs.
Federal transfers as a percentage of total revenues and intergovernmental transfers to all municipalities has shown the following trend:
Table B:
General Revenues
Intergovernmental
Transfers

College
1975
1981
14
12

Peo~les

38

1970

30

5

16

is revealing is that the federal contribution to cities with Black
mayors is much higher than the general trend indicated -above. In 1981,
as compared to the 14 percent for all municipalities, the following cities
had the indicated share of its budget covered by federal sources:
~Jhat

Federal Share of City Revenues
All Cities
_Detroi t
Los Angeles
New Orleans
Atlanta
Newark
Oakl and
Binningham
Richmond
Gary
Hartford

14
22
16
27
16
5

21
18
12
26
15

The startlingly low Federal contribution of 5 percent to Newark is to be
viewed in light of the fact that the state of New Jersey contributes 61
percent of Newark's budget as compared to a U.S. average of 20 percent
state contribution to all municipalities.
IMPLICATIONS FOR CHICAGO
Three factors shape our assessment of the implications of these general
trends for Chicago:

Black Mayors/Fiscal Aspects--page 4
(a)
(b)
(c)
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The current status of intergovernmental/fiscal relationships
of Chicago;
The current changes in federccl and state policy with regard
to intergovernmental transfers;
The political relationship of Chicago to the state and federal
government (and to some extent, the county government).

(a) Current Status. Chicago has become increasi~gly dependent on intergovernment transfers, especially from the federal level.

(
\

Intergovernmental Transfers to
Support Chicago's Budget, 1975-81
1975
1981
Intergovt. Transfers as %
of Total Revenues
31
40
Federal Transfers as % of
Total General Revenue
15
27
Intergovt. Revenue
49
67
State Transfers as % of
Total General Revenue
13
13
Intergovt. Revenue
41
33
As the above table indicates, these transfers from federal, state and
local units and sources accounted for 40 percent of Chicago's 1981·budget,
up from 31 percent in 1975. The federal share has grown from 12 percent of
the total revenues in 1971 to 15 percent in 1975 to 27 percent in 1981.
The state contribution has remained stable at 13 percent. Overall, an
increase in the federal share of all intergovernmental transfers has compensated for a decline in the state's contribution.
(b) Federal/State Fiscal Policy. The research literature is unartimous in
its finding that Black mayors have been effective in securing increased
funding, especially from the federal government. There is a danger in
assuming that such success will automatically come to any newly elected
Black mayors. However, there are several important factors which conditioned this previous success.
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It was a period where the election of the first Black mayors
occurred in the midst of unprecedented Black political mobolization--mass demonstrations, increased electoral participation,
and spontaneous rebellions.
(2) There was a significant federal response to the rebellions of
1966-1968, many of which occurred in cities which subsequently
elected Black mayors. The basis of this response was laid by
the Kerner Commission Report and included civil legislation
(civil rights act, voting rights), new programs like the War
on Poverty and Great Society, and new funding mechanisms like
feqeral revenue sharing.
(3) It was a period in which there was money to be given, especially
as a result of the federal and corporate coffers bloated with
Vietnam War profits and receipts.
(1)

(

Much of this has now changed. The key change is revealed in the
attached article describing "Reagan Making ~1ore Cuts in New Federalism Plan:"
••• in the two years Reagan has been in office
federal aid to state and local governments has
been reduced by $25 billion and is at its lowest
level since fiscal 1977.
That these cuts come at the very time- when service needs are expanding in
the cities--increased unemployment, crumbling infrastructure, inflation,
etc.--need not be detailed here. All of this points to the structural
crisis which confronts new mayors of large cities.
A similar situation prevails at the state level. Without new tax
revenue, Illinois Governor Thompson has warned that the budget for the
fiscal year beginning July 1 will have to be cut $800 million from this
year's level. The 1984 budget will include a $200 million cut in state
aid to schools, a $100 million slash in higher education support, a cut-off
of general assistance grants to 125,000 recipients, no subsidy to the RTA,
and the wiping out of income tax revenue-sharing with municipalities, including $63.9 million which usually goes to Chicago.
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(c) Political Relationship of Chicago to the State and Federal Government.
Many analysts suggest that it has been the "cloutll of Chicago's Democratic
Organ i zation--the f,1achi ne--that ha-s resul ted ins uch favorable treatment for
the city at the federal and state levels~ and from Democratic and Republican
administrations. There was strength in numbers--Chicago contains 26 percent
of all Illinois residents; Cook County has 46 percent. There was also
strength in the ideological, political and organizational solidity of the
Democratic organi zation. Both of these factors are changing.
A declining Chicago population has already weakened its legislative
strength vis-a-vis Cook County, the Chicago suburbs, and downstate.
The many fissures, strains, and splits in' the solidity of the machine
is the subject of much piscussion, both public and private. This is certainly to be a significant source of potential weakness in winning the kind
of federal and state resources that Chicago has historically garnered.
Rather than the kind of situation in which r"ayor Daley as head of the
machine got what he \'.Janted, we are likely to witness a replay of the
IICook County Board ll scenario played at the state and federal level. The
likely result will be the kind of situation described by one columnist as
-confronting Mayor, Hatcher of Gary:
••• U.S. Steel and the city's chamber of commerce
pressured the Gary City Council into cutting Mr. Hatcher's
first proposed budget.
When Mayor Hatcher's supporters captured a council
Majority, these businesses successfully took their opposition to Indianapolis~ where city budgets had to rereceive state ••• approval. In addition~ they blocked
passage of several bond issues sought for Gary projects
which included an airport expansion and sports complex.
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biggest factor
Chicago funding II

By Stanley Ziemba

(

DESPITE SOME cuts in federal
aid to cities under the Reagan administration, the City of Chicago still.
derives the largest portion of its total
revenue from the federal governmenl, according to a new Census
Bureau report.
.
During fiscal year 1981, federal aId
funneled directly to the city declined
$19.1 million from 1980, to $472.5
miUion. Nevertheless, the federal
funds accounted for 23 percent of the
city's nearly $2.1-billion 1981 budget.
Close behind as the city's second
largest revenue source are motor
vehicle license fees and municipal
taxes other than the property tax,
including sales taxes, utility taxes
and the cigarette tax.
According to information in the
report, these fees and taxes accounted for $446.8 million, or 22'percent of
the city's total revenues in 1981.
PROPERTY taxes. which topped
all city revenue sources 10 years
ago, were only the third biggest
money producer for the city in 1981.
They accounted for just 17 percent of
Chicago's total revenue, compared
with 31 percent in 1971.
Contrary to forecasts made last
year.. federal aid to.cities isJ!!t~ly to
continue to be an Important, If not
the most important, source of Chicago's revenue in the years to come
despite the Reagan administration's
desire to make further cuts in urban
aid, urban experts now say.
"Most of the cuts were achieved
during Reagan's first year in office,"
said Charles J. Orlebeke, a professor
of urban planning and policy at the
University of Illinois at Chicago.
"Since then the President has been
unsuccessful for the most part in
getting additional cuts past the Congress.
"Tho1;lg~ some programs ~ave
been elImmated, others have either
had their funding restored or merely
leveled off.
"In addition, cities will soon be
receiving new funds for infrastructure repairs from the recently
passed 5-cent-a-gallon increase in the
federal gasoline tax.
"Furthermore, we're almost certain to see some jobs programs
coming out of Washington to deal
with the high unemployment rate
across the country. These, undoub1OOly, will generate even more federal funds for cities."
THAT'S GOOD news for cities like
Chicago. which, over the last decade.
has become increasingly dependent
on federal subsidies.
A comparison of Census Bureau
information on cit v finances for 198081 with similar data put out by the
bureau for ]970-71 shows direct federal subsidies from Washington to
Chica!:!O inCfPl'}!,;pn 441l ruorl'<>nt ,wor

the 10 years. In 1971, the city received $107.3 million in direct federal
subsidies from Washington, compared with the $472.5 milJion in 1981~
In 1971 federal funds accounted for
only 12 percent of the city's total
revenue, compared with 23 percent
in 1981.
Continued high levels of federal
funding should alleviate some of the
pressure on cities to initiate new
taxes or cut back on services and
personnel to make ends meet, many
urban experts point out.
. Chicago also has become increasingly dependent on state funds. In
1981 the state's contributions, ineluding federal aid redistributed to
the city by the state, totaled $235.5
million, or 11 percent of the city's
revenues.
State funds to Chicago have increased almost 330 percent in the
last decade.
Unlike state and federal subsidies, .
municipal taxes other than the property tax and motor vehicle license
fees long have been a prime source
of income for the City of Chicago.
SUCH TAXES and fees generated
$446.8 million in 1981, according to
the Census Bureau report, an increase of $25.9 million collected in
1980In 1971 these taxes and fees generated only $175.3 million. But even
then they accounted for more than 20
percent of the city's total revenues.
Although property taxes have been
providing a decreasing share of the
city's total revenues. they continue
to be the city's single most important tax source. They supplied the
city with $344.7 million in revenue in
1981, up $70.7 million, or 26 percent,
from 1971. Between 1980 and 1981,
property taxes collected by the city
mcreased by $29.4 million.
Other revenue sources for the city
are fees for such things as parking in
clty-owned gara~es, rentmg space i
. and airplane taximg privileges at the I
city's airports, traffic violation fines, I
investments and the sale of city I
property.
i .
Funds from these sources provided i'
$264 million, or 13 percent, of the I
city's total revenues in 1981. In 1971 I
money from these sources generated I
$lu3.3 million, or 12 percent of the
citv's total revenues.
fOTAL MUNICIPAL revenue generated by Chicago in 1981-almost
$2.1 billion.-was $1.2 billion, or 133
percent, more than in 1971.
On the other side of the ledger. the
city's total expenditur,:s,in 1981 also
totalled almost $2.1 billIon, up $1.2
billion. or 138 percent, from 1971.
The bulk of city's total expend itures in 1981--$822.3 million, or aJ·
most 40 percent-went for saJaries
ann wages for city employees. an
increase of $:314 million. or 62 per,....o.n...
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Reagan makes more cuts in Ne' Federalism plan
== '
f!:.Tl:
By Siorer Rowley

Cnlca~

1nbune

WAllIIINGTON-Alier lb. (.lIure
of .. eenterpiece of hi. New Federalism'1n1tlative and the resignation 01
the progr.. m·s architect. President

:e.:f~ ~a;:u~ C:~ t'i:

for Intergovernmental allain.
"Your record In rebalancing OIIr
lederal "yotem ia unmatched by !bal
01 any other prealdent in our.naUon·"
history." said Williamoon. a youthful
lormer Winnetkan who will leave the
White llouse thiI "pring for a new
job AI U.S. repreoentative to lmerna·
ilona!, orpnlzatlollo ID Vienna.

ommenll are already Iiscally ,trappod and it would lreeze already
llreamlined apendin& program" al
fiscal 1984 levell.

oTI~'3'= ~.::::~~'!'.::

his New Federalism program,
thlch propooed I..... thlnga: lumlDII
back many lederal rroarama to the
"talel and ......ap. 01 welfare programa.
' ,
Tho lederal pernmem wsa to
bave lakon IuD llnanclal ~ibUI
ty for 140dlcald. wblch provldeo
medical aervlca lor the poor. In
exchange lor the .talel takllll over
food starnPI' and Aid to FamUiea
\.-ilb Dependent CbIIdren.

ove.. ald reaponaibilillee to atalel and
"I PROMISE YOU we wlU keep.,
citlea:
the liGIll." Reagan wrote ID a leU«
accopUna lhe resignation. and be
lo~r..:f-~J: .::,,=IV:'ou~ro= caUed the IeglalaUvo proposal "the
"mep-block granll" conaoUdatiol mo"1 aweoplng lederalbim refoml
mo.- !ban Iwo dozen federal pro- any adminialration baa ever ..nt to
COngr......
The admlnlatrallon'" Clan was
to flnan.. the programa lrom 1984 gored last year by the nalon'" gOY'
throuIlh 1l1li.
,
ernon. who this year. ..Ionll with
TilE NATIONAL Govenon M"A·$().y.. r trend 01 ever more cen- mayon and other ltolo ofllelal•• Iodation balked al the "waPI and It
have alroady exp~ cone.rna did not appear In thl. year'. edoral·
~~ ~rr~~n ~~ ~v:r::e'; aboul the program.
io;m Initiative. Reagan barely even
to the President recently announclna
It cornea at a Ume. the 0I11clal. mentioned lederalism In hit IeCOnd
biB ~lIJlIIlion as Reapn'" ualstanl contend, when atate and local 1I0v· rate 01 Ihe Union addreas last

~~'I :~ou:~~ ~re::-t!~u::
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REACTION EAIlLY '101. ,ear
Irom .8"ora and &Dvomo ... wu
mixed aIIB W~ brit-IuS 1101ena of local leaden on the n.W propoaala.
"We are coDcenled about \I ,- amb"loll 01 Medicaid from ~ P.....

al." said Utah GOY. Scott l4athelon. baa been redul-ed by 125 bill .... afchairman of the National GOVt'morl 10 al ils lowesl level .Iace llacal 11m
"Wllal IIIe admlnlatrallon calli
Association. "Medicaid 10 an impor·
lant component of any led"rali.m lreeze In "pendlna actuaU1 Iran'
package and should not be ignored.
"We also q ....l .... the potential Ijs. ~~ I~Ie':"~d C~ylll
cal Impaci of this proposal on need." Gunther ..Id.....ayon wi
states,' hc "aid. "Although gov· are It ill trylnll to cope with the de·
lederal cuta of ..,lit y..r and the 'I"
~:'~~ J:.:r.~~~I;~~ :J;:~ belore are belna told egalD thiI "e
to 'aasum. more programmalic re- Ibel more cuIa are ....eded. ,r
.ponaibillt)' wilb leu mO/!'lY."
WILLIAMSON RE8I'ONIlII II
GOV. JAMES Tlaomp_ ., R- Ibe President'" program .s- r
Unois. whoae 118" II .U8 analydn& burl the needy aDd laIitead mer<
lhe federalism proposal. baa Indi· pula • IIaIl to "Iremeodoua" IJGv
cated thai he hIia no problem with ralel In lederal aid "pend Ina.
In 1!I6O. he said. the ledcI'a1 [
lho l'OllClOpt AI Ion& u lhe block
IIranll coi11aln (undina leveis that .rnment apent $6 bUI.... In grant:'
.tale and local govemmonta.
~h:.. 1:.s"'u~~~n:U~or that IIgure grew to 123 blUion In '
01 the U.S. Conferenc. 01 Mayon. and 190 billion In 11111. tile l
has pointed out tllal in Ihe two yea .. Reagan took oIfice. 'I1le program
1984 p~ tail bUlw!
~.'I!n~ =n:a~f~:~r~":~ llacal
bud.:el ouUaya.
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hike in income
ColltiDae4! from Pac. 1
son told the H~ and SeDate
joint I_ion.
."
- Base Incomeume
.~io~ .
which baa been pmIJ.bID, 10 " T.. now .
many 01 our citizeDa baa taken ita
Til next yest
toll on the ability. of ~ ltate
Increase
pernment to mamWn • 1taD· .
dard of decency in the delivery of
T. now
buman services. a ataDdard of
T. next yest,
excellence in educatioD and.
Ircrease
new standard 01 IICbiegement in
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. $224 Of 5R
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$524 01 S8,~
live ,by Cbicqo'. three major ~
'8ae RxJme is • taxpayer', lederalldjustGd gn,U i1come with addItIOI\S Ind
atatioDa and .110' beard ca,. '. ~lrlCtJOn' to canform to Illinois law. A ~ can find 1N total by ratemng to '
ltatewid. radio' DetworJr..
,.
Uw $ 01 the Slate ncome t&ll form.
I . ., .
.
(TwG of the Chbco TV Ita· . '.: .UndIr the governor', plan, the personil,_,~ucit1 ~ n:reas8!rom Sum
tions cut into tM pernor'.· ; tiS yU' co 11.100 1'1 the tnt ve-ol che I:-t ~ ~S1.200 INJ neltt
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IPf*b and returDed to recutar .I,
PfOIl'UDDliDc at 7· p.m. Out, ftom jammed

•

penitentiaries.
. and medidne aDd pl'OVidfnc I0Il1.
WBBM-TV c:amied the addreu' Abo, be aid. "cranta for mOrt' buatnea fa breaks. .
.'
thaD 125.000 pnera1-aaaistance
Ai pan of the to packqe
to ita conclusioa.) "
LecWative ract.ioD to the tu ,reclpienta. •• would have to be propoul. be offered modeSt eddi·
increae pac:Un . . lubwarm .,c:ut off entirely," posiIzg the "au· ·tional tIS relief. Tba '1,000 per.
at beat, wbile the propcaJa drew . el cboic:ea" of 1eavinc them home· IOnal eumption for individual
immediate critiCism from .buIl- .... or ahiftinc tb8 burden for . 'lncome tapayera would climb to
DellI lobbyists.
their Care "onto the becb 0I1oaal ...•1.200. ita· .100 atepl over two
The IDinoil Chamber. 01 Com· P10perty t.upayera."
yean. .H. also wanta to increaae
meree aid the buIiDaI to bur·
'There ~d be no mODe)' for "circuit breabr" property \a re·
den would about "'thtouch: the _ RTA.ublidy the
Hef Cor ~e elderly and cUaabled.
. rool." But • coaIitiaa of .educa-. .sded,.aDd ~ tax revenue. 'I'bompIon cI·imed a record· of _
ton c:oacratuJated TbomplOD oa IhariDc withmuhicipalities, ill. ~ prudence and ~. that
a "desperately Deeded" step.
c:ludinc Chicaco'. 163.9 million 'the tea fDcreaet were DOt cDWithout aew nveaue. ~p- would be wiped out. With ~ aiII*i "to avoid bard dodainna." .
lOll warDed; the bud,et far thi
lDcome t.u. tncnae the city'a
'"Tbe principal reaaon wb1 the
fsxaJ yu.t becitmiDc JuJy 1.m absre of the DeW ~ue WiMild people bave elected me to tbia .
have to be pared by S800 million be abotber $28 8 million be aid. otTace three times it that I have
below this year'. lpendiq Ieve1a.
..'.
been c:ueful with their ~I
The ruac:al 1984 ape"";n. plaD. . The enp atate revenue It When It . . DOl there. I· cut
be wiD unveil early nest month, needed to .pare those ~ othet ependilll. When we had .• llUle
be laid, will not counl on the new .~, Thompeon ISld, ~ to. esba, 1. pul it in the ,bank to
Wea. and will include such "bor. pay mount1q ltate debts.
~d ~ • •• receufoa.
.. .
ribles" .. a $200 milli~ cut in
Before out1inJnr hiI. tax iD·
:'ID ~'. hi told ~ J.egWa•
• tate .id to acboob. • 'l~mil.
ere... cbp, the COverDor re- tuJe. H,tu.. are the pnce .... pay
lion a1aah from hfmer ed
'.
t,u'Nlief~ dv.... ·,·.~ ~::.:..~.a decent.·~~.
- " . - --,,~~~ Ida • .
two tJt4il'
, in· ·"~~educated aO!!!r,'CbI'
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Cities cling
to revenue sharing, warts and all
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in, Ilranee il i. thai lhe 10 raise lIIe. or 10'ller .orvice.-withoul 'llhat ....ounta 10
orcanizacionl I,pre"Atin. &heir abue of the federal incom. III.
So the cily-c:ounty·IoWlUhip atzalelY ia .imple: Ellend
Amorica', 39.000 counly. dIY,
""'." and IoWlUbip ,o"eromonta revenue .harine II whalever coot. Elpand Ihe PMCr.....
lit11e.
perhapa-inflalion hAl reduced ita real dollar value
Item CIUSht iD • puol)'Sm of feu
thaI ,onoral rovenlll Ib.rin" lheir oyer tho yeUl. But don't I.t anyone Queslion • dolor
lHuured $-t.6 billion-. ·you feder- tit110 of today'. ,eDeral revenue .harine la ••
al entitlemenl procram, mi,bl be
The herd flct. however. Ia thet ,eoeral roveoue 'harinc
lerminated by ConifOSl dlio yeu. Ia riddled with imperfeclioDl that demand I hard look.
Foremoot ....on' these Ia that llIleI' ao-called MW
PresidODI Reacan hAl pled,ed
himself 10 conlinuin, "'" prOV8JD. .ffort" helpa delermine bow mucb mooey thoir locali11e.
Sen. Olvid Ourenber,er (R· will have 10 ahare. (Tha other facto,. are populalioo and
Neal
Minn.) Cllmered 11 coePOllJOfI- income.' TIS elfon Ia defined 10 includ. nOl just laS..
10 percenl plus of I~e Sonata-for individuala pay-propert)' or all... for instance-bul
.neqy oeveranco laS... The result: Alaska, the natioa'i
• thne·yeu e&1e1lSl0n.
Bul thOM 11. bald tim.. of rlcheat '1111, laot )'UI r_ived $9O.U per capita iD
multi-bundred-bilUon bud,el deficlia-Dol the lurpllllU revenue 'hariDc whlla Miaaiuippi. &ha poorest ltall. ,01
lOme had predided wben CollCfeu fmt pasaed revenlll only $~.22 per capita.
Revenue ahariDc &hus ezag.ralel inequlliu that .uo.
lbarinI iD 1972. And many fIScal co....rvaliv... laY'
RocbeUe St.aofleId iD &he Nltional JoumaJ. don'I like tho lIWIy eneqy·ricb llIleI to elpOft mucb of &hair laS
Ideo of one level of ,ovemment lpendiDc money raised by burden ta poorer eoera coDlumiDc ltateL
another level Liberab. conversely, doo'l trusl local offi·
Thea &he,. lie detaila of tha prop.... that have lone
cw. 10 lpend tha funds bumanely or wilely.
cried out for correctioD. However desperalely poor. for
Yet.boIition of revenue obarinJ Ia oImOSI 100 horribl •• eumple, 110 loca1ily c:aD DOW receiye morl than 145
prospea lor local cov.mmenta 10 conlemplale. They've percoDt of Ibe pu-capita .tale allocation. And laS ea-.
come 10 depend 00 the lunds for .... ry prOJrUD from claves-cmall places with hie factori.. or power pianla.chool deotal clinla 10 police aabrI.. 10 po>;", off bonds. c:aD Ippelt U If &hey hav. a major laS .fCon and &hus ,et
'I'bia, ","y lay. Ia virtually &he only federal prOVIIDI huso .... ounta of aid.
that com.. wI&h ao Itrinp .ttached, that leu them do
SolviDc all theae prohlem in one feU ,woop might be
what &ha),. DOt Wa.aIIIDiIon, laya b moet Important.
100 mucb 10 ..pea j>OUtica1J)'. But DureDberaer...Ito hAl
The creat majority lay thay'd be iD bud .tzai~Corced emerced u Capitol Hill', 1eadiDc iDlercovemmantal iUlUo
i
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bu • ne'll bill thlt "'ould cover moaL
DureDbercer ...ould incre... lhe &otal prOVIIDI frOID
SU billion 10 mora thaD III billion • you. He would
creale I perman.nt procrAlllo fiDlilced '" I portioD of
federal incom.·111 receipta, eDdine tho uocertoinli.. of
annual .pproprialiona and periodic re.uthorizatio.... H,
..auld correc1 many of the pro"am', minor Inequities.
Mosl vital. Dureabercer 'lloul4 wft revealll lbuiDc to
• Iotally Dew formula hued 00 how mucb moDe), I otale
could raUe If il laSed tho weallb of ita ciliu... and
buaineasu .1 • national Iv.r.,e. The reaulline formuIa..
ealled • rep ....ntalive III lyatam and already IoipJa.
mealed for yean amonc Canadian proviDcca. would reIley_not e..cerhata-tho dlaparilitl betweeo .talel rida
10 nalural reaowces and tboae wilb very poor people.
The procr.... •• S6 billioa eapanaioa ..ould be ••peeial
boon 10 receuiDn.p!acued ltalee .nd loc:aIiti... and help
them make up Cor dropped federal·crant provllXlL To
flDlDce it, Oureabe"er ",auld limil thl amOUDt of .1I1e
and local w.. iDdividuala could deduct froar I.beIr
federal Iocomo las.
U worry .bout IiscaI lI.eds and real hardship we,.
foremOit for the city and county Iohbieo, ona would
elpect &hem &0 rusb lor the Durenbercer plan-<lf tome
variant of It. But ","y Item 10 have endured .ucb • I"",
_ a of tzcncb "Ilflle, .ufferi", ani volley of bud&et
cuta after ana","r, thlt &hey ba\'e difficulty raisiDc ","U
heeds 10 ... broader possilliliti.. for. equity and perma.
nence iD ","ir prOVIlDl. In desperalely def.Ddinc &ha
prOVIIDI just u It la, thay miCbl aacrilice "'"It chance for
• olio",... more iDd,pendent Cuture.
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BLACK MAYORAL RELATIONS with the BLACK COMMUNITY
Some Lessons
The relations of Black mayors with the Black community have had differential
impacts.

Clearly Black mayors have made some difference in the relative status

and conditions among various sectors of the Black community.
upon this.

We need not dwell

The key finding is that while all sectors of the Black community get

benefits from improved police conduct, enforcement of equal opportunity requirements, more equitable distribution of available public services and more
"open" government -- other mass gains are more symbolic in character.

The real

beneficiaries are the Black middle-class (increased rates of promotion, jobs in
governments, more contracts with the city, etc.).

Mass gains in the substantive

areas of housing, jobs, health services are more difficult to identify.
The evidence indicates that the overall relations of Black mayors have been
adquate enough to secure and even extend their base of support.

This is indicated

by the high retention rate of Black mayors and their generally favorable performance ratings in the cities we have investigated.
Also,

in the Detroit case, we offered evidence that demonstrates increased Black

electoral participation in local elections being highly correlated with Black
candidates running for office.
Black mayors.

This finding is confirmed in other cities with

At the same time, we found a disconcerting decline in other forms

of mass political activity outside the electoral arena.
It would appear that Black mayoral presence in cities with large concentrations
of Blacks has a dampening effect on non-electoral political participation.

Black

mayoral support remains high within the Black community independent of objective
or subjective perceptions of performance or returns to the community. (Newark is
an example.)
LEGITH1ATION

DEVICES FOSTER DIFFERENTIAL REWARDS

Black mayors have used a variety of tactics to accomplish a high level of
acceptance.
(1)

Highly selective and visible appointments to key positions in the
overall government.

Black Mayoral Relations with the Black Community
(2)

People's College

Increasing the "dollar-flow" into the Black community.
this was an upward trend.

Until recently

It will be increasingly difficult to use

this device due to the relative decline and redirecting of federal
transfer payments.
(3)

The universal use of selective awarding of appointments on advisory
committees.

(4)

Awarding public service contracts to Black business and enterprises,
and general enforcement of affirmative action laws.

(5)

The incoropration of leading community activits into the government
or

(6)

othe~lise

isolating militants and public critics.

The selective funding of organizations and awarding of contracts
on the basis of political ties rather than upon need and merit.

(7)

Developing favorable relations with the Black press and the major
dailies.

(8)

The

developing of youth "leadership" programs (Gary).

(9)

Fostering strong ties with prominent national figures (Stokes, Hatcher,
Gibson, C. Young, etc.).

(10)

Most importantly, Black mayors have been able to make sufficient
enough gains on the issue most salient in the community to retain
their legitimacy.

In most cases, it has centered on the police

(Cleveland, Detroit, Gary, Atlanta, Birmingham, Newark, New Orleans,
Oakland -- even Los Angeles).
Why have Black mayors retained so much mass support while offering so little of
substance?

It is clear that Black mayors are a key symbol in the demoncratic

struggle against racism and for "Black Power" -- that is Black mayoral presence,
even when passive, reaffirms and manifests the legitimate aspiration of an
oppressed people for the environment.

In these terms, Black occupation of the

Black

r~yoral

Relations with the Black Community

People's College

highest position in local government is a source of its own legitimation.

Hence,

in a threat or attack from racists, and because of the spontaneous collective
aspiration to share i n power, Black people will respond by rallying behind
their symbolic leader as do other oppressed nationalities.
Jackson is a good example.

Atlanta under

There, Jackson literally crushed a predominately

Black city workers strike without a public mass outrage.

In Newark, where many

talk about how politically degenerate Gibson's administration has become, he
continues to be voted back into office, despite the challenge of other viable
Black candidates.
COOPTATlVE STRATEGIES ARE COUNTER PRODUCTIVE
The most salient features of Black mayoral relations with the Black community
is not the linkage with the Black middle-class:
This is

that is typical and expected.

the segment with the highest concentration of financial, technical, and

political resources.

What is interesting is that Black mayors have often

employed the Martin Kilson theory of politics of governance.

In this view,

militant Black nationalists are usually relegated to liason roles between the
administration and the "field".

Thus these elements play no major role in

policy formation, but do playa lay role insofar as its implementation (cooptation).
The more dominant strategy is that of cooptation of community-based organizations
and their leadership into the government via selective funding; development of
neighborhood planning associations (Birmingham) which have no independent political
context).

The struggle for funding with other organized neighborhood interests.

This strategy is likely to be impacted by restrictions posed by reductions in
federal funding.

A different relationship between Black mayors and community

organizations becomes necessary.
of alienating part of

Black mayors will be confronted with the choices

their support base and alliances with the big business

elites, or they may chose to adopt °a partisan approach and side with the massbased constituents in the electorate and oppose the usual manner in which politics
is conducted.
A cooptive strategy is ultimately counter productive to effectively struggle
against the main source of inequality within the urban political environment,
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(i.e., the wealthy. property owners and land developers, the big tax concessions
to financial, and corporations who continue to reap large profits as a whole).
Heretofore, Black mayors havenot effectively tapped the political resources
among the masses of their support bases and steered it toward broader objectives
other than merely getting themselves re-elected.

Rather than encouraging in-

dependent mass forms of organziation, they have chosen to discourage ito Due to
the growing fiscal and overall urban ills becoming the prevailing characteristic
of Black mayoral cities, it will be increasingly difficult for this approach to
be used.

The new urban politics will require Black mayors to use all the re-

sources they can mobilize to insure their survival and that of the cities they
govern.

This will include the independent political mobilization of the broad

masses of the electorate in regard to the sharpening struggle over the redistribution of the city's powerand resources.
The contemporary urban crisis requries that Black mayors come to the table with
a full deck of political resources.

Without these resources, the experiences

of other Black mayors (Gary, Cleveland) indicate that they get their Itbutts
kicked lt •
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FISCAL CRISIS AND BLACK MAYORAL RELATIONS
WITH THE BLACK COMMUNITY
Our survey of the impacts of Black mayors in the eleven case cities are consistent
with the findings of previous research.

This research was summed up in the Black

Mayors Conference News (ICBS, Chicago Center for Afro-American Studies, Jan. 28/29,
1983).

In that report it was noted that:
One scholar who studied 43 cities found Black mayors had a significant impact on increasing affirmative action policies, hiring
Blacks in high-level civil service and professional positions,
expanding the coordination of public/private development efforts,
improving the conduct of police toward Blacks and increasing the
percentage of city purchases with Black-owned businesses. There
was little impact on hiring Blacks at lower and medium (level)
positions •••

A second study of Atlanta, Newark and Oakland confirmed these findingso

A third

study found the following significant effects of Black mayors, according to the
Black Mayors Conference News:
••• The presence of Black mayors had a definite impact on city
budget expenditures (a tendency for less funds to be expended
on police and infrastructure and more funds expended on welfare
and health services: Editor's note. One study found that
Black mayors increased spending on social welfare items -health, housing, education and welfare. Spending on streets,
parks and protective services were decreased. The same study
concluded that Black mayors increase the flow of funds into
the city from federal and state levels. (See Section VI for
our assessment of the current trends with respect to the fiscal
aspects of intergovernmental relations).

Table

offers a comparison of Black mayoral policy impacts on six Black mayor

cities.
Virtually all the studies are in agreement that Black mayors have a more than symbolic effect upon outcomes accruing to the Black community.
say what is obvious.

Few of them actually

Most of these benefits go to the Black middle class and they

support the expansion of Black business.

tihile everyone in the Black comnunity

benefits from improved police treatment, the substantive needs of the vast majority
of people for jobs or income housing, education and skills-training have not been
areas of great advance.

Moreover, some more recent data tend to suggest that these

areas might actually be undergoing further deterioration, particularly in the last
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two years and more generally over the last seven years (since the Carter Administration).
THE MANDATE FOR POLICY CHANGE IS SHARPLY CONSTRAINED
The Black community has been the base for the elevation of virtually every Black
mayor to a seat of urban management.

Expectations run high in the Black community.

One scholar indicated that Black mayors come into office riding on a "t.1andate for
Policy Change" based upon the overwhelming support of the Black community.

Yet most

studies indicate that no more than gradual change and incremental reform is to be
expected, given the existing pattern of systemic constraints outside the
control of any mayor.

i~ediate

They tend to prevent thorough, speedy policy changes that

address problems of poverty, discrimination, unemployment, inadequate housing and
the general quality of life for the overwhelming majority of working people.
Elsewhere we have elaborated on the five major sets of structural factors which constrain Black mayors from making "boldly innovative or revolutionary breakthroughs
in solving the problems of the city.

The dynamic interplay of each of these factors

has important implications for Black political power in Chicago.

These are alaborated

upon below.
RACIS!4 AND STRUCTURAL LDlITATION
As the Chicago case indicates, there are still whites who believe that Black people
are not only different but

ge~etically

administer a city efficiently.
now.

inferior to whites and could not possibly

There should be ample evidence to the contrary by

Yet the persistence of this attitude if widespread would severely limit a

Black mayor in making policy changes.
Stokes in Cleveland.

Racism was a widespread initial response to

It persisted in Gary under Hatcher's Administration.

source of motivation of central city "white flight" in Newark and elsewhere.

It is a
It is

a factor which fuels current moves for metropolitan planning and regional service
delivery in many of the cities we assessed.

In Detroit, racism was a factor to take

into account in explaining Coleman Young's snail's pace toward implementing democratic
and anti-discriminatory reforms within the various departments of city government
(especially within the police).

In a polarized urban environment the ability of

mayors to maneuver is severely limited.
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In response to the perceived reality of racist reaction on the part of whites
(particularly white ethnics) most Blacks have tended to close ranks and protect the
Black mayor as a symbol of pride, and the affirmation of the nationality of the
Black experience.

This is evident in the persistence of IIbloc voting ll among Blacks

(Newark, Gary, Atlanta).

The IIforced" selection of one out of several IIviable"

Black candidates for mayor was a much noted feature of Atlanta Black politics and
has most certainly occurred elsewhere during mayoral elections (i.e., Gary, Newark,
Detroit) where other identifiable candidates with high viability were present, but
the incumbent was backed instead of risking a potential loss of a Black in office.
We have seen in our survey examples of how racist dynamics obscure other substantive
factors, often interconnecting with economic and political factors operative within
the urban environment.
The most universally unifying force and the issue of greatest salience in local Black
politics has been the politics involving Black mayors, the Black community and the
conduct of the police.

In Cleveland, Gary, Newark, in Atlanta, New Orleans and

Birmingham, and to a lesser extent in Detroit and Oakland, this has been either an
overtly acute issue or a chronic problem.

In each case racial polarization ensued.
only~

Since the Black community has historically been abused by police it provides not
an issue of objective concern but one of great symbolic value to Black mayors.
is especially the case when street police are overwhelmingly white.

This

But Black mayors

can expect to get decreasing political mileage out of this one as the police force
becomes increasingly Black, the Superintendent is Black but police misconduct and
brutality persists -- even more intensely -- as the urban crisis becomes more widespread and the issues at stake become more costly.
BUREAUCRACY AND INTRAGOVERNMENTAL LIMITATIONS ON BLACK MAYORS
Bureaucracy is the complex of government structures, patterns of laws, statutes and
regulations that insure the predictability of actions and the formalization of
human interrelations.

Bureaucracy is the institutionalization of policy and often

operates as a fetter on change, particularly spontaneous changes.

Thus, long-

range planning is required to overcome its institutional effects.

Bureaucracy that

Black mayors encounter have several aspects.

They are:
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(1)

The administrative structure of government;

(2)

The parallel or horizontal structure of public authorities within
city government (i.e., City Council rule-making and the courts).

(3)

Informal structures of government (i.e., the relationship between
the party in power and the party outside government, e.g., machine
and governments).

Black mayors can not make wholesale changes in administrative personnel with
out risking loss of legitimacy and support from one sector of the electorate
or another.

What freedom they have is usually to attempt to institute change

from the top down by altering administrative policy.
process.

This is often a slow

All Black mayors have experienced the "expert-level" of conflict with

employees in various departments -- most notable contract negotiations and
public employee disputes involving police, teachers, and sanitation workers.
The most significant form of conflict for Black mayors to resolve is generated
by the fiscal crisis, itself.

In other words Black mayors in Cleveland, Atlanta,

and Newark have had to fire city workers in order to bring expenditures in line
with revenues.

Stokes, Gibson, and Jackson fired thousands of employees -- many

of them lower level wage earners.

Stokes fired 1500 employees, which included

many Blacks, employed as sanitation workers, inspectors, and police officers.
Gibson has been forced to follow suit in Newark, reducing basic services to a
rnini~urn.

Jackson responded to maintenance and sanitation demands for better

working conditions and benefit guarantees by firing most of them and mobilizing
influencial middle-class supporters to legitimize their duties.

Given the fiscal condition of the City of Chicago, its Black mayor. will be confronted with several critical developments within the first six months in office.
with city employees (police, foremen, teachers, etc.). The mayor will be presented with several options:
(1) cutting salaries or renegotiating salary lines.
(2)

wholesale employee cutbacks;
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granting the workers what they want and looking elsewhere for
.adjustments (new taxes, custs in other soft program areas).

Either option is going to be policically costly, and there is no safe solution.
An

alternative solution may be to increase corporate taxes.

Starting with

those who do business with city hall, those who have the greatest profit margins, those who use city services but count upon labor forces outside the city.
INTERGOVERNMENTAL

City

governme~ts

RELATIONS

are becoming increasingly subject to restrictions imposed by

city, regional, state, and federal levels of government.

Municipalities are

dependent upon those levels for direct and for corporations with massive systems
such as transportation and roads.

In effect to resolve what is considered a

costly solution to the central city's problems, state and federal levels have
imposed increasing cuts in central city support.-- metropolitan mergers.

More-

over many states have merged in consolidated city and county governments or
rearranged metropolitan jurisdictions· as a way of reducing Black voter majorities
and bokcing the election of Black mayors.
In most instances metropolitanism has not led to progressive revenue sharing
schemes which would put more money back into the central cities.

What it has

done is to insure that the residents in the central city pay for subsidizing of
the corporations and firms located in the suburban area.
The rapid transit systems in Atlanta, Birmingham, as well as the international
airport expenses in Atlanta and Newark, do not bring substantial net income into
the central city.

Just as the O'Hare Airport expenses being underwritten by the

city does not result in a revenue gain for Chicago -- only for O'Hare.
The net effect of metropolitanism and regional consolidation is to further remove
the centers of political decision-making away from the immediate reach of the
innercity concentration of Black, Latino, and poor people in general.
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The table on the following page indicates the growing discrepancies between
conditions of life in Chicago and the broader SMSA.
In Section VI, we emphasized that Black mayors may not look so optimistically
to federal and state sources of funds to bail them out of conflicts at the
local level as Hatcher, Stokes, Gibson, Jackson, and Young were able to do in
the late 1960's and early 1970's.
CLASS and BLACK MAYORAL POLITICS
Richard Hatcher said in 1971, "I may be mayor, but U.S. Steel is still in
contro!."

Prior to his

~lection

he also remarked, "The Irish run it;

Blacks live in it; and U.S. Steel runs it."

the

The one constant element here,

it appears, is that class dynamics are active contracts in mayoral decisionmaking.

When Black mayors speak of having their "hands tied", it is an

acknowledgement of the big difference between being elected mayor, running
the government, and having control over the decisive levers of power

in~der

to implement a new agenda.
In the Black Mayors Conference News, the authors noted that " •••• the most
significant barrier to exercising real power in the cities is the concentrated
ownership of massive economic wealth and the ultimate control over most
political power by a small and identifiable ruling class".
If the people who advise the new mayor do not know who these elites are, the
mayor and his advisors will find out within the first few months of his inauguration as decisive

action is needed on a number of critical economic, fis-

cal, administrative, and social matters that are connected to the essence of
the urban crisis.
When we look at the columns in Table

, dealing with capitalist profits, the

major conpanies based in Los Angeles and Chicago have combined profits of more
than $13 billion.

A redivision of

th~ir

annual profits would go a long way toward

relaxing some of the fiscal strain in these cities.
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Economic elites have always sought to use governments to protect and to promote
their interests and to facilitate their realization of continual profits.

Under

conditions of a depressed economy, they increasingly pressure local governments
to concede favorable tax rates, tax breaks, and public underwriting of unprofitable social services, consumer needs, and public financial training and
retraining programs.

At the same time, they fic;ht to fll)"ther reduce their

fiscal obligations to support governments at all levels.
In all the case cities we find examples of private development schemes that are
being heavily subsidized by the city government under the label of "downtown
revitalization".

We see major local corporations play an agressive role in re-

sisting tax reassessments

or supporting sales and residential property tax

increases.
The contemporary urban crisis has led to growing divergencies along class lines.
Not only are these divergencies taking place between classes, but within the
Black middle-class, so heavily dependent upon the public sector for its existence.
It is this sector which has predominated leadership within the Black community;
and it is also this sector that Black mayors have looked to for legitimate and
political support in the past.
However, one of the majer implications of one study is derived from observations
that class divergence has been intensified as a result of the increasing fiscal
instability of local governments -- particularly within those cities headed by
Black mayors.

Therefore, Black mayors can expect more sharply divided responses

to their policy and political actions within the middle-class and from among
constituanties whose leadership is drawn from the middle-class.
THEORY of CHANGE and BLACK HAYORAL POLITICS
Black mayors have been reported to "have a lot of rap but no map" to chart out a
course for solving local problems.

Crisis management has been the predominate

administrative response of Black mayors.

We find that few Black mayors have

attempted comprehensive planning that calls into question the prevailing political
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and social theories of urban governance, e.g o
boss styles, etc.

,

brokerage, entrepeneurship,

All of these approaches have proven themselves increasingly

less workable in the fore of the contemporary urban situation.
This is a period where class divisions are drawn out more sharply, where mayoral
support is more volatile, where previous methods of dealing with the fiscal
crisis are

no longer tenable bureaucratic forms prove more resistant to change

and one in which racial polarization becomes a salient and significant factor
in local politics.
In this climate contemporary Black mayors who argue that we should "stay the
course" are likely to be swept aside.

Those that attempt to become visionaries

without the weapon of theory will be brutishly isolated and crushed.

What the

period demands is a mayor who can boldly pose alternative solutions that go beyond
the short run piecemeal efforts pursued by previous mayors and the necessary
political resources in order to effectively implement this plan.
Among the political resources that must be mobilized, the following are essential:
(1)

the development of mass-based independent political organizations;

(2)

the development of a comprehensive plan with alternative solutions
for solving the city's ills.

(3)

overcoming the limitations of existant ideas and theories of political
and social change.
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CI1Y of CHICAGO
CRISIS INDICATORS
1979 - 1980 are current
Economic:
Total Unemployment rate current
Black Unemployment
Black Youth 16-24 est.
Net Job Loss 1970-1980
Rate of Net Job Loss per year
Interest Rates Prime
Conventional Interest Rate
Mortgage Rate
Steel Production: %of capacity

12.5
22.2
46.0
116,150
11,000
12.5
16.5
13.5 + 3
84.00

Social Indicators
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Net Population Loss 1970-1980
Net Housing Unit Losts 1970-1980
82 of 84 High Schools with reading
below national average.
There are 600,000 persons with
incomes below 50% of the median ($16, 800)
In 1975, 20.7% of all Black families
were belm'/' poverty, (that should be
appreciative higher because of growing
job lost and few new jobs being
generated which have that severe impact
upon the Black community.

364,285
34,065

,..-

-

CHICAGO
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Three main factors "ave shaped Chicago politics:
race, nationality (or ethnicity) and class. These factors
are depicted with statistics in Table 3. A key thing is to
understand the uniqueness of Chicago's fifty wards.
Table 4 presents basic information on each ward,
ranked by percentage Black.
Until 1930, 25 percent had one or more parents
who had been born overseas. The major nationality
t!roups were the Germans (25 percent in 1900, 3 percent
In 1970); the Irish (13 percent in 1900, 2 percent in
1970), and the Poles (7 percent in 1900, 6 percent in
1970). Nationalities, rooted in a common language, culture, and community institutions, facilitated the kind of
group cohesion and solidarity needed to playa key role
in Chicago politics. This was especially true when there
was a concentration in certain wards: while the overall
percentage of Chicago residents of "foreign stock" was
19 percent in 1930, 26 of Chicago's fifty wards scored
more than 35 percent.
The result of this ethnic solidarity is clear: except
for ~ichael Bilandic, a Croation protege of Richard
Daley, all mayors of Chicago since 1933 have been Irish
and Catholic, while representatives of other ethnic
groups have been systematically elected to other key city
po~ts.

While Chicago's Black population has grown from

1

2 percent of the population in 1910 to 39.8 percent in
1980, many analysts suggest that racist discrimination

has prevented Blacks from sharing in the political goods
despite their unswerving support of the Democratic machine since the 1930s. The city is still gerry-mandered
such that the potential election of 20 Black members of
city council (or 40 percent) is blocked, though this is being challenged in court. In addition, studies show that
Black politicians, incl~diMg the powerful Congressman
William Dawson, who was responsible for delivering the
winning votes for Daley in critical elections, was slighted in the patronage jobs he was given by the machine.
Just as comparative studies of U.S. and city politics
fail to treat class as a critical factor, so too do most
studies of Chicago politics. Between 1950 and 1980,
there has been a 63 percent decrease in the number of
wage workers in Chicago, and a 40 percent decrease in
the number of manufacturing establishments (see Table
3). At the same time, however, the "value added" in
manufacturing, an acceptable measure for the amount
of wealth contributed by a worker's labor to the final
product - has increased by 146 percen!.
.
This result, - fewer and fewer workers producmg
l::nger and larger amounts of rr.anufacture~ products
!Od profits - help us understand the two qdes of the
,'lass coin in Chicago. On the one hand, unemployment
'1 April 1982 stood at one of the highc~t points ~ince the
:)erre~~i()n - 10.7 per..:cnt as comrared to the U.S. rate
'I' '>.'+ p~'rcent. The rate among Bla..:ks \\ as 13. 'i and '+0,1
i',,-'rcent for Black youth aged 16-21. (Tahk 3 also re'. '-,ab that I1wr,,' :H1d ml'rc middle clas~ rrl)fes~ionals are
",,-'illl! hireJ.)
The ,)th~'r ,ide of tht' ,'ia~~ qruggk i, Chicago', capl,di~t cla,s, St,'\eral stuJie.; ha\,,' dCIl1l'n,tratcd that ke~
ndu'-;tries in Chic;J.>!o - liJ..c ,ted - 3re ,uffc'ril1~ durn" tht.' Cllrrenr n.'~·;,"ilHI.

=-
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Bllt as a whole da'.'. cariwl-
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ists in Chicago are faring well. Table 5 presents "who
owns Chicago," the leading corporations in each of several sectors. Their profits remain healthy. In fact, the
profits of the two largest corporations - Standard Oil
and International Harvester - total $1.86 billion, $200
million more than the entire city budget of Chicago.
As several studies demonstrate, it is unlikely that
those who control such huge sums and have such vast
private interests to protect will sit on the sidelines while
the political leadership of Chicago during this critical
period is being decided. The influence of this ruling
class - in contributing funds, in agreeing to let their top
employees staff campaigns, in making sure their policy
preferences are adopted by candidates and the like will become increasingly visible in the campaigns of
each major candidate.

BLACK POLITICS AND
THE FUTURE OF U.S. CITIES
The most perplexing problem to scholars and activists alike result from assessing what has been achieved
now that Black people are able to participate in most aspects of C.S. government - as dected and appointed
officials and as voters. Even when Blacks are in a majority on a city councilor school board, the question of
what has been achieved is still very relevant.
The increase in the number of Black elected officials is very important, retlecting more than anything
else the fierce determination of Black people to fight for
all the rights guaranteed all citizens. Some applaud these
quantitative gains as key ~teps toward Black liberation.
Other knowledgeable observers, however, have raised
serious questions as to what real and lasting gains have
been secured through all of this activity. They compare
small and hard won symbolic gains with [he reality and
magnitude of the current economic crisis and the seeming inability of elected politicians to achieve substantive
changes in the society. A similar observation is made
with regard to the problems facing Black mayors in
stemming the rising tide of crisis and decay in cities in
which they hold office.
Even in the midst of mounting campaigns for Black
mayors and fighting for proportional representation for
Blacks on city councils, in state legislatures and even in
the U.S. Congress, many people are led to look beyond
'achieving Black power and to ask Black Power j:Jr
what? Power in the elector::!l ::!rpn:l !lnn"~T< rt~ h" n",~,,~_
sary perhaps, buc not sufficient (0 solve (he: "Or~C:lIU1g
problems faced by Black people, problems that eXIst for
the entire society. The exact nature of these problems,
their cause~, and their solutions must be better
understood and discussed by more and more people, not
ju~t by elected officials, political activist<; and scholars.
Other avenucs to winning rower - and even an
under~tandin\l l'f what powl:r is and who controls it for
\\ hat purpose-and how are aho critical iS~lles to explore.
Onh \\ith a clear under~tanding of these issues qud\\llg', di,cu"illt!. clarifying anJ resolving them can i3la~k r(llitic'al rl,wcr in the cit~ he achie\ed to se,rve
that end that all pplitil.·al p,mc'r ,llUuld ,ene, that at 1111rro\ 1I1,g' the quality ut" lik fur the mas~e, uf all the
rC('Iplt:.- il1
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DATA FOR THE STUDY OF BLACK POLITICAL POWER IN THE 1980's
SELECTED SOCIAL INDICATORS OF
RACISM AND PERCENT CHANGE
REQUIRED FOR EaUALITY
% Black
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All
Youth
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City Jobs
Family Income
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Public School Students
School Board

19.0
61.0
27.0
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TABLE 3
CHICAGO: RACE, NATIONALITY
AND CLASS, 1900-1980

e/. Chang. tor
RacIal Equality
- 50.0
- 57.0
- 46.0
-160.0
+ 110.0

6.6

83.0
50.0

+ 116.0
- 18.0
+ 85.0
+653.0
- 39.0
0
-

43.0

+277.0

TABLE 5
WHO OWNS CHICAGO:
LEADING CORPORATIONS IN 1981
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1900 1,699

1.8 35 43

7,765

263

.3 6.0

1930 3,376

6.9 25 40

9,842

391

1.7 6.8

1940 3,396

8.2 22 34

8,696

388

1.6 6.3

1950 3,606 14.1 14 28 10,258

4.3 8.8
645
._-----.-.-

1960 3,547 23.0 12 24

9,592

524

5.5 9.1

1970 3,363 34.0 11

7,771

476

7.8 12.6

6,378

241

10.6 11.4

1980 3,005 39.8 15

19

Commonwealth
Edison
Illinois Bell
Peoples Gas/
Peoples Energy

Chicago
Employees

(Millions)

(Thousands)

4.50

13.056
8.631

48.

~.573

Retail
Sears Roebuck
Jewell Companies
McDonald's Corp.

650.
101.6
264.8

26.250
28.373

49

11.3~)4

Transportation
UAL
Santa Fe Ind.
Illinois Central Gulf
Railway

242

Banking Finance
Continental III.
First Chicago
Northern Trust

254.6
1137
35.1

11,320
9.205
3.710

leading Industrial Corporations
Standard Oil
Beatrice Foods
Inland Steel

Source:

Profits

Black Mayors Conference News by ICBS and the Chicago Center for Afro-American Studies
-January, 1983.

1921.
372.
57.

6.850
690tl
27.242

CONCLUSIONS: RESOURCES FOR ALL THE PEOPLE
LET'S 11JRN nus ruING AROUND!
The study of Black mayoral performance in large cities throughout the
U.S. has had significant implications for Chicago. The initial election
of Black mahors has usually signaled a critical juncture for change in
local politics. The necessity for a new direction presents itself as
a bold challenge for progressive leadership. In the concluding section
we outlines a general formulation for a popular program for progressive chan
change: "Resources for All the People". We identified three major
set of problems confronting a Black mayor of Chicago and its citizens.
They are:
A.

CRISIS-- i.e., the relative underpreparedness of Black people for
effective struggle, the breakup of the machine, racial polarization
as well as the political-economic aspects of crisis, etc.

B.

lNEQUALITY-- i.e., Blacks and Latinos, neighborhoods, unemployed
and dependent sectors, women, etc. All those people and sectors
have produced the most, have the greatest productive potential
and have the least to show for their endeavors should be dealt a
fair hand. (See table on following page)

C.

DEPRESSION-- it is clear to all that the U.S. economy is in transiticn
and the effect of these changes are wrecking the livelihoods of a
growing number of people in Chicago in particular and the U.S. in
general, yet we have tried to stress that while some sectors of the
economy are fairing poorly, their are many corporations in Chicago
whose profits have been increasing. At the same time their respective contributions (taxes) to support local needs have been
declining (due to Reaganomics, and the existing taxes structure).
The net effect of the current crisis are to hold back the productive
capacity of the working people and at the same time the major corporations, manh based ~n Chicago) contribute'iess to meeting the
needs of the citizens. The same old arrangements and taxing
structures cannot address the serious needs of people in this City
and throughout the Country. Reagan's encourages the feeding of
the wealthy and maybe through this hoped-for-expansion, some benefits
will "trickle down" to the cities urban poor, disadvantaged and to

Black Power In Chicago:

Peoples College

Page 9

the working people. This is an untenable solution, but so are the
mediation politics for the limited the capacity of the Black
community and working people to fight back.
In opposition to these problems we call for a program that includes
the following features:

A. STABILIZATION --This is targeting policies to assist based upon
all these sectors which have been excluded from sharing in their
own governance in order to facilitate the economic and human development of the city, its neighborhoods and their institutions.
Open popular access to government is an instrument ot assist in the
fight to maintain a minimum standard of living for aLl its citizens.
B.

REDISTRIBlITION - - There are vast mnnbers of Chicagoans who have
been alienated and excluded from power and their justly deserved
share of all societal resources, should be given the highest priority and guaranteed the opportunity to utilize government for their
purposes.

C.

EXPANSION -- Stability and redistribution of societal resources
provide the basis for further social and economic-developme~t of
all the resources in Chicago. In other words, the expansion of the
Black middle class must become a secondary aspect of Black mayoral
impacts on the Black community. This will require considerable
planning and commitment by the new Black mayor and his advisors.

The current domestic policies of the Reagan Administration are based
upon promoting the expansion of the private sector (supply side economics)
as the basis of some new redistribution in the future. We think that
this course is a backward-looking exaggeration of policies the government has always (but less overtly) pursued. We think that a program
of stabilization, redistribution and revitalization is a step fonvard.
LET'S TIJRN TI-IIS TIlING AROUND!
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Charges. Blacks paid less

by Chin!a Strausberg
A Ph.D. candidate in pollUcal sociology at the Unt.~rsl·
I), 01 Cllicago Wednesday clllr~ed city Omoills 01 deprlv·
ing Blarks ot more thin Sl00 million in lost incom. be-.
caus. 01 salary dilterenUals. City official.
d.nted tIw
cilargtoS. saying "You ran', extrapolate (rom raw dlla:'
Rodney D. COile•. a Ph.D. clndidale who expecled to
graduate In Jun •• said he used III. Cily's EEOt ,eporu 10
gl.an llis Inlormation. H. said. "I lried 10 Illk 10 al lea.t
lou, departmenl h.ad. aboul th. data. but Iller relused.
E'·'f)·on. played th~ nul rol. on m •• but I gOI the Inlorm·

pa.e

Ilion."

According to Coales' "'port. oul 01 47 departmenl h.ads.
eight are Black and one Hi.pantc. Coates claims lIIal
tho,. departments h.aded by Blacks Ire usualty in lIIe socill s~rvic~ domain. and that they ha.e the smallest .\.art.
and II!e lowe.t budgets.
He said Cecil Partee. City Treasurer. has a staIr of 27
with • bud~e1 01 1513.000. Amanda R.dd. Commissioner 01
the Chicago Public Library "'ith • stall 01 916. reportedly
has a budg'l 01 s:!3.lIZ.998; and Rlch ••1 R. Ridl.y. with.
stall 01 312 r.portedly h•• a budget 01 S3Z3.6SI.
Coate. said Commissioner Lenora T. Cortright bas a
budget 01 S3 million and a basie stall 01 142 peopl •. The
Commission.r 01 the Departmenl 01 Health. lIugo II. Mu·
ri.1. anegedly has I stall 01 1.411 Ind a budg.t 01
Ilt.386.916. Coat•••aid lIIe PoU.e Board. which has a stalf
01 two peopl. and is headed by Re,. Wilbur ~. Dant.l. has
a budg.t 01 1218.nS.
According to Coates. th.", are 37.720 101a1 City .mploy·
... 01 which 10.lil Ire Black. or 26.9 perc.nt. He .aid
there are 1.182 Hispantcs represenl1ng 3.1 percent of III.
city's workforce-.

Coae.. said tIw a',ra" incom, lor IU City employees Is
$24.600 I year. and tllat the I.era,.. wllie. makes 11.500
mor•. Blarks on the I.erage, aU.gedly make Sl.SOO I....
"The average white employee." added. Coate•• "mike.
S5.ooo more tIIan the I.erage Bilek municipil emplo)''''''
According to Coat••• ''Th. 10nge51 municipal """'Uonal
ar... are police and lire pro"",UOII. but III... .ame departm.nts ha.e tbe greatesl number of Blacks employed."
Hi! r.port showed that the", were 13.S69 peopl •• or 36
percent ....orking It th. police department. and of this
grouP. 3.116, or 23 percenl are Black. H•• aid S.IOI. or
13.S2 percenl work for the fire departmenl but that Black.
,.·ere 13 percent 01 that number.
Coates said. '1'heo Department ot Human Sen1ces. with
I Blick Commission.r, employee. 142 peopl •. Separat. repons were not a.anable lor this department. In II!ls lunc·
tional area, 3,032 people are employed-most of whom are
Black ""ho make up SII.I percent or 1.762 01 the 3.032 em.
ployees ...
II•• aid that the Fln.ncial Administration and General
Control. which includ.s Ihe Mayor's ollie., employs some
1.852 peopl•• 31 percent of whom are Black.
Coates added. "Blacks .mployed by III, police depart·
ment. on the a ..'erage. make $6.290 less than their white
cG-workers. The average Black income is $20.430. to whites
$27.500. White!. oD the average. working for the fire department. make $4.380 more Ihan BI.cks-12:.890 lor
.. hites to 123.510 lor Bllcks."
A Cily HaU source. wbo asked nol to be Identified. said.
"Thi. I. true, but whal be lails to understand is lIIat th.",
are many employees who are 2S-year veterans who arev.,obite. and of course they make more,"

Functional areas

A_

BUlck
$20.210

(.\Itcn/
ll1lite
s:!8.t.IO

..

20.00
2O.t10

%7.500
26.3SlI

IIe&IIII
Housiq
FIn ProleCtiOD
Flna.cial
AdmInislraUoD/
General
Dept. 01 Humao

17,260
%1.340

UtWtiOland
Tranaponalloo
PolIce ProIe<tI..
~

/nroInt

Di,ljm'lt.

All
W.~

$ 8.UQ

:.?G.no

6.290

U.200

5,9010

18,4.."0

22.770
2111.470
27.890
22,030

20.080
24.410
27.1:;0
20.810

5.S10
S.I30
4._
3.610

16.660

18.11111

17.7;1

2.1:;0

20.760
22.310

23.600
23.700

22.I!IO
23.220

1.420
1.390

Z0,II6O

21,901)

21.870

1.010

lIIcInra)'l

Servkes
Community Dn.
SaDitation &
Sewage
Satural

23.m

Resourc••

Municipal
Departments
Th. folloWing chart represent.! Municipal Depart·
ment.! rank.d by the percentage of Blacks eaming
more lIIan 120.000.
,

lIckingla1.~

01'

Mort Ann:uaU1l

De-pt. ot Human SPrvlce!l
u,mmunlty OevelOJ»ment
Sanitation &.: Sewage
H••llb
HOlISm.

Sawnl Resources
Financial Admin
PoUce Protection
Utilities and Transportation
Streets &; Highways
~rr Protection
(FlQures represenl 198' year)

8lGck W1'lift

43.''\ ••.5%
33.%'\\ 63.8'\

28.1'\\
:IS.'%
20.1'\\
19.5%
18.9'\\
15.3'\\
12.3'\\
11.5%
1.%'\\

68.8%
~.2%

78.2%
77.1%
76.8'\\
78.7%
•. 1'\\
85.(,\\
89.1'\\

Context Within Which Black Power/Black Liberation is Being
Struggled in Chicago, 1981-1982
3,005,000
Population
Black % (Also undercount)
38.9
Total Black Population
1.25 mill.
Total Labor force
1,504,000
Black Labor force
272,000
Unemployment/Employed labor force
1360.6/ 143.2
12.5
Rate of Unemployment (Oct., 1982)
20.5
Black Unemployment rate
11701/21.8/21.5
Spanish labor force/Unemployment/Rate, (1981)
11,000+
Net jobs loss rate per year since 1970
$120.1,
Gross Metropolitan Product (billions)
$ 63.3
Total Wages/Salaries (bIns)
!;; 18.2
Average wages/salaries (thous)
18,4
Median Income
22.4
Pct. Below Poverty
Manufacturing Value Added
364.0
Manufacturing Employees
$105.81
Manufacturing Sales ($bilns)
$671 mill.
Industrial Investments (1981), percent increase
percent increase since 1980
.83
S & Loan Mortgages Originated ( millions)
1,699
Commercial Developments (millions), percent change(0.39)
1,041
New Housing Starts
9,650
Value of New Housing Permits
51,710
Number of Fortune 500 firms in Chicago Metro, 1981
52
Total Employment "500" companies
Black Employment
% Black
Total Revenues
Total Profits
AvelOage Revenues
Average Sales

Employment by Departments in City of Chicago local Government by Race
Hires per 100
1982
employees
Total
1975
DEPT
1982 Black L 1978
1980
1980
Finance

2327

22.4

32.9

27.9

44.1

19.9

Streets

4455

15.5

18.2

25.9

25.1

8.1

14430

19.3

22.6

45.9

51.5

3.7

5115

4.1

9.3

11.9

27.2

26.7

51.0

50.2

37.4

59.3

12.1

15.2

17.8

16.6

25.9

7.0

Sanitation

30.4

33.4

32.3

65.8

28.0

Human Service 2750

58.6

57.3

63.4

64.3

22.6

54.6
40.9

78.9
56.9

14.3
11.0

Police
Fire

Health
Utilities

Housing
Other
Total

3066

624

28.0

(724)
41,000

13.5
23.1

28.0
26.4

City of Chicago EE04 Reports
Municipal Reference Library
(

Notes
~

Chicago has the highest pay scale in the nation for sanitation and
transit workers, although sanitation workers are payed slightly less
than street workers, they have a high turnover rate (50% higher than
transit workers).
Patronage
The high turnover rate has been attributed by some (P. deVise) to the
use of sanitation work as a way station for patronage workers in route
to better jobs.
Discriminatory Employment:

A Meastire

Street jobs in Chicago pay les~ that sanitatiori fobs, yet th~y show
a lower turnover rate (and employ fewer Black workers).
In a city
like Chicago we could take an index based upon the eity functions
with the highest percentage of Bl~c~~orkers as a ratio of the
function with the lowest percent. of Black workers.
Chicago's
index would be (s7 5v9.3 percent) ~ 6.1 (Human Service vs. Fire)
0

IMPLICATION FOR MAYORAL ELECTIONS
A progressive mayor is likely to strongly push affirmative action,
improvement of minority promotion regulationso
In a climatewhere
proportioned representation is a central aspect of the democratic
reform struggle among Black in Chicago, we can project what this
concept would look like were it applied to municipal employment.
\.

If Blacks constitute 40% of the population (a majority in a plurality)
and provide the actual constituent majority for human services, housing,

Cligo Emplymt. cont.
education and CTA, etc., we would also expect them to be the predominant employees in these program areas as well.
Criteria=

a.
b.
c.
d.

General population proportion
Characteristic of the target clientele/
service group in population
Policy impact of City decision
Geographic distribution of services (i.e.,
wards, traditional communities.

Distribution of Jobs/Services in City Government
Recent Sunday Sun Times article focused upon the fact that 4
Westside wards had nearly 20% of all the City jobs (11, 18, 19, 23),
and only 8 percent of the total city population (3,005,000).
The 19.5
percent figure is probably low given that the statistics only included
full time employees and not "temporaries"-a haven for patronage
workers on the payroll (85-90%) of all temporaries are placed by the
Machin~ according to a close source (Civic Federation).
If the City job distribution was proportionate (via wards), there
would be some 8000 jobs per ward.
Were they distributed proportionately
by the 75 residential communities, then there would be about 5700
jobs per community.
Were they distributed along ethnic lines, then Blacks who are the
majority in 19 of the new wards would have employment opportunities
(equavalent to 40 percent of the total city jobs (6000), and within
the majo~ity of black wards) i.e., (50-95",,8000x19 wards). In other
words, we would expect that proportional representation would mean
a concentration of employment in fuose wards or communities where
ethnic/nationality groups predominate.
Blacks are losing over $150,000,000 due to race and Machine politics
Currently (1982 data thru July), Blacks constitute 26.4 percen_t of the
City labor force.
At a $ average wage/salary level of 33,000 per
employee the Black Community is iosing some 5,000 jobs and 163 million
dollars in income!!
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Note on Methodology
The extent to which the historical and current political experiences,
of other Black Mayors in large cities can be analyzed, generalized and
their lessons brought to bear on the politics of governance in "Black
Chicago" will be an invaluable tool at the disposal of the Washington
organization, the Black community and other faces who identify with it.
The Research Question for the Washington organization. There are two
questions of Paramount significance and the focus of the present Research.
(1) What has been the relationship of Black Mayors to other governmental
entities at the local, state and federal levels (Black Mayors and
Intergovernment Relations)? What efforts were made to block the
programs of Black Mayors and how? What was the response to the
initiatives of Black Mayors by other intergovernmental actors?
This might include both horizontal relations, intergovernmental _
party relations, etc. as well as vertical relations in the political
system.
(2) What have been the relationships of Black Mayors to the various
elements and forces wihtin the Black corrammi ty?_ ,_How hclS __the-,:-Black_-__
conmnmity - its varied organized elements- - respopa~_-ta:.:a!~S~~~:-=~-:~- -_ mayoral initiatives (i.e. Base Building, Reinforcement, etc.).
This is understood as the process of legitimation_ and_ c9ns~U"dation _: _
of the principal political base and resources of most Blade Mayors .--Method. For purposes of this study we examine Black Mayoral relations
and performance principally in ten (10) cities. We --------::--the .5""-significant and relevant aspects of the experience of :BlaCk Ma)lors--in other cities where appropriate. While we recognize that each of:these
cities have_J;heir o~unique 1!~pects w.§_attempt...gttink the_particular
to the general in an effort to draw out lessons which might be- uSed to
inform the anticipated Black Mayoral experience in Chicago.
The Ten Cities
North

East

Detroit
Gary
Cleveland

Newark
Hartford

Chicago

Riclunond

West
Oakland
Los Angelos

South
Atlanta
Birmingham
New Orleans

All these cities currently have Black Mayors except Cleveland (Stokes),.'
Los Angeles (Bradley), Chicago (anti~ipated); Riclunond has had two
Black Mayors. Richmond and Chicago'geographical "bridge" cities. Data
is drawn on these cities for purposes of comparison and contrast.

Study Design
The study requires data to be drawn from a number of sources: quantitative
data, mainly from U.S. government, State and ~runcipal publications.
Examination of the social science literature germane to the study questions.
lVhile cross sectional data is used where useful and generalizable, it
is reinforced by consideration of longit
(historical). Studies
(i.e. changes in finding patterns, etc.) An assessment of the local and
major national press is also incorporated to provide both background and
some assessment of lay issues of salience in the popular press.
The other major sources of data are qualitative data based upon'a nonraid set of select telephone interviews and extractions from recent
presentations accessible to us. Key contacts were drawn in through our
Networks within Black- Studies, movement and commUnity/neighborhood activists,
where possible, we habe established relations with people inside the
Mayors offices in the selected cities.
Inorder to anchor the investigation, we have provided background, contextual
data on the local political settings in which the Mayor experiences of
Blacks in power are extracted. On the other sid~ we have attempted to
target our inquiries
at least one substantive issue area
of general salience in each of these cities (i.e. the area of housing/
community development/neighborhood revitalization for more detailed examination. While being inclusive of other issues of salience in particular
city we believe that a lot more could be gained by holding to clox
scrutiny at least one substantive program area (i.e. housing) and identifying some of the attendant issues imminanting from ~myoral-community based issues in this area. We will be sharing a more detailed insights
gained from this assessment in the near future.

City government whether headed by Blacks, Black Women of Whites Mayors
are distinctive from other levels of government (proximity of citizen
distance, more direct delivery of public service to citizens and impact
i.e. police, fire,
streets and traffic control are all more
direct and divisible services with immediate impacts upon City residents
worker and users of services). The City responds by necessity to changes
in the exonomic, political and social environment at the national (federal
government) and state (state government) levels. They activities of
City governments must be assessed in this structurally delimited context.
\~ile Cities do share power with state and local levels of government they
are legal creations of various states and vary by the distinctive home
rule provisions. Within these limitations Mayors - especially Black
Mayors - do retain a certain amount of freedom of action (i.e. indepence)
at the City level and further they can influence (reactively) and further
collectively to shape state and federal environments (i.e. Gibson, Hatcher,
Stokes, Young, Jackson, etc.) seem to have had more than a symbolic impact
on national policy.
Chief Executive Citizen Distance and Variable Voting
Chie:t Executive
President
Governor
rvlayors
Black Mayor Cities

Pnysical Distance
High
High
Low
Low

Citizen Voting
High
r-.bderate
Low
High

Black Voter7ParticiEants
High
Low
Low
High

A recent study of the relationship of Mayors governors and presidents indicated that two important political elements distinquished the role of
--1.\1a.yor'sfrom other Chief ~ecutive~within the u.s. EQlitical~ystem._
Our study of the impact of Black Mayors on citizen distance and voting
behavior, participation (i.e. legitimation fUnction) is indicated in the
vertical and horizontal margins of the chart above. Black Mayors
has a positive impact on citizen voting in general and especially Black
voting and participation at the local level. Two factors account for this
high citizen involvement
(1) substantive issues effecting the constituents of Black r-.layors
political bases and (2) race ,vhich prompts more Whites to get
involved positively or negatively (racism). Hence, Black rvlayors
in the cities we've studied tend to perform an important legitimate function.
Hmv (Black) Mayors Approach Their Jobs
The rvlayor has been typologized as (a) entrepreneur or (b) boss (both
with strong political
and high fiscal resources or as (c) crusaders
and (d)
where their political and fiscal resources are weak.
The degree of activism/innovation (i.e. Reformer vs. Conservativism is
signicantly related to the political base and fiscal resources available
to r-.layors general and Black rvlayors in particular, given prevailing systemic constraints. Black r-.layors tend to be reformers - innovators.
However, since Black r>layors have most often inherited situation in cities
where the fiscal and economic resources were severely restricted and the
political bases had to be consolidated this has been a strong tendency for
them to adopt a entrepreneur or Broker ST3Ie. But the objective movement
historically has been from entrepreneur to broker and from crusader to
broker avoiding the Boss Style most characteristic of the Richard J. Daley
(machine) .

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

entrepreneurs possess adequate resources and plays active role
in urban policy, making tapping all intergovernment relations.
Bossess are slow to innovate, infact they thrive off of inhibiting change. Develop an institutionalized base of power,
with corruption.
crusaders - have few resources, champions causes but have limited
political bases
The broker possess weak fiscal/political resources and assumes
a more passive (pragmatic) role in urban policy making.

MOst Black Mayors have desired ot were perceived to be crusader
entrepreneur resources. Early Black Mayors were perceived as.'
crusaders without entrepreneur resources. Having less control over
fiscal resources when taken the
of power, they have attempted to
establish expand and consolidate their political base (often in opposition
to those forces displaced
political power) while working to manage
the fiscal crisis
to most urban central cities. A key factor is
the %Black voter
population that is mobilized, and ability to build
coali tions .
Degree of
Activism/Innovation (Reform)

Strong
-p-oli tical_base
fiscal resources

Weak

Low

High

Alliances

Boss

Entrepreneur

Business

Crusader

MassCoalltion

Broker

Urban Politics and Public Policy (78)
Watson Mayoral Leadership Changes

Introduction
The Harold Washington ~~yoral Campaign in Chicago, has stimulated tremendous interests throughout Chicago, the U.S. and even some foreign circles.
Many have viewed his attempt to be the first Black Candidate as the most
"critical election" of the 1980's - not only for its local significance
but because of the far reaching impacts an April 12 general election
success will have on political alignments at the National Political level.
Clearly his February 22 primary victory of incumbent Jane Byrne and States
Attorney Richard Daley already signals prelude to the first real test of
anti-Reagan forces as building begins for the 1984 Presidential Election.
In this perspective The Washington Primary success was a real victory for
Black people in Chicago but for the Democratic Party (locally and nationally). The primary election was a significant for atleast three reasons:
a) Chicago is the second largest city in the U.S., 40% of its 3.0
million inhabitants are Blacks. Blacks and Latinos constitute
a majority of the population.
b) It was significant as a victory against the Regular Democratic
machine the "last of the great urban political machines". Hmvever,
it was not a defeat for the Democratic Party.
c) There was an unprecendented political mobilization of the City's
Black community which constituted the fiscal resource and electoral
base for-the victory. While a critical mass of Latino and White
support was marshalled into an effective.electoral coa~ition.
The Electoral Success in the Primary: Critical Factors
1) The most significant factor in the Wahsington victory was th~
registration, turnout and block voting of the Black community.
2) Washington has abl~to build support sufficiently broa~enough ___
to secure his victory and much like ~ynard Jackson in Atlanta
(1973), he was able to win despite the financial support of the
White business community. Yet, Washington support among Whites
and Latinos. was critical to his plurality margin of victory of
some 33,000 votes.
Organization: The general assessment is that the mass movement underpinning
the Washington Campaign led to the victory which was followed by organization.
It is of interest ot us that Black leadership has not able to put more of
the "nuts and bolts" of his campaign together despite pre campaign discuaaion and hype
the viability of a Black Mayoral candidacy.
In sum: The level of development of organization within the Black
community lagged behind the upsurge of mass energy and motion among Black
people throughout much of the critical stages of the campaign (i.e. BuildUp, crisis of organizaiton, Campaign Viability and Campaign Mobilization,
etc.) (See Black Power In Chicago: A Documentary, Vol. I, People College
Press).
Viability: The campaign achieved citywide
late - coming
only as a result of the debates which washington won over his opponents
(especially sharp in devates (1 and 4) Washington was able to put forth
a winning program and to articulate it
... capturing
the
of the vast numbers of Chicagoans who saw themselves
and their future in the issues he addressed, it became obvious to most
that he was eminently "qualified" for the task of managing the Countries
second largest City.

Fiscal Crisis, Black Mayoral Performance and The Black Community
Most urban centers in the u.s. are in a state of overall urban decline
from in varying degrees. The most aspects of that is the deterioration
of the economic base, massive plant closing or relocations middle class
(White "flight") of residential property owners which is more than offset by increases in Black and other nationality populations. The net
result is urban fiscal crisis. It is charact~rized by a declining revenue
base and revenue sources on one side and increasing demands for public
expeditures to support social needs and public services on the other.
It is within this context that all other questions can be approached.
It is within this context that the role of Black Mayors as crisis managers
became more obvious as,an objective imperative in Urban political economies.
All Mayors (as Chief executives of local government are confronted with
a dual but often non complimentary problem. First, they are expected to
create a "climate conducive to business" (Le •. promote economic development,
facilitate progressive inputs into maximize local investment returns, etc.).
At the same time Mayors are expected to continue to be responsive to the
demands of significant sectors of the citiz
It is the special attribute of Black Mayors who identify with and articulate
the concerns of those with special grievances and needs that make them
well qualified to be "crisis managers".

Need for Crisis Management: It is clear that internal conflicts and the
ruling el~tes were not able to rule the same way - being delegitimate
in the pre campaign Build-Up and continuing to espouse its utter corruption and
throughout the campaign. Moreover, a large number
of Chicagoans in all sectors of the society are no longer willing to
tolerate the existing pattern of traditional politics.
The Campaign and Transition to Governance: Before the dust has settled on
the February 22 primary victory, the Washington organization has to deal
wi th two problems:
: ~.: 1) winning the April 12 general election facing Bernard Epton the
Republican nominee and the Renegade Jane Byrne who will go outside the Democratic Party to mount an independent "write-in"
candidacy. The
2) charting out the course of action to instituted by government. The
latter problem is the focus of this study.

(
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:I,'ud

Sud

Ranle City
~ewark

1
3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

14
IS
16
j',

18
19
20
:1

. ..,

!'e:w Orleans
SL LouIs
Cleveland
Birmlnsham
Baltimore:
Washin§ton
Detroit
Atlanta
Boslon
Cincinnati
Oakland
Chicaso
Buffalo
New York
. "hil"", .. hia
LOUllivllk .
Pittsburgh
San Antonio
Miami
!'orlolk
El Paso

t

1.448
1.166
1.011
0.i81
0.777
0.764
0.663
0.616
0.590
0.556
0.543
0.514
0.521
0.513
0.507 ..
0.495
0.485
0.484
0.467
0.459
0.341
0.322
0.316

23

~emphis

25

:6

Rochester
San Francisco
Tampa

0.:99
0219

27

~1ilwaukee

~~

\!innc3polis.
Al(ror•

0060
0.059
0048

:4

.:.'oJ

Rwnk Cry

Sco,~

0.IS5

30
31
32
33

34
3S
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44_

45
46
4;
48
49
50

51
52

S3
S4
55

Kansas City
!.S2~ Otlile1liJ
Denver
Fort Wortb
St. Paul
Sacr.1mento
Por:!and
Coh.::nbus
Toleco
Baton Rocge
Long Buch
Seattle
Oklahoma City
Dallas
Charlotte.
Jacksonville
Ul"luston.
u,cnl;a
Albuquerque
Omaha
Austin
Tucsco
H",noiulu
San Diego
Tuisa
~ash' il!e-Da\idson

'i7

n"nf'nix
IrH~· ...... "nli~

51$

~an

56

Jose

Sco,~

0.042
0.017
-0.030
-0.117
-0.134
-0.142
-0160
-0.165
-0.168
-0.178
-0.10:
-0.:11
-0.242
-0.:49
_-0.260
-0.331
-0.356
-0.363
.... 0.365
-0.389
-0.399
-0.435
-0.476
-O.SIO

-0.517
-0.SS6
-0.564
-0.567
-0.892

• The averaceneed score for the population of the 483 melropolit:ln cities included in
the needs analYSIS is zero. urge cities as a ,roup are some\lolhal needier. than average.
'-,-

Source:

Bunce and

Glick~an

(1980: 525)

·.
III.

THE MONETARY IMPACTS OF REAGAN BUDGET
IN ILLINOIS AND CHICAGO:
AN OVERVIEW

In recent studies of the local impacts of the Reagan Administration budget cuts, it has been estimated that Chicago
will lose at least 97 million dollars as direct effects of
loses in jobs, income transfer payments, housing and neighborhood revitalization and economic and community development
funds.
Among the big ticket items cited in these studies, Chicago
stands to lose as a result of federal cuts alone:
o

as many as 6,000 - 10,000 CETA jobs (Continental
Bank) a direct loss Of over $30 million.

Moreover,

the government will have to pay as much as $18 million
~n une~oymen~compensation1to displaced CETA workers.

o

$20 million in Community Development (CDBG) and Urban
Development funds.

o

$30.7 million to the Chicago Public Schools, including
cuts in school lunch programs, special education programs and services for poor children~ and aid to bilingual and the physically handicapped.

Who does the burden of the Federal Budget Cuts fall upon?
Major Sectors Affected
The Poor Unemployed
(youth, women & displaced
working people)

$Cuts in Billions
$17.2

Education (youth)

2.7

Elderly

8.5

Small business and farmers

5.5

General Public

6.2

Other
Total
Pct 1982 Budget

3.6
43.7
6.0 pct.

Pct Cut of Total
39%

6.5%
19%
12%
14%
8%
100%

~

.)

State Level Cuts Attributed to Federal Social Service
EX2enditure Reductions:
o

The stateis 40 social services and health programs
will be combined into 3 major block grants.
estimate loss of $54 million will ensue.

An

This

amounts to a 25 percent reduction from Fiscal Year
1981 levels.
o

Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) will
be cut by nearly $30 million resulting in 16,000
families losing all benefits and support will be
reduced for about 14,000 additional families under
more stringent eligibility requirements.

o

Tighter state administered requirements for food
stamps will contribute to a loss in Chicago of some
$60 million. Nearly 600,000 of Illinois more than 907,000
food stamp participants reside in Chicago.

{See

Food Stamp cut section on page

o

Several changes in Medical and Hospital care programs
will result in loss of benefits, loss of quality
medical and hospital treatment and increased direct
cost of health cure:
1.

A cap on Medicaid expenditures can be translated
into an approximate loss of $51 million.

2.

A proposed co-payment policy on medical visitations,
. on prescription purchases and on out-patient
treatment will result in less quality medical
and health care and greater costs to the state

"

for aggravated illness due to postponed client

,~

r."":~

treatments.
3.

Cutbacks in the area of prenatal care translates
into higher infant mortality rates and pregnancy
related health problems for women.

,.:bt¥.::_

-G -

..

The Effects of Budget Cuts on Public Programs in Illinois
and Chicago:

In Millions
Cuts in Chgo.
Cuts in Ill.

Pct. Estimated
Cutback

Social Services:

":

Food stamps

$90

20%

Supplemental Food
Program (vHC)

$10.1

30%

Legal Services Corp.

$ 1. 0

25%

Title XX Grants (day
care, elderly .
services, etc.)

$35

25%

40 additional Social
Services programs
to be grouped into three major
block grants

$54

25%

AFDC funding

$29

Total

---~

Health & Hospitals:
Health Systems Agencies
in Chicago

Phased Out

Professional Standards
Review Organization

'*'"
'=
.,-

Phased Out
Eliminated

Medicaid

$51

Education:

,J~
i.:

~ E-.l!.'.~ ;:'k

-1:
~~

~

~,~

il
i;
.m

~*

"-I

45 programs grouped
into two block
grants

25%

Compensatory aid for
$30.7
low income students
Income limits and higher
DECLINING ENROLLMENTS IN
interest loans for
ILLINOIS AND CHICAGO
college students

18%

Social Security benefits
$100
benefits for students

-I

(Continued Next Page)

-

11.-

~~;
,

-::A.

i

In Millions
Cuts in Chgo.
Cuts in Ill.

Pct. Estimatec
Cutback

Urban Development & CDBG:
CETA

$30-40

4 Neighborhood rehab
and corrmuni ty
development prog.
Section 8 rent subsidy
CDBG
UDAG

50%

$28
$2.2

10%

$6-14
(ad~in.

consoli-

dation)

$8

Culture and Humanities:
Illinois Arts Council

$1'300

National Endowment for
Hurr.anities, Arts
-Addtional sources

50%
50%

o~nformation:

(a)

Chicago Sun Times Sunday, July 12, 1981, p. 7 ff.

(b)

Continental Bank Foundation, Chicago.

(c)

Metropolitan Housing and Planning Council, Chicago.

(d)

League of Women Voters, Chicago.

(e)

Chicago Rehab Network.

(f)

National Urban League, Chicago.

(g)

Inter Religious Task Force.
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I've spoken to a number of Re,lican businessmen who are con:led about an election that may
lout to be destructi~'e to the unity
he communit ... :· sa~'S former C.S.
nmerce Secr~tarv' Philip Klutzk. a Democrat and a Washin~ton
>porter.
'here's so much concern that sup·
't for \Ir. Epton will be regarded
racist. especially if he loses. that
Icago Cnited. an interracial or·
lization of Chicago's key busine!.s
der~ is running advertisements
Ch
newspapers calling for
Ity a.
ile need for Chicagoans
remain rational and positive."
>ut race aside. many executives
lplJi-aren'[lmpressed \~;rtreilher
n's abilitv to run the city.
'Here we 'are. a month away from
" election. and on the major' issues
,re are no details." sayS the head
lIle major business association.
. or example. at a recent meeting
ween \1r. Epton-a former state
'resemati\'e-and a group of exec\'es. the candidate was dsked how
would :mprove the city's PlanSee Race on Page 6:2

DE7IIOIT
U~

1970 1taO

Confrontational Coleman

Younv won the respect of
Oe1roit's business c0mmunity. but that hasn·t been
enough.

U"employment:

15701810

Even-handed Tom Bradley has so aligned himself
with white businea people
that some bladls have deserted his cause.

Unen\IIIOyment:

Atlanta's moderate Andrew Young is trying to
heal scars from the divisive
confrontations of Mayor
Maynard Jackson.

The anti-business tone ~ ~
of Gary Mayor Rlcb.rd Q
tlaatcb4w hurt aeverelyJn. ]
the early years of rus ad- ~
ministration.
-"

~--------------------~--------------------~--------------------~--------------------~,~

4 cities with black mayors
show the do's and don'ts

. 1ft- 197.t. a strappil!&- 6·foot-l.--l80:....
pound black man strode proudly
into the executive offices of the C. S.
Department of Housing and l'rban
Development. Coleman Young. the
newlv elected mavor of DetrOit. was
there'to see the seCretar~·.
When he was welcomed instead
b\' a black undE'rsecretan who
lacked the power to start the flow of
grant dollars to DetrOIt. \1r. Young
boomed: "I didn·t come 10 see the

This stery .as compilecrby CCS re- porter Barbara Marsh from reports
filed by Tom Walker in Atlanta,
Nancy Atkinson in Los Angeles, Ver·
non Williams in Gary and Ben Johnson in Detroit.

house nigger. Get me the man~"
lust a' {ew \'t.'.lfS I.Her. a wi-;er.
hea~'ler but equalh candid \Ir.
Youn!; told a \\·<I.~hznq!on Post re·

porter.;..2C:-'1ayor Rich~rd) Daley .~
a good man. You can gOlO Chicagoand learn Chicago is one big city
that's relativelv immune to the deterioration othe~ bIg cities have sufferE'd. :\ lot of thiS is attributable to
the coalitions Daley put together."
Indeed. for \1r. Young. Detroit's
ma\'or since 1974. a blend of both
approachE's-confrontation and coopE'ratlOn-has sealed a successful
See Black on Page 56

Behind eTA's dollar bill woes:
Area firms vie to sell farebox
By JoELLES GOOD!'t1AS

T\\o Chl~ag(hlrea (o!11p,ln:,'s .Ift' ,'n!l..I!I.,'d 111 a bltler b,Htl,'
to suppl\' m.b, Ir,l1hll ,,,,{,'111" "It 11 b.ldh flet'lit-d. ~Ophl'll
c.Hed ell'l'IWIlIL Lln·h,,, "'llllflTlll'rH lb.!! aCCl'pl~ dollar bdb
Lockl'd tn I he L()tIlpt'lIthlTl. \\ hld1 Illdudes the prospect ,)i
a big contract irnm til,' ('111(.1':'0 Tr.lllSH \uthOrtt\ (CT·\'. .lft'
• Th., m.I'" II .1I1'lt dl\ hl<'!' 'If t)')tl.l.lr Corp .l "llbSldl.lf\
of Flk Crmt' \ dla\o!,"b.hed !-;r .... ·illt'r \1,1l1l1f.llturtn~ Cn
• \ \oung up"t,lrt. Ct'nt'r.ll r.Ht'b." Inc ,G~\). locatE'd at
-161G ~ R~l\ l':l~\\{)()d.

t;OI"trltt!fltI tJIJ ~ nl~

.~

l\d"'t

r

:!l

~

\\ hl,,-·

h

h

!)\\

tit~d ~)\ \pnnt'l..:tH:tH h~lserl

Cent'ral SIi1.11.li Curp
r'fwrts bt'lll'H' tll.H. "tll'I' th,· dll~l ,)1 h,lttic "'ttle,. 'Hil\
nne comp,un \\Ill ('nwrgt' TIlt' ..qlllpllWIIl Ilur~t't l~ l'~M'1I
tialh hml\('d to olliv .sO tr.ln~1t .lllth"flllt'S fll .lll.\ SII,· .•mc

H'p".ll hllSIIl(,~'" I~ r.()Il·e,i~t"nt Chlc.lgo. for p,\ample. in,t.t!I,·d It, pr"~t'llt r.lft·h,,\ '·'J."f'l1h'nt II \,',Ir~ .I~O
TI1I' n1dS~ trall~lt mar!.."t "flnlll' ".l\S Robert Rittmas·
t,'r. cllalrm.1I1 of h:nwhler
.
~~oll'hlr I~ ~trllg,: 'Itll! nut cf a 1l1,)r J~~ ,)f problt'lllS-inc1ud·
IIlI!. .1 tWf'd to upgrade product qU.lllt\. a stnlli;\ of execut\,'e
df·p.lrlUft'S 1!1 its rna,,~ tr.llblt til\ 1510n and .l nast\' lE'gal fight .
TIlt' t.omp.H1\ also f.Ke,; ,I 1.1"<;JJtI h, a forml'r pr,'sidE'nt of
Ih fM"hn, tin 1~\On. \\'hILII tn"l!.erpti an l!1\,'sllgatio!l by the
l S. Department of Tr.l!IspIlr\,lllOrl. See related story on
Page 60.'
B•. IlI f)'HI.hl! ,I/:d ( f I .Il,,' I...! \ , -uift'red rrom .1 se\'ere
d.,,, Iltllrn III hll~HH'~~ III lh,' p.l"! t\\() vt',lrc; ..h thf' Reagan
.ldnlllll,tr.JlIflll rt'duu'd np,'r.illr.>! suh~ldtl.'s for mass tranSIt
.'in' Farebox f)n Page 60
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and state senator-opened the city
city and gi"en little in return."'
books and invited suggestions on
In retaliation. l! $, Steel and the
how the city could cut costs and precity's chamber of commerce pres'~ontt. 1 from Page 1
Shortly after his election. he apvent waste, He soon became active in
sured the Gary City Council into cut·)act '
the city's white business
pointed the former Republican presNew Detroit Inc .. a group of business
tin~ ~r, Hatcher's first proposed
'omm. .ty to cooperate in sustain·
ident of Prudential Life Insurance
and grass-roots leaders formed to
bud~et_
inl; that recession-torn city.
Co, as City Hall's first liaison with
bridge racial rifts left by the 1967
When ~ayor Hatcher's supporters
'••••on. for Chicago
the business community,
riots,
captured a council majority. the
; ~r. Young's success. and the dyA proobusane. . city
Striving for a renaissance
businesses successfully took their
!Iamics of black mayoral adminisRe-elected twice since then. Mayor
But. when business interests peropposition to Indianapolis. where
rations in Atlanta, Los Angeles and
Bradley has done much in \0 years to
ceived New Detroit as too broadcity budgets had to receive state Tax
,::;ary. Ind.• hold valuable lessons for
create a pro-business image for the
based. Mr, Young and others created
Board approval. In addition. they
.!he Chicago business community
city, Walter Beran. past president of
DetrOit Renaissance. a group of topblOCked passage of several bond
md for Rep. Harold Washington, the
the Los Angeles Chamber of Comranking business people,
issues sought for Gary projects that
nan who could become this city's
meree. declares: ··First. Mr. BradIt was Detroit Renaissance.
included an airport expansion and a
first black mayor.
ley's done an outstanding job keepspurred by the mayor and Henry
sports complex,
Detroit's Mr. Young and Mayor
ing the lines of communication open
Ford II. that helped build the futurisThe executive of a white financial
Tom Bradley in Los Angeles made cobetween government and business
tic. $337-million,downtown Renaisinstitution characterized the Hatchel
alition-building an early priority. In
-whether going out to business
sance Center. which has since run
administration as "abrasive. arro,
::;ary and Atlanta, in contrast. early
when he perceived that help was
into deep financial trouble, The
gant and apathetic to white busi'
antagonism developed between black
needed or making it easy for memgroup also is responsible for such
nessmen,"
mayors and business establishments
bers of the business community to
popular city attractions as the DeLarge-scale exodus
that proved difficult to shake.
reach him.
troit Grand Prix and the MontreuxThe results were wrenching, Th~
"You ain't gOlla love 'em to use
"Second. he has created a predictDetroit Jazz Festival,
only two downtown theaters wer~
'em" remains the watchword of Mr.
able political environment, Nothing
Mayor Young, a Democrat. also
shuttered; the city's downtown Holi
Young's Detroit power base. which
radical. just healthy and even, And
cooperated with a Republican Slate
day Inn opened and closed withil
:ranges from multi-millionaire inwhen people are considering putting
governor, At one point. he and thenfive years; Montgomery Ward & Co
dustrialist Henry Ford II to black naa business somewhere. that's what
Gov, William Mi1liken convinced
relocated its downtown store to Cen
they look for,"
,tionalist Albert Cleage. pastor of the
the Republican-dominated state leg·
tury Mall in neighboring Merrill
'Black Christian Nationalist Shrine
His business credits include areislature to vote on substantially inville. followed by Sears. Roebucl
of the Black !l.ladonna,
development plan that cleared the
creased city taxes.
and Co.-whose block·long store all
~tr. Young's list of business allies
way for the biggest downtown conStymied by economy
chored the city's downtown sectior
reads like a "Who's \ .... ho .. of Detroit:
struction boom in L.A:s history; reHowever. even though Young·coCountless other smaller businesse
former Burroughs Corp, ChaIrman
vitalization of the city's produce
alition boosters have helped create a
shut down or left town.
Ray W. :\tacDonald. General !l.lotors
mart. which saved several thousand
new sense of community in DetrOit.
But Gary eventually began to learl
Chairman Roger Smith. Chrysler
jobs for unskilled workers. and a
they have been unable to meet the
from its mistakes. Mayor Hatche
Corl" Chairman Lee Iacocca. finansuccessful campaign to land the 1984
problems of the city's devastated
now claims that 100 new businesse
cie
'fred Taubman and Stroh
Olympics.
auto-dependent economy. Detroit in
have come to the city within the lal
Bre\\
President Peter W. Stroh.
He also claims to have brought
1983 is symbolized by a downtown
four years. He and U.S. Steel bot
Bradl..~'s buslnes. back.rs
some 200.000 new jobs to the city
shopping district with no major detake credit for the development of
Oddly enough. L.A.'s Mr. Bradley.
since 1973.
partment store.
multi-mill ion-dollar downtown civi
a Democrat. has pr~ so pro-bu~ Building support In Detroit
A tax-abatement program has
center. and U.S. Steel has pledged ,
ness tnat many of hin:raditional IitrIn contrast. Detro~yor Young=- been pro:p:m-ed to pro"ide induce- ,--he a partnerJnthe construction of
. eral supporters-including black
had to start his coalition from
ments for business to keep their op---Sl5-million downtown matt:"
voters in his South Central L.A,
scratch. Uke Chicago's Rep, Harold
erations in the city, but it hasn't
Atlanta'. revolution
stronghold-failed to turn out in his
Washington. !\fr. Young derived his
stemmed a steady outflow of busiThe situation in Atlanta is rough
recent narrow loss for the go\'ernor's
power base almost exclusively from
nesses to metropolitan Detroit.
analogous to Gary·s. The election e
office. Following the bitter loss.
the black community. winning on a
neighboring states and the nonthe city's first black mayor. Maynal
downtown business leaders were
promise to get the mostly white pounion Sun Belt.
Jackson. in 1974 ushered in a polil
quick to stage a "We-still-Iove-you.
lice department off the neck of the
!\fr. Young's supporters. however,
cal revolution in the Southeast
Tom" testimonial.
black community.
say the loss of business preceded his
most prominent business city.
Indeed, \tr. Bradley learned somE'!\tr. Young recei'-ed only 10% of
election.
His eight years in office coincid~
. thing in his first mayoral try in 1969
the city's white vote in his narrow
Confrontation in Gary
with the city's worst recession in •
, when L.A.·s incumbent !\ta\'or Sam
"ictor),. "I didn't get a big percentage
If the problems of Detroit have
years: a 1975 real estate depressi(
Yorty ran a successful-and blaof the white vote. but I did get 10'T0."
proven too severe for an~' mayor. it
that hit Atlanta harder than almc
tantly racist-re-election campaign
he said at the time. ":-..fy first job as
seems clear that the confrontational
any other city in the nation,
against him. In the minds of ,'ot£'rs
mayor will be to heal that polarizastyle of Gary's !\tayor Richard
:\fr, Jackson used political muse
who still harbored ugly memories of
tion and bring the city together."
Hatcher e:-..acerbated the economic
to guarantee that black business
the 1965 \Vatts riots. !\fr. Yorty
Carrying out that mandate. he was
deterioration of Steel City. He
Atlantawouldgetashareofthcec
planted images of black radicals takslow to integrate _the police departlearned the hard way that cooperanomic pie_
ing o\·£'r. He won handily.
ment and other city operations. The
tion with the business community is
Like many cities. Atlanta lost po
In 1973. when :l.tr. Bradlev ran
police department. which was IS?;;
the only way to go.
ulalion-as ",£'II as manv business
again. he moved early to quell'those
black when he took office in 1975. is
Before his election in 1967. Gary
-to its largely white suburban rir
. fears. especially in downtown board·
now about half black. In comparialready was undergoing a drastic
and the city's downtown continues
rooms, Even before the election, \tr.
son. the city's population of 1.2 mil·
change in complexion as its black
detpriorate.
Bradley won substantial support
and Hispanic populations expanded.
Andrew Young's open style
lion is 630(, black.
among individual members of "The
Appointing top business and labor
and whites moved to the suburbs.
The situation may be changir
Committee of 25," an organization
leaders to key advisory roles, !\lr_
often taking their businesses with
:\ndrew Young. the former C.:"'. a
of the city's top corporate executives.
Young-a former L:.\\\, organIll'f
them.
bassador who took office in Janm
But when \layor Hatcher was
198::!. has gone out of his way to me
..._____________________________~ sworn in. the tncklp of departing
with individuals and groups alit
wllltes became a flood. Gan W.lS
att'd bv his predecessor's ad\'ersar
ht'ld up to the n,\tion as a primp ex
style ..\n open·door policy, acco
ample of urban decay. and a cruel
panied b\' pledges to work with bt
town J0!..t· clrculatpd th,lt G.ln··s
11l'SS IlltPrpst!:o paCIfied man ... of
'"Clt\ on tilt' \\O\l' sloe.ln rt'.lih
forl11l'r 0PPOllt'ntS. m.ldp con·,,'ns.
,
OIt'.lllt OUI of tOWIl.
otht'rs MId bl'gan buIldlllg brtdl
Illstdr!..c'OIItrasttotlll'.conCtil.,uon
much f,lstPr thall anyone bl'lte'
,,\1(' of \I.l\or Rradil'\ In Los \11
possible. a
gPies. \I,\\or lIatchN ldmpalgl1('d. ___________ . _________ _
-)ilfG",
dgalnS~ L·.S Stel'l Co. ,III(,ll,ltll1g thl'
. ----- -----.---.- --.
_
,.,.~~"-.,.
Clt\· s tOllndlllg ll1dustnal gl.lnt 1'\1'11
L-,'m11l~ 'lett'" CCB:
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Table 4.

Mayoral Appointments of Blacks
To City Government, 1977-1978

•

City

Department and
Agency Reads

Boards aDd' =±---=- .:-- ~
Commissions --- . ~ ':~--

.-:;;;:

Atlanta
Gary
Detroit
Los

Angeles

Newark
Washington

55.5%

66.7
51.3
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

:~

~

-:::"

46%
n.a.

44
35
51.4
~'-:.

n.a.

---

...

'l'ab Ie l.

City Contracting and Purchasing Going
to mnority-Ownud Enterprises

A.

In pcrccnt3ges, 1973-1978

1973

City

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1. Data on total
spcnd.ing

r---- n -----n.ll.------------n.8.
]6

Atlanta
Washington

n.8.

n.a.

n.a.

3

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

-

-a

33

2

3

10a

9

20

n.8.

n.a.

33
21<'

2. Data only on
spending handled
through a central
purchasing dept.
Detroit b
Los Angeles
3.

n.a.

8

Data-only on

public works
projects

_29 -

noa.
n.a.

GaryNewark

B.

In

n.a.

Hil1ion~

50 __

rr-

n.3.

n.B.

of

DollaJ~

_n.a.

18

1977-1978_________

36.3 (1977)

Atlanta

2.5 (1977)

Washington

Detroit

21.6 (1977)

Los Angeles

15.0 (1978)

Gary

1.4 (1977)

Newark

6.9 (1978)

------- --------~ourc(>$:

_6..3.o--n.a~

Indivic\U<11

rlJrch;"'i"~·.;

---------------------------- .
f'llgincL'r;"g.

lnd

r("!.~vclop:';,'nl

ucpartmc.:-o·

<"

3Figures for first 6 months L'nly.
b Includes nearly ~ll m~jor cx~cndiLlIres Rnd c0ntr~cts cxrcpt fur
repairs ;md m.1intt.';J.1:1CC h<l!H.llcd h:; Individ<ldl <!t.'P·Ht-l'''~S.
C~-his fi,~ur(' is .:1:1 l',-'tl-;atC'
n1lJi.(!ed by the r"rrl,.!~;in:'. (!ti'dltr·.:,t
of bu:.inC's6 go!n.'. to rdnori'y-ol'11c-rl ~,n" "sc~.111" fir""'.
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Table 2.

City

Blacks on Police Forces

a

Percentage Black in Selected Years

Los Angeles

5 (1971)

6 (1978)

Newark

9 (1970)

25 (1977)

Atlanta

9 (1967)

33 (1978)

Detroit

5 (1967)

30 (1978)

Washingtonb

22 (1968)

44 (1978)

Gary

22 (1968)

47 (1977)

Source:

Police departments of each city.

aRecordkeeping varies markedly from city to city. Some places h~ve
data which predate the election of the black mayors; others do not.
Dates in parentheses in the left hand column are the closest to the
date of the first election of a black mayor; dates in the right hand
column are the latest available.
bwashington's black mayor was appointed in 1967; the first popular
election of a mayor took place in 1974.

I
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Table 1.

Affirmative Action ~iring of Black.
in City Employment

% Black Population

City

a

% Blacks Hired

1973
Los Angeles (1973)
Totals
-

---------

b

20

- - -----admiD:1straeon
professionals
Newark (1970)
Totals

58

22

24

-1;.-3
5

3.9
7

-.

40.8

administrators
professionals
Atlanta (1973)
Totals

60

58

administrators
professionals

•

Gary (1967)
Totals

------

24.4
43.2

·ad¢n1strators
professionals
Detroit (1973)
Totals

1977

41.5

51

-19

28

45.1

53.1

12.1
22.8

23.5
41.1

60

administrators
professionals

77

63
71

Source:

-

Personnel departments of each city.
aEstimated percentage black of total population of cities in 1978.
bOate in parentheses is the date of the first election of

a black lDSyot.

j

Table 5.

I.

City Residency Requirements
For Municipal Employees

City

Action Taken Under Black Mayor

Atlanta

Executive order requiring city
residence for all appointees (1974).

------------_. - - -

-

-

.~

----

--.

-

.

--- - - - " .. --

--

City residency requirement for new
police and fire department employees
(1976).

,

-I

Washington

City residency requirement for all
city employees (1980).

Newark

City residency requirement for all
city employees except police, fire
and school personnel, who are exempted by state law (1975).

Gary

City residency requirement for all
city employees (1978).

Los Angeles

City residency requirement for all
city employees (1972). Subsequently
repealed by state constitutional
initiative. A city ordinance requiring firefighters to live in the city
predates the black mayor.

Detroit

None.

A general residency requiredates from the turn of the
century_

~ent

(--

,

i

FISCAL
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

I~TIlCATORS.

1982

Revenue Tax Base Loss
Liabilities (Loans)
Debt Servicing
Waste
Bond rating decline "AM 1970 to A 1980"

REVENUES ( in millions)
1970
Corporate Budget (millions)

396.

1975
551

UNMATURED BONDED DEBT 1970-1982 ( in millions)
1970
1975
City of Chicago
f288,730
mi,75 0
Chicago School finance
Authority
Bd. of Education
191,130
378,055
Other Governments
244,000
364,200
Total
732,805
1,010,050
Total all Govt.

1980

1982

1,464

1,561

1980
$367,410

1981
515

573,000
356,190
710,000
2,008,865
% 1970-1980=174.1%

1970-80
% increase

%change

WHAT AT STAKE
WITH A WASHINGTON FACTORY
Employment: under the machine
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Loss to Black Community with Machine Dominance=
Potential gain in employment for Black Community
(based upon Proportional Representation 5600 jobs
$28,600) =
Contract to Businesses = 40%(Less existing share)
Commodities Suppliers = 40% (Less existing share)
Debt Servicing (Loan Repayments, Bonds)
(40% less amount in Black Corp. investors)
Long Term Debt Repayment (1983 debt load)
Time Deposits, ~
In Banks, 1983
Total Economic Impacts at stake

* Less

principal on current debt service.

$301 million
$156 million
$201 million
75.1 million
$136 million
$515 million
$315 million

*

$1,694 million

*

Nation's black mayors face tough tasks

r::~.

By Jim Merriner
Sun'

Ti,.,... Correap..>l\4EInl

DETROIT-In the Manoogian Mansiun. his riverfront
residence in thilt recession-battered dlY. Ma~'or Culeman
Young meets with ad"isrrt late into the night to SUUl:a:1e
yet again to balance another city budiet.
ult'. tough when )'ou'\'e rot these shortfalls," he saY~,
... ith the nasperation of nine yeaH of budget fights in hii
resonant orato"8 ,'oice.
But .n(Jther kind of qUf:ltlon pUla outrage in that ,'oiu.
h'lI about ... hite fears of reverse radsm-the question
bound 10 hobble Ihe administralion of Harold Washing.
lon, elecled Tu.sday a. Chicllllo'. lirot black mayor.
BeCore the budget se.sion, Young, 64, d.dicated 0
memorial 10 black octiviot·.inger Poul Robe80n. He kn.w
for lur., he .. id, what hio criliet would .ay: " 'Ther. goes
Coteman with hi' racial paranoia Aiain' ... So let it be
with black folks. W.'ve got a right to be paranoid."
He had heard it all in hi. 1981 campaign. "I really don't
think we have to apotoKize or clplain:' be laid. "when we
.re charged with being racist."
Clearly, Young i. out of patience with the kind of racial
luspicions. formerly not mentioned in polite aociety. that
poi.oned Chicago'. mayoral election.
In intervi.wl, big·city black mayors agreed that diatinct
probl.ms .,UI beCall Washinglon becau •• of his race. New
Orlean. Mayor Ernest Morial. I .hort, feilty man, be·
come. e.p.dally animated in describing black mayors'
'"double burden:"
"We've got to prove 10 the blacka that we can do it,
because they've been brainwashed by the whit.. that •
black can't do it, ond w. gotu prove to the white. that "'e
can do it. because they think we're inrerior and incompe-

.
~
,

'."~
~:.

Coleman Young

Ernest Morial

Andrew Young

tent,"
That'. 0 lot 10 ask of the nation'. 223 black mayors, 0
diver:ie lot ranging from preacherty Andrew Voun, 01
Atlanta, .. ho poun oil on troubled ..aters, to Coleman
Young of Detroit, who i. inclined 10 to... match on the
oU.
Th.y r.present cit i•• with different makeup., different
histories, direerent forma of governmt'nt, 80 comp(lrisona.
are tricky. What they teem to have in common is
.. peri.nce with an ilSue that burn. throughout their
terma like a wet fuse-.lowly, but ,iving off occasional
ahow.,. oC .parka.
The difficulty of ..tisfyin, any multiracial city may be
Indicated by a 1971 black academic study of the admini.·
trationo of Richard Hatcher In Gary and Carl Stokes in
Cleveland. It concluded: "Black mayon do not have the

pl'\\t'r and rt' ... "ur('~:!1 1<1 hht·rt\lt> LI':'h.'k peuple,"
W.. hingt.on ..... ill ha ... to •• plain to hi. people that be
can', create miracles," former mayor Stoktl told the
Cleveland Plain Oedl.r this ..... k.
But then, if black mayors have problem., they have

unique opportunities u ..'ell.

The mayor. of Detroit, Atlanta and New Orleans got
voten to appro,'e lal increaH' during the Iharpest
recession in decades-an amazing reat. Ir black m.yon

had not been there to mobilize their constituencies, th~
cities might have lone broke.
nd Ihe mayors, if they are politically Ikillful. un
midwife racial good,,·ilI. "Thor. is no black le.d., that I
know of that will practic. the .ame kind. of things that
were practiced on him:' insi&tI Morial.
"It'. the nature of what w...·• com. out of not to
practice discrimination and bial and prejudice. Because
"e've been victim. or that (luratlves. We know it! \Ve'vl'
Celt it, we've lived through it."
Adroit politics can also scot('h what the mayon lee as
the dual olander that they are 80ft on crim. and Iough on
busineSl,
"Ther.'. nothing like having a real politician in city
hall." ")'s Andrew Young. "Chicago is like the Super"""'l
of politic., and Harold Waahington I. probably the best·
grounded politician to Ilerve as mayor since old man
Daley. Peopl. are going to rmd that out."
Another thin, they will lind out, he IBid, i. that racial
issues are "one and the sam•. The blacks want jobs, the
black. want police protection. The white. want a lound
business en'·ironment, which creates jobs. and they want
.ound law enforcement too."
Job. and police: the day·to·day trauma and frustration
See rotA YORS, P.,. U

Pride and
hope lift

Dn Sable
students
By Don Wyclill
"I don't know about all the rest of
them," IBid Donna Carpenter, glancing at
tbe other .tud.nll lIending around her
Wedne.day morning outside Du Sable
High School. "But I'm proud."
Carpenter, on 18.year.old aenior, ex·
pressed the dominant reaction among students and .taff members at Du Sable to
the victory of an alumnus, Harold Wash·
ington, in Tue..tay's mayoral election.
Before W.. hinglon did it •• aid Linda
Davil, a 17 ·year-old junior. ,or didn't think
that somelme that would run fOf mayor
could ('\lDlt" from thilt 6Chool,"
To Rosie Monroe. the truant officer who
work. at Du Sable. 4934 S. Wabash. the
~tudentd' re('o~nition that even (he office
·f mayor is within the reach of 8 Du Sable
rtlduot~ is one of the best things to come
1m Wll~hington's victory.
'J thUlk it's 8 be4luuful source of mOli·
"'I,"
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MAYORS: Blacl{ leaders face big obstacles
CODt~nut'd I.ro~ Page 5
of bemg a big-City m a y o r . .
•
Loo Angelel Mayor. Tom Bradley thll~ks there .houl~ t
be alar,!, ov.r the fin betwe.n W.. hl~" and Pohc."
Supt. RIchard J. ~ruaek ... ho has reelg~ed. ':It ~oean t
come .~ any .urpr~ !.~at a ~ew mayo~ b.rmgs in hit .owl!
team. Bradley ....d. mcludmg comml ...oner of poloce.
Still. the petter.. of t~. pest .I~ y..... II that bl~ck
mayan meet fierce .ee.. lance m tak,nll ov....h,te·
controll.d police departmenla. In Atl.nta. ~ ",hite police
chief one. called In a SWAT te~ to hold hIS ,!(fice wheD
then· Mayor Maynard Jacklon troed to fir. h,m.
Ther. have been long and rancorous court fightl when
th.
•• tweeki
up .ffirmati
•• ·.ction
hiring
andupheld
promo-a
tiona.mayors
Just two
ago a Ced.ral
appeals
court
Detroit plan that had been disputed aince 1974.
t
,·lt , • never..ending ,truggle, the police departmenL
They're 10 entrenched." laid Morial. addlhll bitterly lhat
"they .truck on me" In 1979 Iven .fter he got th.m a
record pay increase,
When will th. Itruggle lubside? "That will com. only
ICter Iher. is a de.. demoRltrallon that (the mayor) ..
not gain, to treat Ibe poUce unfairly." IBid Bradley.
"We .. t up • _. • vigorous program oC .oeruiti!".
training. prevating people 10 take t~ose (affir"!atlve
aetlon) jobs. n that way..... ha•• avoided lUll' claim of
reverse racism:' be aaid.
Notihll tbe need "to reatore and rekindle the relationIhip between the poUce IUId Ihe city • . . particularly In
placea like (ChiOOllO',) Cabrini-Green." Andrew Young
mentioned innovationa .uch as bis namina a woman
d.puty cbief oC police.
P.rhapaeven more troubleaoma tban th. pOlice are old·
",ard busln.....tabliabmeDts that tend to re,ard a new
black mayor much Uke the czar regarded Lenin.
Black mayan take pains to d ...ribe the" pro-busineu
efCom.
Bradley: "I created a partnership betweeD city baD. tb.
bu.lneaa and labor leaden ••. Over 200.000 jobs bave
been created during my tenure."
Moria!: "I built the be., coalition witb Ibe busille..
community oC any mayor In the history of th. city •..
Unprecedented economic development during my \enure,"
Andre... Young: "Whatl did that tumed out to be qulte
eCfoetive w.. just to have. (regular) breakf.... t for the
chieC executive officen of the 25 Iar,..t bwiD......... I
laid to them, 'I can ,et elected without your belp but I
can't run tb. city without your belp.' ..
Pointing to YoUhll·' "~ajor coup" In ~etllng blacks IUId
",bite. to .upport • clly oaI.. las mereese. Atlanta
business lpoke,,,,,,,, DIUI Sweat IBid busin.ssmen ....i&had
the mayor', "backgroWld .... a pre.cher. bumanitarlan IUId
10 Corth and figured be .... non·busin...... But we were
aU ....Ohll on that Ieor....
Vet It may teem that no olive branch .. tended to

Aldermen

Contlnued from Pa,o ,
... hen the gop ...med to be just 63 vote•• ,aid Ihe would
petition Cor I disco\'ery recount.
Under atate la .. Ihe will have five days after proclamation of th. official rClul1a nest Tuesday to ask th. circuit
court (or a recount in 1.lected precincts. The cost due her
.
would be only $10 ~r precinct.
The most dramatic ouster wos that o( Marcin. 74. who
.erved a. city clerk for 24 yea .. and i•• ecretary of the
Cook County Democratic Party. He fell. 62 percent to 38
percent, to Joseph S. Kotlarz Jr., 26, • recent law school
,raduate wbo atlacked Marcin'. frequent absences from
the Northwest Side ward.
Shaw lost solidly to Perry H. Hutchinson. an insurance
Itllesmon and community acti"'ist. Barden lost to the
'I.,
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btajnfos~ i!t Ions enough. especi~lIy amid a sickly nallunal
economy and a familiar ensemble of innf't-cil)' prublems.
There is some evidence that Morial', ('ompluint is
ju.tified. For inltenc•• In Atlanta. Maynard Jackoon once
thundered that argumenla .,ainn a pet program of hit
... re "Ipecious. fallaciou •• vapid. Inane and jejun.... The
local paper respondrd with. cornpone editorial scoldina
the mayor for u.in, bill ",orda.
Here in Detroit. a crucibl. of urban doeay and topplin,
Imokesteck Industries ColemlUl Voung Ia ...... t1ing with
.11 theee probl.ms. •
"In the be,inning there "'.. great C.ar that in elect in, a
bl.ck mayor you ..auld be turnihll tbe city over to th.
rebet. and militanla and be tearing th. city lpert." .aid

Ruy Le\)' William,. h.ad of the n<!r~it l'rb.n vague.
Indeed. much has been mode of Young'. allianre with
Henry Ford II. But Ford h .. moved to Florida and hit 15·
room man.ion in a nearby luburb it beihll rued Cor the
lake of cluster home..
But Voung i. ha.dly to blame Cor th. collaPH oC the
auto industry. and conaidering th. morbid Iymptoma of
national urban decline. black mayon mlaht r.... nt prolumption. that their cili.. ltand or caU on Ibei, adminla.
trationa.
"The mayor Ia th. city and th. city ia the mayor." lay"
Moriat. "Tb. media have don. that."
Abo conl,ibutin, 10 Ihi, .tory ",ore Lillion Willion"
ond Mo,. B,own.
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ATLANTA
Mayor - Maynard Jackson, 1973, 1979
- Andrew Young,
1981
GEOGRAPHY

Southeastern U.S. transportation nexus (North - South, East West)

HISTORY

Atlanta is the political, administrative, commercial, financial capital of Georgia

DEMOGRAPHY

Population total 452,000 (1980) 28:,10D Blacks
Percent change 1970-1980 - 14%
Percent Black Population 1980 - 66.3%; percent Black 1970 51.3%
Nationalities - not significant

FISCAL

Stable, AA Bond Rating: Debt (except for bonds) limited
by state statute
Budget: $316 million
City employees 7,9S3
% Budget: Federal
State
Local

----

CITY
GOVERNMENT

Mayor-Council form; 18 City Council members, 73% Black

RANK of
CITY

57th

ECONOMIC
BASE

Coca Cola, Delta Airlines, National Service Industries and
major Multi-National Corporations
Total Profits - 318 million: Branch and Regional Corporation
offices for other Multi-National Corporations
Transportation, Business Services, Commerce and light
manufacturing
Unemployment: 9.0% (1980); Percent below poverty: 27.5% (1979);
55% of the workforce in the city live outside of the city

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

New International Airport, 40 million
Metro Rapid Transit Rail System
Influx of International Capital
Farlie-Popu1ar Street Development (6 blocks in Downtown Area)
New Charter/Constitution, 1973
Sales Tax Subtitution for Poverty Tax (a source of struggle)
Local Option Revenue System, 1981
Reorganization of Police Department
Growth of Regional Public Authorities

&

Fortun e,

500 Profi ts

KEY ISSUES
Summary of Constraints:
Retention of white residential property owners
Continued generation of sales tax revenues
Attraction of job generating industries
Unemployment results in fewer revenues, larger dependent
population

(2)

Atlanta Profile

Independent Council which is a source of contention with
mayor
Working relations with both white busines and political
elites were initially hostile
Bureaucracy (Finance v. City Budget Director)
Georgia State Legislature; predominantly white and conservative
I

HOW JACKSON WON
Elected as vice-mayor in 1969
Prior to 1973, Black political life took the form of supporting the candidates nominated (selected) by dominant
(white) business political elites (M. Jones).
Longtime Mayor Hartsfield was enlightened by stategy
centered on a long-standing coalition of whites, liberals
and blacks after the abolition of the white Primary
Prelude to Black empowerm~nt building was the 1969 election
The first Black candidate for Mayor ran and Maynard Jackson
won the office of vice-mayor
1973 Election:
Jackson ran against another Black (Leroy Johnson - State
Senator and Sam Massell - the imcumbent mayor
Primary Turnout:
Black -"54%; Whites - 43%
Jackson got 90% of the Balck vots; Johnson had 3%
In" the run-..;.off, the "White candidate made racism/racialism
an issue
Ran ads - "Its cheaper to vote t.'1an to move"
Hence, the run-off heightened the campaign as a "critical
election"
Run-off Turnout:
Blacks - 66%; Whites - 43%
In the run-off, the turnout (Black and White) levels increases
Race was appealed to
Jackson got 95% of the Black vote; 17% of the White vote,
for a total of 59%
Massell got 82% of the White vote; 3% of the Black vote
for a total of 41%
"Race explained everything, class explained little" at the
surface (M. Jones)
Under the new City Charter, 18 Council Members were elected
(9 Blacks won the election). This led to a significant
realignment of political fuses and power shift to which
the !\Thi te eli tes quickly accomodated. The prevalent vier..,.
is that viable Black leadership was needed to push through
major development deals and therefore the elites were
willing to work with the new government to secure economic development (i.e. Airport, Rapid Transit, new
Downtown development, hotel/convention centers; i.e.
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"Atlanta as International City")
Jackson Regime:
The new leadership came to power in the city that was
relatively stable (fiscally), unlike other cities
with Black mayors. But it was dominated by an elite
structure that needed Black leadership to legitimate the
new program for Atlanta's development.
Most sources close to Atlanta note that Jackson did not
seek alliances with the elite (they didn't support his
campaign). Jackson did more to consolidate their interest than is perceived (Tobe Johnson, Mack Jones).
Program:
A.

B.

Jackson had no program, no comprehensive plan for
Atlanta. What he did accomplish was linked to his
campaign promises, however. They were:
(1) End police brutality (replace the police cheif,
restructure police department, improve police
conduct, etc.)
(2) Enforce affirmative action, increase minority
hiring in government, etc.
(3) Make minority contracts where public monies were
expended. ("No contracts on public-private ventures
without minority participation"). On this matter,
Jackson could not be blocked (use of federal
guidelines to enforce his actions).
On Neighborhood Development matters, Jackson was
caught between two concepts of development:
(1) model cities
(2) trickle down (triage) (Salvage the neighborhoods
that are not too bad and invest nothing into ones
too far gone - leave to the market forces).
In most instances, he opted for the model cities
approach, appointing former regional head of HUD to
head his Community Development Program.

Opposition from Whites:
Planners and Developers accused Jackson of putting "good
money in the sewer."
HUD demanded a targeted areas approach (i.e. target Neighborhood Strategy Areas (1974».
Thus the City moved to a more restricted number of neighborhoods (from 79 to 12) for more intense development.
Economic Development:
Aside from initiatives that had already been planned,
Jackson initiatives on economic development came late
in his administration (second term). It developed a
planning team that worked well. No major projects were
completed during his tnure.
A.
Jackson did use millions of CDBG funds to support downtown development of Far1ie-Pop1ar Street
Development
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B.

C.

He also started an association with dowtown
business interests (which is being completed
under Young).
The airport is often referred to as the "House
that Matnard buil t" . Black visibili ty was good.

Base Building:
A.

Jackson consolidated his base by dealing with mass
issue of police misconduct/brutality, creating a
Co~ssioner of Public Safety (first headed by
Reginald Eaves after the White appointee resigned.
Eaves was fired two years later and replaced by
Lee "Pete" Brown (another Black).
Visibility
was good.

B.

Used Affirmative Action enforcement to secure city
jobs and contracts for Blacks.

C.

Worked more closely with neighborhood groups (property owners) than White downtown business interests.
On the other hand, he did not move to improve relations with poor Whites.

D.

Jackson developed an extensive computerized list of
Black leaders (talent search) and worked with traditional groups (Urban League, NAACP) through their
membership.

E.

Jackson worked better with Black churches than-with
the Civil Rights establishment. He preferred to
work with the rank and file.

F.

The radical poor disliked/distrusted him. They
moved to defeat him in the Sales Tax v. Property Tax
(regressive revenue-maker) local option systems.
Jackson opposed it in 1978, but worked to pass it in
1979. The referendum failed (but it was quikly
passed in 1981 under newly-elected Andrew Young).

G.

Welfare Rights Organization, progressive Black faculty at university centers and progressive church
leaders battled first against Jackson, then Young on
this issue.

Second Term:
During Jackson's second term, his activities were characterized by the following:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Continued fight for minority hiring, contracts
Smother relations with a Black majority City Council
A warming of relations with the Business Community
A growing orientations toward middle income property
owners (i.e. Sales Tax Substitution). The city re-
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mained financially sound and economic development projects continued.
Revenues For Federal and State:
"Intergovernmenta1 Relations". Under Jackson, Atlanta got
its "fair share of dollars". The city does not have
Social Services under its jurisdiction, the county and
state have that responsibility. CDBG/CETA was administered by the city. The city shares with the state the
funding of parks and recreation.
Federal Aid, State Support:
Under Maynard Jackson, the city received increased ($)
funding from the federal and state government governments
than under prior administrators. Although federal - state
propositions remained about the same through his term.
State aid was $35.3 million, Federal aid was $38.5 million in 1975. Afetr falling of in 1976, 1977, it increased
again in 1978.
Regional Authorities:
The Atlanta area has developed an increased number of metropolitan authorities (transportation, planning, etc., they
are not yet a significant factor).
Local Level:
At the local level, Jackson remained preoccupied with
making the new Charter work, and with government reorganization (police, fire, civil service reorganized into one
Commission for Public Safety). Relations with the Council
was tenuous. However, by his second term the Council and
the Mayor ahd "learned how to work with each other". (T.
Johnson). Under Young, he is still learning the art of
local politics in terms of tactics to push ordinances
through the Council, etc. (T. Johnson)
Bureaucracy:
A.

Maynard's campaign had as its central issue "police
brutality." Off the bat, he antagonized the police.
He super-imposed a Commissioner of Public Saftey on
the imcumbent police chief and made the latter subject to the Commissioner. Thus Jackson was able to
circumvent the Police Chief.

B.

Jackson had problems with civil workers who went on
strike for wages - Jackson had them fired. He
called upon Black leaders to support him and many
did (MLK, Sr. condemned the striking workers and
gave the firing his blessing). Jackson dealt with
these predominantly Black city employees much more
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oppressively than the community would have tolerated were Jackson White. (M. Jones)
C.

Black employment in the Atlanta Police:
% Black

1967
10%

1970
18%

1972
22.6%

1980
54%

Other Initiatives:
Jackson did join forces to develop Health Service Systems.
He meshed the older structure into a larger more comprehensive Area Planning Commission. This was done to insure
continued operation of the public hospital.
II

ANDREW YOUNG

CARETAKER
Andrew Young was a "reluctant" candidate who initially professed no interest in Atlanta's mayoral position. He was
drafted by the Black Community and endorsed by the (White)
elites who thought his opponent, Reginald Eaves, former
Public Safety Commissioner, was unacceptable.
Moreover, these
White candidate
So three viable
1973 election.
stricted to the

same elites moved to select and to fund a
(last shot at a White mayor), Sidney Marques.
candidates existed much as in the Jackson
White corporate and business support was reWhite mayoral candidate.

Turnout:
Marques forced a runoff with Young. Although the White-Black
turnout percent was relatively even (White - 64%, Black 63%), there were a significant number of crossover Black
votes.
In the runoff, Young got 80% of the Black vote; 10% of the
White, while Marques had 90% of the White and 20% of the
Black vote (M. Jones). Blacks had greater absolute numbers
in the population and at the polls.
Racial bloc voting was a characteristic of the runoff and the
general election.
Salient Features of Young's First Year:
Young has a different style than Jackson. "He is low-key
- casual". He has yet to fill all his major positions. He
was a non-confrontationist politician.
EconomiG Development:
Young's major concern is in building Atlanta as an international city, (frequent overseas junkets). He shifted more
of CDBG allocations to support economic development.
Young has cultivated business relations to develop other areas
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of the downtown that are deteriorated.:
(l)
(2)

Underground
Southern part of the Downtown

Support Base:
A.

The electoral base is clearly Blark with a small
percentage of the White (sm~ller base than when
he was elected to Congress - perhaps due to demographic shifts).

B.

Initially, business was hostile. However, "that
has turned around as Young has incorporated their
views on economic development."

C.

Young has allayed their fears and "he did that big"
by embracing the Local Option (Sales Tax Substitute),
and by cementing relations with the Business elite
(T. Johnson).

D.

Younq has moved slowly to fully staff his top leadership and other aspects of his substantive program
have not been developed.

E.

He does have a positive image in the press. While
out of town frequently, he has been doing "economic
development work for City and State". At the time
of this writing, he was on his 6th trip to date.

Intergovernmental Relations:
According to close sources, Young has not been able to significantly leverage his Conqressional experience - mainly
due to Repuhlican influence and control in the Congre~s and
the Executive Office.
Like Ma~nard Jackson, Young has excellent National
image.

con~acts/

Young Strateqy and Relations with the Black Community:
A.
B.
C.

D.

Ignoring the "underclass" and those who speak for
them (university-types)
Young has not been in touch with many of the people
who secured his election, Aven those involved in
his transition process (a serious criticism)
His Chief of Staff, ShirlAy Franklin. i~ sharp and
everything gets channeled through her (husband was
the "King Maker" for Young and Jackson,as their campaign manager, David Franklin)
Young states that he has a bigger vision for Atlanta
that he is obligated to realize (T. Johnson)
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Key Issue:
The most salient issue that Young has had to contend with
is that of the local option issue. While a good deal of
public criticism resulted from among poor and the Black,
it was blanketed by the broader support Young received from
the property owners.
In the mean time, by keeping the system Jackson instituted,
he has been able to forestall subsequent confrontations.
He has consolidated an alliance with the Business Community
allowing them the room they need to maneuver and to develop
the City with his encouragement.
SUMMARY

Black Mayors as "Managers" have proven to be viable and able to
retain legitimacy. A viable Economic Development strategy is a
key to promote this image. The more consolidated the base of
support. the more freedom of action that the Mayor has, the
more tolerant the elites are of "style" variations among Black
Mayoral Candidates from city to city.
A great deal of variance in style is permissible given the
level of development 6f the support base. Young, despite his
different style from Manard Jackson ( less intense, low key,
casual, more patient), he is able to retain viability. Based
upon a distinct type of coalition (independent coalition under
Jackson; a conservative coalition under Young), both were able
to create a climate condusive to business. The legitimacy
among the vast majority of people is questionable.
At the same--time, the sustantTve condition of Blacks andpoor
whites under Young (unemployment, poor housing, etc.) are
unattended and no mass organization has the capacity to pressure the administratiOn for change. Jackson built a base of
support early by responding to feft needs. Young has created
a media image and uses "conflict avoidance". Since activists
in the Black Community and progressive Whites have not developed
effective mass-based coalitions to press for more substantive
changes in Atlanta, its "politicsas usual" under Black mayors
- despite the high levels of Black electoral participation.
Maynard Jackson could have benefited from this type of independent organizational presence. With Andrew Young, it is not
clear whether he would or not.
Finally, some observers of the Atlanta scene have noted that a
historic compromise has been struck here and perhaps in other
Black -Mayor cities. The powerful elites are willing to cede
political power to a new Black majority as long as they retain
effective control over the economic development of the city
(i.e. Atlanta, Detroit, Newark, certainly Los Angeles, for different reasons). Nothing we have observed discounts this "theory,
but it remains incomplete. The deal was not a public transaction
and consequently the Black masses were not a party to it. This
sets the stage to look for a third force in the ~new urban politics" (White elites, Black politicians, independents and multi-
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Such an organization can work with the mayor as well as outside the constraints imposed upon progressive Black mayors
where necessary. Thus, entangling alliances are not required.
The problem remains, thus. Black mayors have, heretofore,
suppressed or, to say the least, not encouraged this development of a third force in urban politics (i.e. Cleveland,
Gary, Detroit and Oakland) when such potentials surfaced.
Yet, as in the Atlanta case, the real failing is not that of
a Black mayor operating alone - that fact of the matter is
that the strong tendency to ally with the business elites is
the inevitable consequence of ineffective leadership outside
the government rather than within it.

Birmingham, Alabama
Mayor:

Richard Arrington, former microbiology teacher.

Geography:
History:

Year Elected: 1980.

Southeastern United States; mineral and oil rich country on major
East-West transit route.
Industrial town principally due to steel. Dates back to 1860's as
post-Civil War town which received large influx of Northern
carpet-baggers who assimilated the Southern culture.

Demography:

Population: 285,000 (1980); Pct. Pop. Change: 1980-1980: 5.5%
Black Population, 158,000 (1980); Pct. Black Pop. 1980: 55.6%;
Pct. Black Pop. 1970: 42%. There are 705,000 people in the
County. 25% Black County Population. A lot of small cities
surround Birmingham. They are built up around the steel mills.

Ethnic/Nationalities:

City Government:

Economic Base:

Not significant. Birmingham has 93 neighborhoods.
There is little correspondence between political
districts and neighborhoods.

Fiscally declining due to economic base (steel), decline
unemployment high. Loss of White Middle Class population.
City Budget: $139 million; Rank: 138 on Furtune 500; 9
City Coun~il members (3 are Black), 2 elected at large,
7 in the Districts. City has weak Mayoral system, where
~~yor does not appoint department heads -- Civil Service
Review/Personnel Board appoints City Employees/heads.
3500 City workers. Each neighborhood has a "neighborhood
-association" • Residents elect executive officers. each
association shares in planning process and revenues of
City. Executive authority is fragmented permitting a less
than unified resonse on critical issues.
Becoming more diverse. The foundation was steel. Light
industry, some "hi-tech". Labor force between 125,000130,000. Heavy industry accounts for about 25% Labor Force.
the University of Alabama-Birmingham and large medical center
and research facility account for considerable employment
and income in local economy. 1\.,,0 "Fortune 500" companies
(Equitable) are located here. Total profits: $63 million,
1981. Unemplo2fient is ~Rh: 12.5%-16.3% during agressive
pitch to attra "fli-=te
growth industries (no research
approach park, but light industries are developing).

Recent Economic/Political Developments:
o

Dmmtown Developments have backing of Mayor.
projects under construction.

~~jor

Several

o Efforts being made to revitalize neighborhood business centers.
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o Equitable Life has a private development using some public
sector finding. City gets proceeds from parking facility.
o Mayor supports a neighborhood service program to work with
neighborhood Housing Development Corporation to redirect
funds from other sources into neighborhood improvement (i.e.,
capital, housing, etc).
o Strong use of UDAG/CDBG funds to support programs targeting
middle-income housing. But the main use is to attract business
into City.
o Use of short-term, low interest loans for construction of low
income housing has been attempted.
o Upcoming election will be heated, several candidates lining
up to run against Arrington.
~~jor

Constraints:
1)

Bureacracy is major source of impediments. Civil Service System
appoints; ~~yor has limited effectiveness in dealing with Police,
Chief, and head of Community Development (the later is never
open to community input).

2)

City Council has most often been a major source of antagonism
(i.e., personal ambitions in Cotmcil). "I can't predict a vote
in Cotmcil; they don't vote on issues." (Berline) •

3)

\Vhile Arrington has been successful in atrracting some largescale
capital (Equitable), he has not been successful with MESBIC
Instruments to assist small businesses.

4)

State-County level resistance often acute. This may have less
to do with race than to general historical oppositon to Birmingham
politics in the State/internal conflicts in Jefferson Cotmty
delegation. County has poor record of cooperation with City.

5)

Public Authority is: Jefferson County has joint transit system
serving the area counties.

6)

Need for diversified industry to balance effort of railroad, steel,
coal, industry. U.S. Steel closed a main operation but is opening
a new pipe mill employing fewer people. Arrington recently
announced a major employer is moving into Birmingham (unnamed).
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How Arrington Became Mayor:
"Arrington was a reluctant (r~ayoral) candidate", "a centrist". He
was an "old line" Council person who cut into politics in the late
60 ' s (T. Johnson). When the incumbent didn't do anything about widespread police brutality, then Arrington stepped forward. This is
consistent with his previous political history, (when the Black
Jefferson County Democratic Organization demonstrated it was not
going anywhere, Arrington broke with it, established a new organization: Citizens Organization"). Arrington's electoral base
was essentially Blacks with some White support.
t4ayor Problems:
Arrington attempted to fire the police chief, the police chief sued
the City. Arrington was brought to limits of his capacity to act.
When the Police Chief resigned, Arrington was forced to chose from
among the certified candidates nominated by personnel review board.
Arrington"went 9 months without a chief. When the Council/and
(Civilian) review board failed to respond to Arrington's initiatives (i.e. a request ot chose from whole list, etc.) Arrington took
more initiatives:
His strong moves to deal with police chief, (i.e. reorganization
of department, reshuffling assignments, etc.) help him to
consolidate his base of support.
.
Downtown Development:

Council Blo-ckages

Arrington needed Council support to push a major downtown business
development ("Block 60" project: Westin Hotel was to be an
important anchor). Council support was needed to condemn the site.
But several Council members didn't "buy" into the deal.and balked
on a prior agreement. As a consequence, the City lost site control.
The mayor got caught up in the negotiations but eventually the
whole thing fell-through. While Arrington was not the developer,
and Council inaction was critical, he was criticized and is a
current campaign issue being used against him.
Arrington' Accomplishments:. And Base Building
According to a University of Alabama, Birmingham survey research poll
(recently concluded) 73% of Blacks approve of Arrington's performance as Mayor, 28% of Whites approve. When asked about specific
public services (police, fire, other services, etc.) both Whites and
Blacks rated his performance above 60% and 50% approval. While the
general rating reflects a polarization along Black/White lines, Blacks
and Whites gave majority approval on substantive issues. Hence,
Arrington is generally viewed as a successful Mayor.
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Major Sources of Opposition:
Structural impediments to Arrington's potential for success rate
high in this analysis. The fragmented nature of Executive and
Budgetary authority as well as splits in the Democratic Party
(both along race and urban/suburban lines) are the sources of
di sunity.
The County is significant in that it is divided politically.
Historically the County has had a poor record of successful corporation with Birmingham politicians. Race is an important issue
though secondary here.. In Al abama, the State control s wel fare.
Birminghamhas little impact-except to distort the benefits distribution pattern. The County controls the Health Services System.
Most of the areas where distributive issues occur are not under
City control.
However, despite the fragmentation in jurisdictions, Arrington
has taken some initiatives. He has moved to established a "Task
Force" system of public service delivery and coordination involving
public and private agencies to strengthen service delivery to the
neighborhoods (ala H.W.'s health service task force notion)
Arrington has strongly supported neighborhood associations, sharing
in the revenue fund allotments via the City. Here the associations
function like Neighborhood Planning Councils. Former Mayor Vann
(1974), pioneered the program when CDBG regulations were transmitted
requiring community participation, Vann oversold it; the Council
bought it and Birmingham has had then for (8 or 9) years. Bureacrats
have attempted to obstruct to suppress and to circumvent them, but
to no avail. They-have qained ~ sense of legitimacy and the structure is intact - so much so that City Council candidates have begun
to emerge out of these associations.
State Relations with Birmingham:
Historically relations between City and State have been poor dating
back to the 1870's. City has heavy carpet bagger influence. The
Legislature has always had a·"plantation boss" structure. The main
way the Legislature kills an initiative is through allowing an
upsponsored piece of legislation to die in Committee. Here again
divisions in the Jefferson County delegation along race and suburban/
i nner-ci ty 1i nes -have been fetters on Mayor/Sl ack COfTD'Tlun ity
initiatives. The Jefferson County delegation has 17 members; about
1/3 are Slack. The delegation can unite around economic development/
industrial development issues but not social programs/distributive
issues.
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Arrington's transportation package, calling for a rapid transit authority has
been cooly received. At best responses ranging from no cooperation to
opposition. The bill that passed restrained its cooperation (i.e., underfunded, reduced appropriation), leaving services at a minimum.
According to one observer (M. Dobbins), "structured problems operate
independently of race in Birmingham. Race is (usually) an overlay".
Accordingly, the "White ruling class", according to Dobbins (who works in the
Mayor's office) is very insecure about its "Southernness" in Birmingham.
That means they try to "outdo" the Jones' when it comes to plantation
politics. This only adds to the resentment of other Alabama residents who
resent the Birmingham pretensiousness among its social elites.
Fiscal Crisis: And Fiscal Management
Arrington has been universally acclaimed as a conservative manager of the
City's resources. '7hat's why even though there is a bad economy, the City
is sound" (M. Dobbins; M. Berline). Moreover, the state imposes, as a safeguard, that the budget be balanced. This contributes to protecting
Birmingham's good CAA) Bond rating. Arrington has taken measures to reduce
City employemnt by attrition.
Arrington has been a strong supporter of "collective negotiations" with
City workers, (state employees have no bargaining rights). However, "some
city employee groups act as if they do" (fire, police, sanitation service,
and park workers) • The school system is autonomous. The Board members are
appointed by Council not by the Mayor.
The parks, recreation, museum, and library receive city funds but are
relatively autonomous.
Base Building/Consolidation:

The Birmingham Case

The Black political Democratic Organization of Jefferson County is a middle,
class political committee. Until eight years ago, Arrington was a member.
It represents the traditional brokers and organzied civil rights interests.
Arrington started the Citizens Coalition as an alternate political force.
It is now more powerful and represents the core of Arrington's base. Since
Arrington has made few Black appointments, there are rumblings that he may
be challenged from within the Black community.
But according to one observer, despite some strong viable candidates (Black
and White)"if the election were held tomorrow, Arrington would win handily".
Why? Legitimacy Maintenance by Arrington has been good.
1)

Appointed a Black police chief and took control over the
department in the 9 months interim between chiefs.

2)

He made effective administrative changes that minimized
police misconduct/brutality.
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3)

Police responses to crime in the Black community have
increased, a much cited satisfaction in the UAB job
perfonnance survery. "Arrington was a politician. He
has become one but brought some skills to it" (Dobbins).

4)

He listens well and is open. He is communicative but
"stays on com-se".

5)

Denies the citizen coalition is a ''machine'' but affirms
his belief in organization and planning.

Economic Development Program is Key:
Arrington works nationally to encourage economic diversification. A lot of
(reported) building is going up in Birmingham, including: "turn-key" type
public-assisted housing (Dobbins, Berline, Johnson). This helps moderateincome families get into property ownership.
The Neighborhood Development Strategy appears to have three (3) aspects:
1)

Downtown business attraction with neighborhood development (businesses).

2)

Targeted CDBG expenditm-es in the neighborhoods.

3)

Use of UDAG to support middle-income, new housing
starts to stablize City population/revenue base.

Housing/Neighborhood DevelOpment:
Two mechanisms have been used to do neighborhood redevelopment:
1)

Support NHDOs through CDBG capital for rehab.

2)

Use of Neighborhood Community Development Corporations
(coalition of 5 - 6 CDC's to concentrate on commercial
strip developments.

Housing is viewed by the Arrington administration as part of Community Development. There "is good range of programs which has helped him (Arrington) ," says
one respondent (Dobbins). Arrington has instituted a rebate rehab program and
a housing··move relocation program to resi te housing out of "development zones"
at City expense. Here, the City will buy the house under FM. CDBG program
funds move the house and rehabs it and takes care of the land cost ($24-26
thousand range for total job):
1)

Arrington has made a concerted assault on housing code
violations and started a comprehensive rehab program.

2)

He empowered a Housing Task Force to develop a comprehensive
housing plan. The key aspect is to come up with "quick
action" programs which are administratively manageable
and financially possible.
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Landlord/Tenant Relations Reform (Alabama is reported
to have the worst laws for tenant protection in the
U.S.) is under review.
Arrington has taken a number of other initiatives,
including use of CDBG funds to write-down interest
rates on rehab/newly constructed housing for the
very poor.

Surranary:

"Birmingham has a lot of problems, but some forward montion is being made"
toward reforms. No big things are viewed as possible. But Arrington
encouraged community-based, self-help development and is providing technical
assistance to raise the implementation capability of neighborhood groups.
Yet, there are many structural problems that impede the initiative of largescale development projects. Continued friction within the community represents the existance of competing interests and the lack of consensus about
the best policy course to take. Clearly, the efforts Arrington has made
have been little more than symbolic when the substantive problems are considered; but his willingness to try new initiatives has enabled him to
retain transitory unity and legitimacy as he attemts to manage the urban
crisis in a racially polarized environment.
While the neighborhood association innovation is novel, it is not racial. Its
viability is dependent upon massive infusion of federal funds. This is what
makes it legi tima te urider Reagan; not only have funding cuts taken place,·. but
the new Federalism (Enterprise Zones, State Block grants) ~ll likel~present
increasing problems especially for Birmingham. Given its historical
relationship to the State, it can not expect a "fair share". The cutback
in funds is likely to present some powerful legitimation problems for
Arrington in a city with high unemployment, serious housing problems. It
appears that most leadership is tied to this system with no other vehicles
for pressing policy demands.

•
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Cleveland, Ohio

Mayor: Carl Stokes, lawyer State Legislator. Year Elected 1967.
Geography: Situated in Northeastern Great Lakes Region, located on Ohio
River an4 Lake Erie.
History: Formerly a leading industrial City.
Demography: Population 740,000 (1970); City Population (1980) _ _ __
Pct. Black (1970):
;Pct. Black (1980) _ _ _ __
Ethnic/Nationalities: Some 60 distinct ethnic groups in the City.
City Government:
Cleveland has a fragmented political leadership
in the City.
Fiscal Rating
City Budget
Civil Service is widespread. Major serve"-s-""2--y-e-a-r---:-t-e-rm......r....n-.d-ep-e-ndents
control City Hall; wards under machine control.
Economic Base: ~~inly a steel town, transportation. City's Economic base
is suffering
from decline over the past two decades.
Infrastructure has deterlorated. Significant movement of middle class
(including Blaks) out of Cleveland. When Stokes took office in 1967, unemployment was high (14-16%) 1965-1967. Family incomee had fallen from
$4700 in 1960 to $4000 in 1965. The proportion of poor families had risen
from 31% to 39%. Single parent families from 23- 32% in the Hough Sect,ion.
Political Background: From 1961-1977 the electorate in Cleveland
divided sharply along racial lines. Stokes first ran for public office
unsuccessfully in 1960, (State Legislature) , he ran and won in 1962.
He ran for Major in 1965 losing a close election. He-aid not campaing
among l~ites. His 1967 victory came within hours of Hatcher's victory
in Gary. Stokes won a close election by mobilizing the Black vote and carrying
a critical percentage of the White vote (including, White business suport).
The role of the local press was critical in election and powerful voice
in local politics (Cleveland Press/Plain Dealer).
Constraints Faced By

~~yor:

1) Fragmented political organizations leadership along ward lines.
"Inmobilism" a salient characteristic of City politics (Levine).
2) Two-year term of office makes multi-year planning difficult.
3) Black base in Council was fragmented.
4) Civil Service bureacracy had been use to running the government
(Police conduct a source of mass dissatisfaction especially among
Blacks.)
5) Fiscal cantraints as manifested in deterioreting tax base (residential and industrial).
6) Racial polarization.
7) Lack of mass independent political organization
Key Problems Facing Stokes as Mayor:
1) Fiscal crisis = need for increased revenues.
2) Police misconduct and malpractice; too few police and lack of citizen
confidence in the police leadership.
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3) A management crisis within the bureaucracy.
4) Racial discrimination was widespread.
5) Poor infrastructure.
6) Inadequate housing - especially low income rental housing; widespread unemployment.
7) A concerted push for metropolitan (Regional) planning and
discussion making.
Solutions Sought By Stokes:
1) Made strong appeal to Black/White Businesses--appealing to their
"Civic" consciousness.
2) Launched the "Cleveland Now" program as a response to both aspects
of the fiscal crisis (need for increased revenues, need for human
development, jobs, skill training, neighborhood improvement.
3) Brought in a massive infusion of federal state and corporate/
fotmdation* and to relieve budgetary tensions, used for social
programming.
4) Open lines of communication to dissidents and militants within
the City; funded anti -poverty programs, but also used al ternative approach to suppress militants after 1968 (SWAT tactical
squad).
5) Made adjustments in police operations including reorganization of
department and personnel. Sent Black police into Black neighborhoods
to cool out of the "rebellions". This resulted in aggravating the
problem with police.
6) Stokes responded by increasing minority hiring/presence in Black
communi ties.
* Ford poured in over $200,000 dollars in the summer of 1968
($175 grant went to CORE).
The "Cleveland Now" program was as important politically as it was in
terms of producing tangible mass results.
1) It was a mobilizing tool which attempted to ease racial tension
by rechanneling energies toward social programming.
2) It was a legitimation vehicle used to get militants to "buy-in
to the City's approach to development. It was also used as a
vehicle that presents an image of change (reforms).
3) It was an organizing tool to rally support for his policies 'oJithin
the business community.
4) Finally, it was an attempt at multi-year planning (10 yrs.)
involving $1.5 billions to rebuild Cleveland.
Stokes: Made the following moves to consolidate his base for governance:
1) He made (a "50/50" Black-White approach to) visible appointments
to key boards and administrative positions.
2) The "Cleveland Now" plan brought in $177 million during the first
18 months.
It was used to:
a) speed up urban renewal and model cities efforts
b) provide for job expansion and small business development
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finance new and rehab housing projects and land clearance
fund recreational facilities
provide welfare assistance including community action programs

3)

Stokes took the "Cleveland Now" to business, exhorting them to
"pay, reinvest in "Cleveland Now" (or else)!
4) He got the federal government to give $4.5 million dollars in
special grants to address immediate problems and to do longrange plaruring.
5) To address the infrastructure problem Stokes encouraged City
Council to authorize $100 in bonds for capital improvements.
6) Stokes pushed for affirmative action inside City departments.
By the end of his first tenn the program had not produced an substantial
results. But its value was more insignificant from a political stand
point.

The racial violence (July, 68). Stokes met this challenge by ordering in Black police and ordering White police out of the area. This of
course kept White police from obscuring the issue, although it did
generate a great deal of reaction within the police department.
At the end of Stokes first tenn, several problems were observable
restrictions on his freedom of action:
1) the fiscal problem had not been solved, only forestalled.
2) some relative improved relations with the Black community were
apparent.
3) lack of a mass political force rooted in the community
Racism persisted and his image in the press was negative. Other
restrictions included the following:
1) Within the City Council his main antagonist was Stanton, Council
President who attempted to block Stokes.
2) the political insulation of the bureaucracy made it difficult to
streamline local decision making.
3) taxing and welfare assistance was in the hands of the County.

. 4) the ward system of politics served to obstruct the implementation
of a Ci~vide agenda. In this system each Council member traditionally attempts to develop an independent relationship with
the rvlayor.
5) There was limited control over City Council policy-making
(Stokes could only threaten to use veto until later he began
to develop a caucus inside the Council.. He was further limited
by the absence of a mass organization to pressure the Council.
6) Stokes had a lack of sufficient resources to deal with the
pressing problems of vast numbers of people faced on a City in
urban decline.
7) Stokes also experienced a high level of turnover in departmental
personnel which further eroded management continuity.
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The Problem With Police Continued Even Under Black Leadership:
The Ben O. Davis issue was significant. Davis was appointed police chief
(six months). He resigned accusing Stokes of aiding and abetting the
"enemies of law enforcement" (mainly those activists within the Black
conmnmi ty) .
The Stokes Strategy of Governance:
Initially Stokes attempted a biracial executive using a coalition style
of leadership. After 1969 - he played a more activist role on racial
issues where he had tried more conciliation the first term. He was more
the Black "advocate" and aggressively opposed to Nixon's "New
Federalism" (threat to Democratic) led cities controlling federal dollars
by having money go through Republican governors.
In order to retain legitimacy in the Black community, Stokes forced for
anti-discrimination in local unions. He threatened to withhold contracts
to unions which practiced discrimination while receiving City controlled
public funds.
On the housing front, Stokes pushed scattered site public housing construction vs. concentrated housing. His programs targeted middle
income residents and urban removal efforts were not offset by new low
income housing construction.
Stokes Second Term:
The 21st District Black Caucus was organized. It operated within the
framework of the Democratic Party. The 21st District was the one in
which most Blacks were concentrated. By 1970 the Caucus withdrew
from the Democratic Party (became an independent force).
-Stokesnad built-up his ot:.'n organi-zation (1000-1200-members):-- He
tested the organization by endorsing and running Taft County Commissioner
(1970). Taft won by getting 48% of the Black vote (only needed 20%).
Again in 1971 he backed James Carney who defeated 6arofoli for Council
President.
lYhile the organization was effective for these narrow purposes, it had
some limitations. The organization was organized around the person of
Stokes. So it did not endure beyond Stokes. Secondly, there was
disunity inside the organization and double-dealing outside it. ~~ich
robbed it of morale and discipline. Thirdly, the organization over
concentrated on electoral politics and did not recognize other forms
of struggle.
The success of the 21st Ward Caucus was not so much in terms of electoral
politics as it was its ability to get issues before the public, communicate witb the community and to amass resources quickly. Its major
short-comings were its restricted mode of political action and its
dependence upon the charisma of Stokes.

Detroit, Michigan
Mayor:

Coleman Young, former State Legislator.

Geography:

Year Elected:

1974.

Northern City bordering on Lake St. Clair and facing Canada.

History: Founded early in the late 18th century as trading town and seat
of Government in Old Northwest territory. Mayor growth came in the 20th
century on the strength of automobile and auto related industries. The
prime mover in early social/economic and political life was Henry Ford.
Demography: Total Population: 1,203,000; Pct. Change since 1970: 20.5%;
Black Population 1980: 760,000; Pet. Black 1980: 63%; 1970: 43.7%.
Ethnic/Nationalities: Until recently Detroit had highly segregated neighborhoods dating back to the social engineering of Henry Ford. Large
concentration of Irish, German, Eastern Europeans. Black and Hispanics
are the recent arrivals.
City Government: City Budget: $1.171 millions (15th relative to Fortune
500 list: 21,000. City Employees: 67% of City Council is Black. Strong
Mayor form. Council has 9 members.
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Economic Base: "so goes auto (General Motors, Chyrsler, Ford), so goes
Detroit". With the move and decline so much of the auto industry so has
the fortune of Detroit. Troubled Chrysler remains the largest single
employer. Detroit is a key transportation, commerce and financial hub
for the Eastern Midwest. Auto allied industries are secondary source
of income /jobs in the declining economy. A recent movement (1974-1983)
among leading financial interests and politicians has been designed to
- revitalize and renovate Detroit. A more diversifie~economi~base
would feature a mix of light industry, high tech and financial investment capital along with commercial revitalization.
Major Economic Problems:
Detroit has experience a 20% loss in population (mainly skilled workers
and middle-income professionals) Black unemployment is drastic. With the
total unemployment rate of 17.0% (1982) jobless ebbs and flows with auto
production. The percent of families below poverty level is nearly 25%.
Yet Detroit is not broke. Its major corporations had combined profits
of $6.6 billions in 1981 (three times the level of the City Budget).
New Developments:
The incumbent Mayor Coleman YouVg confront these problems by aligning
himself more closely with Central Business District interests, the
financial elites (i.e. New Detroit Committee which he Chairs). He has
few ties to the Ethnic neighborhoods. He has a potentially deteriorating
Black support base, Blacks increasingly more critical of his policies
that focus on Downtown development (Renaissance Detroit) commercial revitalization and re8abilitation targeting middle income homeowners.

?
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Young has a lot riding on his Downtown business development policies which
feature leveraging public sector dollars to finance private development
projects. In the past, he had been successful in pulling in federal
dollars into his government to support City services, economic development.
The strategy is tied to private sector revitalization, retention of major
corporations and attraction of business back into Detroit. However,
the private sector has not demonstrated a sharp·turn upward. The center piece of his Downtown redevelopment efforts - Renaissance Towers - had to
recently be refinanced - suffering from under-utilizat1bn. Mean while
unemployment/impoverishment continue. Citizen interests have resisted
high taxes; statutory restrictions place limits on indebtedness level.
Expectations of the "New Detroit Committee" for Downtown rebirth have not
been realized and the aspirations of the vast majority of (Black) working
people have continued to be frustrated - all these problems for which
Mayor Young has no (policy) answers.
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Detroit Politics A Brief Contextual Note:
Detroit's political history is highlighted by the history of progressive
struggles among working people shieh pushed forward the relative position
of people allover the Country. Moreover, the 60's marked a resurgency
of militant workers struggles under the leadership of Black workers who
bolted the regular trade union leadership and put a spark of resistance
back into the workers movement (DRUM, FRUM, GRUM, etc.), the League of Revolutionary Black Workers, Black Workers Congress). These struggles
paved the way for Black electoral successes that-were culminated in the
1973 election of Coleman. Young, himself a product of the workers movement.
With this legacy, perhaps it is not unrealistic to expect more from the
progressive leadership in this City than has been the production of the
Coleman Young era in Detroit politics. Coleman Young has provided successful if controversial management of Detroit's urban and fiscal (City)
crisis given the prevailing assessments of his administration. Little
more could be expected of him particularly in the absence of independent
mass political organization and action (non-existant) in Detroit. Electoral
Politics is not the only game in town but its is the predominant one.
Black Political Participation and Mayoral Leadership in Detroit:
Black visibility in political office has had a positive effect on Black
voter behavior in the Detroit experience. Since 1940, Black voter registration increased from 24% to 71% by 1976. White voter registration
increase has been less dramatic (44% to 83%) in the same time period.
In Detroit, Blacks have been more immediately concerned about local
politics over the past 12 years.

Type of Election

Average
B1ack/Wh i te
Pet. 0 i fferenee

Presidential (1968, 1972)
Off Year
( 1979, 1974 )

13.5%
9.5%

Detroit Electoral Participation

Odd Year

(1973, 1975)

5.0%
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Average Differentials in Black/White Turnout
By -Type of Election Detroit (1975-1976)
Type of Election
Presidential (1968, 1972)
Gubernatorial (66, 70, 74)
Primari es

(1972, 1076)

Muncipal Elections
(1965. 61, 69, 73)

Average Black/White Diff.
5.2%
9.9%
2.7%
9.2%

It is significant to note that Black participation in the local elections of
73, 77 and 81 have closed the differential between Blacks and White in
electoral participation in Detroit. Black electoral participation has
gone up, but the Black socio economic position has deteriorated relative to
Whites in Detroit. In Detroit, Black electoral participation has resulted
in two things: (1) an increase in the number of Black elected officials
(2) a decline in the rate of deterioration (not its improvement) of the
Black socio economic position relative to Whites. On the other hand Black
electoral participation has been attended by a corresponding decline in
other forms of movement politics in Detroit.
..:..~

Coleman Young In Power:
Young was able to put together electoral victories in 1973, 1977 and 1981 by:
a) gaining overwhelming
Black support-. b)

establishing strong support linkages to the business establishment

c) winning and retaining union support
He has as a result, been cataputted into national prominence as a
"repeat" winner. Since his first term he has been able to appoint Blacks
to key policy level positions (Police Chief, School Superintendent, and
aided the County Sheriff). Fourty-four (44%) of the 9 member City Council
is Black and 40% of the police officers are also Black.
The Transition to Black Rule: The Detroit Case
The transition to Black rule proceeded much smoother in Detroit than in
other cities (Newark, Gary, Atlanta) particularly the response of the
Business/Financial elite structure. The difference in transition may be a
function of differences in the elite structure. For example: in Atlanta,
the elite reined openly and virtually without challenge (i .e. organized labor,
local business, developers, etc.). On the other hand, in Detroit the political
scene is contested by sharp struggles between highly organized interests
(i.e. labor, business. community, etc.) included were not only these interests
but Black and White ethnic groups and City employees as welt. The rise
of "Black power" in Detroit supplanted Whites in the political structure
but not a stable, cohesive White elite economic structure (Eisenger, 1981).
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Preceding and after Young's election, some initial apprehension was expressed
in Detroit, but it was transitory. It was the prevailing sentiment that ethnic
(nationality) succession is a historical common place in Detroit - and
"bus.iness" must adjust and proceed "as usual".
In Detroit, government is a function of electoral outcomes which in turn is
the product of the racial/ehtnic composition of the City. In this City
Coleman Young was viewed as representing a (racial) majority defined in
race terms. Given the immediacy of the fiscal crisis and its attendent
urban ills the reaction to Young victory ranged from acceptance to
satisfaction among the White elites (Eisenger).
The Young Story in Brief:
Coleman Young came out of a strong working class background. His parents
had moved to Detroit from Alabama when hewas 5 years old. He paid significant dues in a long apprenticeship. He was arrested once on an Indiana
air base when, as part of the Army Air Corp .. He tried to integrate an
officer's club. He became a labor organizer after the war. He was
elected organizational secretary of the Detroit CIO. He was a founding
member of the National Negro Labor Council. That, plus other radical involvements got him subspended before McCarty's House Un American Activities
Committee. Young put the HUAC on trial by subjecting it to a scathing
public denunciation (J. Jacobs). His political career is marked by
several political developments. He led Henry Wallace's presidential
campaign in Michigan. He was a delegate to the Michigan Constitution
Convention in 1969. He won a seat in the State Senate in 1964. In 1968,
he was chosen a the National Democrati~ Committeeman from Michigan. Like-Atlanta's Jackson, Young was perceived as urbane, articulate, intelligent
and charismatic. Unlike Jackson, Young was viewed as politically shrewed and
sophisticated. Between the two of them, more experience made Coleman Young
more qualified. While Maynard Jackson was initially criticized for his inability to reconcile the tensions between two constituencies (one the Black
community and the other primarily the White business elites). Young was
praised for his ability to '~ridge the gap" between the two groups. This
remains his great talent and the source or his major liability.
Key Issues Young Had To Face:
1) Bureacratic impediments
2)

Police - relations both internal to department and between the
force and the community

3)

Sanitation workers (strike)

4)
5)

Busing issue - a source of racial ethnic antagonism
Continued financial crisis
Economic development shich effectively inrorporates the needs of
the community's residents for jobs, housing, retraining and
public services
Infrustructure development.

6)
7)

(5)
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Actions

Take~:

Young first administrati?n was marked by his involvements in the following
areas.
1)

the struggle for control over the police

2)

affirmative action and appointments of Blacks in government

3)

efforts to

fn~ilit~te

economic development

. How Business Elites Ranked
Coleman Young in 1976
Positive

\.

Administration
Economic Development
Pol ice
Race Relations
Other
Total Respondent
Mentions
Total all respondents
Source: EISnlGER, :981

Neutral
14
10

development
White flight

Negat i ve
2
1

7
5

6
2
3

1
37

9

9

20

31

Col~man YounSIS haCldl.!ng of th~ police_~enerated. the most. controv~rsy foltC?..wed
by administr~tion. His handling of economic development was least controversial to the Business leaders of Detroit according to this source.

The Black Comrnun i t'l:
The Young administration, able to manage through nine years is reported
to be in political trouble. The Black community wants some victories that
go beyond symbolic appointments. There have been some key ones, according
to one source, ;IBut more significant are those on economic d~velopment
front (i.e. jobs, housing, skills, retraining community revitalization)".
Young's alignments on "economic development (with high fin.:mce and real
estate developers) showed Blacks where he stood. "He has received increasing criticism from liberal Whites (good government) and Latinos expect to
be consulted more. All minorities expect to be placed in government jobs.
"Class and Racial polat"ization is im:nirlent and the key battle lines are
shaping around community development (vs Downtown Development) issues in
which the vast majority of people have d stake in terms of their resolut ion.

Detroit Profile
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What The Movement Perceived: The Opposite side of Coin in Detroit
The sharpest, cleare~t and most sustained opposition to Coleman Yeung's
economic development program came from DARE- Detroit Alliance for Radical
Economy. The singular most significant contribution to Detroit politics
was DAREs critique and popular opposition to the "Renaissanct!" strategy
(a downto\-m redevelopment project, the Chicago equivalent of the North Loop;
Chicago 21 plan and perhaps the World's Fair issue may develop comparatively).
Detroit's approach to the project was a massive injection of federal aid
(CDBG) to be supported by tax abatements, City Bonds in conjunction with
the tax incentives to attract Business and developers. The policy decisions
of the massive project was invested in quasi-goverment bodies unacCOuntable to the public and outside its scrutiny.
Despitr a sustained opp sition the Renaissance project went forward with
Young:~ stewartship and at the expense of the poor and working people of
DetrOit (J.Jacobs). While sharply and openly critical of the Mayor the
main target of this particular alliance of community-based activistist \,/as
to publiicly expose the maneuvings and the greed of the financial elite
and developer interests - which Young increasingly embraced. The effectiveness of DARE was limited by its own internal leadership. its narrow polit:cal
focus of activities (electoral politics) and by the role of the press
which constantly "played up" interpersonal conflicts between the Mayor and
a leading DARE member and Councilman (K. Cockrell). DARE was never able
to offer a serious challenge to the Detroit elites and its organized power
structure because it never developed sustainable mass linkages. It also
lacked the abiliw to mak~ temporary alliances - even·with '(o_ung - whLch
could have pushed the movement forward and gain recognition among the peoplA
who wanted to represent. Hence, DARE was not a viaole organizational form
that could align itself with the progressive aspects of the movement for
transformation of the basic social relations among people that existed
in Detroit.
Summary:
The Young success/failure in Detroit represents the sharpest example
where a community lacked the leadership to take advantage of an
historical period to score qualitatively bigger gains. Detroit had a history
of sharp, militant struggles of resistance and class confrontation
politics. The fact that no effective leadership emerged to take advantage
of the shift in political power relations is less Coleman Young's failing
and more those of the progressives and activist in the community and in the
the plants.
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Actions Taken:
Young first ~dministration was marked by his involvements in the following
areas.
1) the struggle for control over the police
2)

affirmative action and appointments of Blacks in government

3)

efforts to facilitate economic development

How Business Elites Ranked
Coleman Young in 1976
Positive
Admi n i strat ion
Economic Development
Pol ice
Race Relations
Other
Total Respondent
Mentions
Total all respondents
Source: EISENGER, 1981

Neutra I
14
10
7

development
White flight

Negat ive
2
1

6
2
3

5
1

37

9

9

20

31

Coleman Young's handling of the police generated the most controversy followed
b-y administration:-His handling of economiccfevelopment was least controversial to the Business leaders of Detroit according to this source.
The Black Community:
The Young administration, able to manage through nine years is reported
to be in political trouble. The Black community wants some victories that
go beyond symbolic appointments. There have been some key ones, according
to one source, "But more significant are those on economic development
front {i .e~ jobs, housing, ski lIs, retraining community revi·tal ization)ll.
Youngls alignments on lIeconomic development (with high finance and real
estate developers) showed Blacks where he stood. IIHe has received increa~ing criticism from liberal Whites (good government) and Latinos expect to
be consulted more. All minorities expect to be placed in government jobs.
IIClass and Racial polarization is imminent and the key battle I ines are
shapi~g around community development (vs Downtown Development) issues in
which the vast majority of people have a stake in terms of their resolution.
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What the Movement Perceived:

The Opposite side of Coin in Detroit

The sharpest, clearest and most sustained oppositon to Coleman Young's
economic development program came from DARE - Detroit Alliance for Radical
Economy. The singular most significant contribution to Detroit politics
was DARE's critique and popular opp6sitton to th~~en~l~sance" strategy
(a downtown redevelopment project, the Chicago equivalent of the North Loop;
Chicago 21 plan and perhaps the World's Fair issue may develop comparativelyo)
Detroit's approach to the project was a massive injection of federal aid
(CDBG) to be supported by tax abatements, City Bonds in conjunct{on with
the tax incentives to attract business and developers. The policy decisions
of the massive project was invested in quasi-government bodies unaccountable to the public and outside its scrutiny.
Despite a sustained opposition the Renaissance project went forward with
Young's stewardship and at the expense of the poor and working people of
Detroit (J. Jacobs). While sharply and openly critical of the Mayor the
main target of this particular alliance of community-based activist was to
publicly expose the maneuverings and the greed of the financial elite and
developer rnterests -- which Young increasingly embraced. The effectiveness~~--~
of DARE was liml ted by its own i nterna 1 I eadersh i p, I ts narrow pol it I ca I focus
of activities (electoral politics) and by the role of the press which
constantly IIplayed up" Interpersonal conflicts between the Mayor and a
leading DARE member and Councilman (K. Cockrell). DARE was never able to
offer a serious challenge to the Detroit elites and its organized power
structure because it never developed sustainable mass linkages. It also
lacked the ability to make temporary alliances -- even with Young -- which
could have pushed the movement forward and gained recognition among the
people who wanted to-represent~. Hence, DARE was- not a v-table organizational
form that could align itself with the progressive aspects of the movement for
transformation of the basic social relations among people that existed
in Detroito
Summary:
The Young success/failure in Detroit represents the sharpest example where a
community lacked the leadership to take advantage of an historical period to
score qualitatively bigger gains. Detroit had a history of sharp, militant
struggles of resistance and class confrontation politics. The fact that no
effective leadership emerged to take advantage of the shift in political
power relations is less Coleman Young's failing and more those of the
progressives and activists in the community and in the plants.

Gary, Indiana

Mayor:

Richard Hatcher, lawyer deputy prosecutor, Council President, 1963.
Year Elected, 1967. Current Term: 4 Years

Geography:
History:

Located on South Lake Michigan Shore, 60 miles from Chicago.
Steel Town founded by Elbert Gary (US Steel) its first Mayor.
Most of Gary's history characterized by machine politics,
dominated by US Steel.

Demography:

City Population: 152,000; Pct. Change 1970-1980: 13.4%
Black Population: 108,000; Pct. Black: 70.8% (1980);

Ethnic/Nationality Composition:

Irish, Latinos, Afro Americans.

City Government: City Budget $73 million; rank relation to Fortune 500:
235. Employee 2,281. Pct. Blocks on City Council 100%. Fiscal
condition. Weak: declining revenue base, high-dependence on intergovernmental-aTd. Weak infrustructure.
Economic Base: U.S. Steel the major employee. Lack of economic
diversity. Unemployment: very high (21%) Pct. Below Poverty: 20.4%
(1979). U.S. Steel is the structural power in Gary which provides
the conditioning factor within which other political and economic
dynamics are set in motion.
Recent Development: Decl ine of Steel industry production forcing
increase in- lay offs. New innovations reduces labor force.
Key Issues:
1)

declining publ ic services.

2)

tax reassessment (City vs. U.S. Steel).

3)

police reform, and bureacratic struggles with employee unions.

Key Constraints Faced by Mayor:
1)

Lack of economic diversity - and internal revenue base.
Heavy dependence in declining federal revenues.

2)

Racism - individual and institutional.

3)

Conflicts led to secession movement, use of State legislative
used to block initiatives; opposition between Council and
Mayor.

4)

Substantive issues centered around jobs, housing, health
services and problems with police.

Gary
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5)

Bureacratic constraints (intergovernmental).

6)

Roll U.S. Steel has played to black Hatcher initiatives a
salient feature of mayoral politics.

Solutions:
1)

Sought increase aid from federal government supplemental
federal and with private foundation monies.

2)

Efforts to deal with housing (turn key developments)
early secession movement (Glen Park). Developed a housing
thrust that centered on (a) low-income rental housing
(b) mortgage loans to middle class home buyers (c) used
model cities approach earlier.

3)

Dealt aggressively with police brutality - instituted police
training program.

4)

Moved to take control of federal funds coming into the
County. When he me~ state and local resistance he by-passed
these levels and dealt directly with federal administrators
using political leverage among Democrats in Congress. Cut
into high crime rate - mainly among Black mobsters - vice
leaders.

5)

Improved -mi nor i ty -emp I oyment, enforced aff i rmat ive act ion.

6)

Early administration attempted to promote Gary as a
"laboratoryll to test new program i nnovat ions that the rest
of the U.S. could benefit.

7)

Break-up of White dominance in regular Democratic machine.

Black Community Relations:
Hatcher has been able to retain and to expand his shifting support
base within the Black community even against formidable, and viable
electoral challenges that grew out of the ranks of his political
(electoral) organization (i.e. Alexander (1971); Dozier Allen; Jesse
Bell (1979); both early political allies. The main theme of administrations has been IImunicipal reform - Black Development". Continued to
bring in funds to dampen impact of the crisis. Focused upon youth
leadership training - has been effective tool for maintaining support!
Positive role model for youth. Hatcher has built up a strong National
base. Sponsored National Black Political Assembly, several National
Black Mayors Conferences (1980). Hatcher1s reliance on federal government and, private foundation funds has enabled him to avoid making
some entangling compromises with local politicians. Yet, because
local resources are not hrincipal, the effect of Reaganomics (cutbacks,
new federalism which emp asis on role of governors) will aid political
"destabilization".
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Hatcher won election in 1967 on strength of a highly mobilized
Black base, Latino support and some White support. In 1971, 1975
and 1979, Hatcher ran against strong Black Candidates. These
challenges were often motivated by the personal ambitions of the
candidates, but also reflect conflicts with Ethnic dominated Democratic
Machine and the internal conflicts within the Black Community.
Hatcher demonstrated (like Gibson) that a viable Black incumbent can
sustain sufficient credibility to overcome a Black electoral challenge.
Hatcher references what is called a "new convergence of power" in
Gary - and the formula is federal and foundation aid, professional
administration (cultivated from among college grads) - and solid
Black support among the masses. This enabled Hatcher to down-play
the traditional interests within and outside the Black community--once
politically dominant in local politics.
Achievements of Hatcher:

liThe U.S. Steel Owns It (Gary), I Run It."

1)

Remained an effective crisIs manager by retaining legitimacy
and building a credible base on visible reforms.

2)

Between 1967-1972, 4500 new housing units were built.
Hatcher has aggressively sought building code enforcements.

3)

Earlier he promoted job skills training. Some 10,000 people
were retrained and employment was coordinated with housing
and-capital improvement programs. Induced U.S. -Steel to-provide manpower development training assistance projects.

4)

Hatcher filled in the City Dump and got U.S. Steel to control
air pollution, both were major sources of environmental
contamination.

5)

Actively promoted affirmative action among Blacks and Latinos.'
Used attrition - new hire method and internal promotions.
Awarded bigger share of contracts for City projects/purchases
to Black businesses. He also influenced White contractors to
hire/promote Blacks in their business.

Less visibly Hatcher made some important government changes.

Such as:

o

streamlined, reorganized City government administration.

o

professional ized the bureacracy with talented administrators,
reduced patronage and graft.

o

moved visibly on police reorganization and personnel reshuffling
(a continued source of tension within his government). As a
consequence, between 1967-1977, Gary crime rates dropped, as
was the case in Neward.

o

In an effort to increase public safety, police morale and
department efficiency, Hatcher increased the pol ice force
by 25%.

Gary Profi Ie
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Note that: Hatcher had campaigned specifically on a
platform that featured minority police hiring, reorganization
of pol ice leadership, pol ice- misconduct and brutal it yo (The
pol ice had barred the doors to polling places in 1967 election).
Once he got into office he moved on these demands and reinforced his credibility.

Main Sources of Opposition:
1)

City Council - Initially the source of opposition came from
mach i ne-l inked Counc i I members who res is ted his "good government"
thrust and attempts to curb patronage. Later, it came from among
Black Council members who were attempting to pursue their own
political/material interests. Hatcher refused to cut petty deals
with cronies--which was a source of conflict.

2)

Hatcher avoided Council scrutiny on many issues (i.eo one tactic
to deal with housing sites in areas with zoning restrictions was
to develop "turn key" scattered sites which met zoning requirements.

3)

Racism and Class - When Ethnic dominated Glen Park attempted to
secede, Hatcher's attitude was to "low-key" it, recognizing that
the effort was too costly for Glen Park residents to pursue.

4)

The Party - The machine launched repeated efforts to undermine
Hatcher. In the long run, they proved to be unseccessful and
pale in significance (i.e. running Black candidates, blocks in
~tate legislature-on tax proposals, etc.).

5)

u.S. Steel made repeated efforts to obstruct and block Hatcher,
supporting local resistance and in the State legislatureo Funded
opposing candidate. Hatcher never developed the political
resources sufficient to take the offensive with U.S. Steel.

Fiscal Policy Opposition:
Hatcher was successful in getting U.S. Steel to contribute more to
the City during earlier terms. He was not successful in getting U.S.
Steel to raise its property assessment (now paying 46% of property
tax). Local politicians and property interests were effective in
blocking an effort to increase revenues to support public schools (1970)
by charging that Hatcher had exceeded tax levy limits imposed by the
state of Indiana.
Several Bond issues for community development and capital improvements
were opposed.
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Bureacracy: Hatcher has encountered sharp struggles among firemen,
teachers and general service workers who struck for higher wages.
The police department--a source of conflict from the beginning--got
"blue flu". School System: Hatcher attempted to stay out of
school system affairs but was not able to do so because (a) financial
crisis (b) teacher strike (c) student boycott. Hatcher saw his role
as a peace keeping mediator, working to generate federal and state
aid and to support expanded educational services/innovative programs.
These efforts had symbol ic if controversial impacts. Hatcher (despite
periodic episodes within his administration) has retained an image of
honesty and integrity.
Some other selected criticism which Hatcher has been able to withstand
include the following:
1)

organized criminals in the Black Community oppose Hatcher's
reform government because
(a)

they get "less action" and (b) Hatcher has "come
down" on them whites. His reluctance to go after
"White heavies" is due to lack of : (a) resources
(b) manpower (c) cooperation from other Lake County
officials.

2)

Black Businesses - who thought they would get a bigger cut
on City contracts graft that the previous White business
interests received under previous Mayors.

3)

Blacks who worked in campaign as volunteers were by-passed
in making key decisions and in personnel selection. Hatcher
made no promises of jobs for them. The criteria of technical
competence over political and personal loyalties.

4)

Hatcher was criticized early for having "two many Whites ll in
appointive positions.

5)

Finally, Hatcher has been criticized for not making more
effective use of his office to build a power base.

Black Power in Gary?
A big take over would require (a) a disciplined and relatively large
volunteer organization which could be used to neutralize, destroy
the Lake County machine within the Black Communit~, (b) appointments/
election of other Blacks to hold hands with Hatcher (i.e. institutionalize Black base of power. Hatcher did not pursue this course and
incur red cr i tic i sm and "second-guess i ngll among his suppo rters:
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1)

Hatcher made only a few key appointments from among his
friends, ignoring long-time supporters while retaining
adversaries.

2)

He dissolved his volunteer organization rather than using
it as a liaison between the administration and the community.

3)

Hatcher did not go after the Black precinct organization
alligned with the Lake County Regular Democrats. He rejected
various schemes put forth by his associates (i.e. IIColeman
Plan ll for ousting enemy committeemen.

4)

Hatcher did not delegate authority but used a centrist
approach to decision making.

5)

He developed no long-range strategy for City pol icy and
governance.

6)

Hatcher appeared to be vulnerable to his enemies on several
occasions for want of a disciplined organization (1971
election, 1979). But he was able to put together sufficient
organization and to tap the mass base adequately to retain
his Mayoral seat three more times.

Black Community Relations
The Black-community had reportedly unrealisUcal1y high lIexpectations
when Hatcher assumed office. Perhaps this was an unavoidable byproduct of a super-charged climate and the high level of mobilization
generated by his campaign. Hatcher has ran into some ("unexpected")
opposition from within the Black community during his tenure including
some campaign workers. Black ministers, Black business leaders,
Civil Rights leaders and Black Politicians, all a part of the traditional leadership rejected him for undermining their base of legitimacy.
He has been a effective criSIS manager because he has retained
legitimacy. Hatcher's longevity is attributed to his mass appeal.
A reformist leadership style; his symbolic statute and his ability
to mobilize community resources around targeted issues of high
sa Ii ence.
There are contending perspectives on Hatcher's style. In one view
(pluralist) Hatcher has failed because he has not successfully
incorporated White (Ethnics). On the other hand, conflict management
theorist view his style as " e ffective lt because he has been able to
mobilize resources, isolate his enemies and institute innovative
reforms.
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A Critical Assessment

"Hatcher's political style is reformist rather than "transforming or
revolutionaryll. Instead of trying to destroy the system--he is doing
the next best thing. He is working deligently within it to bring
about change II{Poinsett}lI. Ed Green's book Big Steel examines in
some detail the systematic limitations imposed on reform efforts
(police, housing and property tax reform) in Gary under Hatcher.
The fact that Gary still has these problems after much effort speaks
adequately to the restrictive nature of reforms when measured against
the massive needs for change in the City. His housing program was
ill-conceived and misdirected. It mainly concentrated on low-income
displacement. His revitalization efforts had a middle-class bias,
targeting middle-income housing, and business redevelopment interests.
Gary's urban renewal/housing development effort had the net effect
of reducing available housing by 2400 units. In fairness to Hatcher,
much of failure was attributed to structural biases built into the
federal guidelines, underwriting criteria and the restricted labor
requirements (Davis-Bacon Act), insurance redlining etc. All contribute to the production of housing too costly to be afforded by many
working-class and certainly Gary's growing poor. Much of the middle
seventies improvement in the housing conditions of Blacks came as
the result of "White suburban flight" where Blacks were able to assume
households. Now that Gary has become increasingly Black and more
and more of the jobless and underemployed are unable to afford decent
jobs, the housing crisis has intensified. Moreover, the absence of
abundant fede.s:al funds.- in this -period means that-the existing hous-ing
stock is deteriorating at a rate much faster than the available
resources can be dedicated to its repair. The grand publicity
surrounding Gary's earl ier reform efforts has been exposed as so
much "media hype" focused upon the immediacy of showing progress.
In managing the urban criSIS, Black Mayors here-to-fore, have pursued
one of two courses: (a) most often, they have to align themselves
closely with the business and financial elites while paying "lipservice" to socio-political reforms. (various vehicles at their
disposal are used to retain voter support) (b) less often they have
made some sustained attempts at reform, expanding their support
bases by including elements previously excluded from participation
in governance. Gary, under Hatcher, reflects this second approach.
Despite his best efforts, little of substance has changed--except
police/community relations. While the first approach is a helpless
caving-in to the mainstream economic forces, the reformist approach
is limited in bringing about any substantive changes. Perhaps there
is a third option. Most Black Mayors, including Hatcher in Gary,
have resisted, discouraged or suppressed efforts to build strong
~ass-based organizations within the communities.
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Operating within the contexts of limited political VISion and
personnel ambitious, they have viewed strong independent, communitybased or anizationsandmovements as a threat to their administrations
and or the stability local business climate. The progressive character
of many reform Mayors has been limited to this very extento Few
sustained attempts have been made to use their offices to support
independent organization. When Hatcher had a chance, he blew ito So
did Stokes in Cleveland, (The Stokes failure was twofold: (a) he
failed to build a disciplined, politically principled organization
and (b) it was politically restricted to electoral politics as the
form of political struggle. In both cases "they offered reformist
rhetoric but fell short on offering a plan of action and a strategy
to make it good in deeds. In Gary, Hatcher, took repeated merciless
blows from his opposition by not encouraging independent political
action from among his supporters.

Hartford. Connecticyt
Mayor:

Thirman Milner

Year Elected:

1982

Demography: Total Population 136,000; Pct. Change: 13.7
Black Population 1980: 46,000; Pet. Black 1980: 33.9;
Pet. Black 1970: 27.9; Ethnic/Nationality: Irish
City Government: Budget $195 million: City Employees: 7034
Rank on Fortune 500: 103. Form of Government: Council-Manager
(weak Mayor) 22% Black (9 Council seats). Fiscal Stable: AA.
However, the State recently eliminated the 2 tier system whereby
corporations paid more. This will place an added burden on property
owners in residential districts.
Economy: Hartford Insurance Group is key factor in the economy.
There are 8 Major corporations and financial institutions with
gross profits of $768 millions, four times the annual City Budget.
Unemployment is ~ at 8.0% and the proportion of families below
the poverty level (25.2) is unexpectantly high. Many of the Blacks
are employed in the service sector including a large number of
women as domestic servants. Class lines are rather sharp and distinct
developer interests in the City are prominent feature of local politics-particularly around redevelopment issues. The "old America" tourist
traffic is being rejuvenated by renovation plans for historic buildings,
sites, etc.
Recent Developments:
o

New three-year $3 million Bushnell Park renovation is part
of major downtown renovation to attract more commercial
businesses - spin-off employment. Billed-as a "civic venture"
(concerts to raise money).

o

The Hartford CIVIC center will operate in the red for seventh
year in a row. This was surprising since the Executive
Director predicted a sizeable profit earlier in the year.

o

City Council recently granted a $660,000 tax forgiveness to
a local developer in an effort to land a $70 million office
complex in Hartford (re: Chicago's "North Loop" issue).
This action met sharp opposftion from Hartford-Area-RallyTogether. The "normal" opposition was more intense and
sharply debated because of-new residential property tax
assessments have caused tax bills to skyrocket.

o

Meanwhile, basic services are further constrained by Councils'
tax actions and City is facing a social welfare problem
due to growing unemployment and impoverishment among working
people.
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Key Issues:
1)

Tax policies

2)

Redevelopment approach

3)

Representatives of City Council

4)

Independent Councilmen vs. Regular party privileges

How Mil ner Won?
Thirman Milner became the first popularly elected New England
Black Mayor in 1982. He was able to force a run-off against incumbent George Athanson. Milner received 5135 votes, Athanson got
only 5229 in the primary. Widespread disaffection with Athanson
on tax issues, redevelopment issues. These issues overshadowed
race. However, the main force behind Athanson's opposition was
conservative homeowners faced with high tax bills (due to state
level action to provide incentives to Mayor businesses).
Key Constraints Confronting Milner:
1)

Dealing with a more restricted fiscal environment in a period
of mounting social crisis.

2)

Relations with large financra-l/developer interests will
keep him on hot seato

3)

The Weak Mayor-Strong Council-Manager system further
restricts his sphere of movement, especially since a
leading independent, former City Councilman Sidney Gardner,
was defeated.

4)

Racism, not a major factor in the election may become a
more salient issue.

5)

Milner, had no program for the comprehensive development
of the City, rather he rode the crest of the anti-Athanson
motion.

Los Angeles, California

Mayor: Tom Bradley, ex police officer, Ltd.
former City Counc i l/r1ember
Georgraphy:

Year Elected:

1974

Southern California coast

History: Financial/entertainment, sports capital in recent history.
City was founded by Spanish. Third largest City in the U.S. and
pre-eminent City on the Pacific.
Demography: Total Population 3 mill ion; Pct. Change:
Black Population 505,000; Pet. Black Population 1980:
Pet. Black 1970: 17.9%

5.5;
17.0%;

Ethnic/Nationality: Growing (Mexican) Chicano population, Orientals
along with Afro Americans
City Budget: $1,491 millions; City Employees 41,000. Council manager
form 20% of City Council Black. Rank of City relative to Fortune 500=
12th.
Fiscal Stability:

~AAA

Bond Rating.

Economy: LA is a growing financial capital for corporations, banking
23 fortune 1000 corp. and 4 major banks are headquartered here.
Industrial base has been sliding as more high capital intensive firms
displace worker.s. Unemployment:. 9.9% (1982); Pct. Below Poverty: 16.4%. This figure does not reflect undocumented aliens and high
percentage of reported workers in "sweat shops". The electronic
communications industry is significant along with real estate. It
is well equipped to be an international City.
Background:
The Watts "Rebellion" of 1965 exposed LA's hidden poverty and the
systematic institutionalized exclusion of Blacks from political power,
wealth and the privilege depicted in the popular media. The rebellion
left Blacks and other nationalities in the City thirsty for political
power. The Black Congress, a united front coalition sought alterations
of racial/ethnic power relationships and Black community control.
As was the case in most other cities, the militants were less well
organized than mainstream Black organizations based on the middle
class but having legitimacy among all sectors of the Black community
of LA. In 1965, following the Watts Rebellion, R. Karenja founded
U.S. There were no insurrections in LA after King's death--unl ike
most other cities. Karenga, along with Nathan Wright, were instrumental
forces in the 1967 Black Power Conference where they aligned to block
mil itants who wanted to build mass based, multi-national organizations.
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Chicano resistance organization began to form in LA. They press for
democratic reforms/basic rights. In 1969, Bradley's strong showing
in the primary against incumbent Mayor Sam Yorty charged LA's Black
community. It reverberated to other majority/near majority Black
cities without Black Mayors (i.eo Detroit, Atlanta).
The significance of the 1969 loss was that it inspired and demonstrated
that if a Black candidate could do so well with White support, then
certainly Black-majority cities could field a viable mayoral candidate
and win.
How Bradley won?
Thomas developed a "liberal coalition" (Blacks, Chicanos working
people, young professionals, City employees) in 1969 and 1973. He
led the field running against 15 other candidates in the primary.
He received 42% of the votes. In the run-off with incumbent Yorty,
Bradley's base was eroded by Yorty's racism and his charges that
Bradley was "anti-police", soft on militants and that his campaign
leadership was led by "communist" "militants" and "extremist".
(Note: the only reason that this "red-baiting" was effective is
that progressives were isolated from the community and did not
represent a significant political force. Had it been otherwise,
Yorty would have lost; Bradley would have won in 1969. In 1973,
Bradley again led all candidates in the Democratic primary receiving
55% of the vote Yorty in the g-eneral election by gaining 54% of the vote.)
Bradley won on the strength of all class unity in the Black community
(91%); 51% of the Chicano vote and 46% of the White vote. While
Bradley could not have won without the White vote, his margin of
victory was suppl ied by his showing among Chicanos and solid Black
support. A closer analysis of the Bradley election demonstrates
the high correlation between percentage non-White and low socioeconomic stature (working class and percentage vote for Bradley).
Precincts with high non-White population tended to vote to support
Bradley. Precincts with low-median education, low-income tended
to support Bradley though not as strongly. Finally, the higher the
percentage of population with education levels above the median, the
higher the proportion of voters in the homeowner population and the
higher the income levels the less likely they were voters for Bradley.
These lines are not rigid, but fluid. Bradley did receive some
middle-income support, and he was not resisted by the upper classes.
This finding is important because Bradley has not significantly
acknowledged his electoral coal ition in terms of his strategy of
governance and the pol icies he has pursued. His policies have been
essential conservative, pro-business and designed not to alienate
property owners.
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Key Issues:
1)

Unemployment

2)

Education and skills training

3)

Hous ing

4)

Affirmative action

Key Cons t ra i nts :
1)

Very conservative electorate based upon socio-economic
class interest which opposes social welfare, redistributive
po 1 i c i es.

2)

Restrictions on the formal powers of the Mayor.

3)

Large number of Powerful Public Authorities with independence
from the Mayor. City Council is strong.

4)

Restrictions on debt ceilings for social services.

5)

No strong, viable mass organization that can be a cohesive
countervail ing force pressing for meaningful social reforms.

Achievements:
1)

Strong.on affirmative action/minority hiring

2)

Strong administrative/management period

3)

Close working relationship with the local business financial
elites.

4)

Demonstrated ability to bring revenues into the City from
federal, state, foundation sources through a centralized system
of grant monitoring/evaluation.

Alliances and Community Development:
As was the case in Detroit, under Young, the Business elite in LA.
was no impediment to cooperation on redevelopment projects in the
Central Business Area. In fact, Mayor Bradley was so aggressive in
his pursuit of downtown revitalization in alliance with the business
elite he jeopardized his support in the 1977 election in some sectors
of the Black Community. Black activists claimed that Bradley had
forgotten about the neighborhoods in pursuit of the downtown interests
(NY Times 12-5, 1975, December 27, 1976)
For most, Bradley is a conciliationist; among some he has been branded
"Uncle Tom". He rarely took strong stands while projecting himself
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as mayor of all the people. Yet, his closest associates see him as
firmly committed to basic IIBlack goals".
Bradley was comfortable among the business community and received
high ratings on his ability to administer to affairs of government.
He has excellent negotiating skills - being able to retain endorsements of labor, special interests groups and the major press. In
Office Bradley has been able to effect minority hiring in major
departments only marginally. In terms of Board appointments of Blacks
there was over 100% increase between 1873 and 1978. The most significant change in the City's relationship to Blacks was the percentage
of minority contracts for purchases and services which increased steady
from a neglible amount in 1973 to 21% of the City's business in 19780
What More Could Be Done?
Bradley is the Mayor of the third largest City in the U.S. while the
Black population is substantial (over! million people) it constitutes
a small potential voting bloc. Further, we considered the fact that
the City is fragmented politically into scores of special interest.
There is no significant mass based political organization with the
capacity to lead. There is little to wonder about where Bradley's
self-interest ( in aligning with White business) would be. It could
be no where else if he were to remain IIvlable". The fact is that
there exists no effective countervail ing force that can contest the
business elite on issue of great stakes to the urban masses and
growi_ng lIunderclass" of unempl_~ed and ~splace~workers~

Newark, New Jersey
MAYOR:
TERMS:

Kermeth Gibson
4 times elected.

Year elected:

1970

GEOGRAPHY: Northeast city on Atlantic Coast; Excellent Harbor. Proximate
to New York. Transportation gate to West and North/South routes.
HISTORY: "Second City" image. Once the commercial, cultural hub of New
Jersey. A key transportation, financial center. New International
Airport will secure its importance.
DEMOGRAPHY: Population 329,000 (1980), 339,000 (1975); Pct. Change (19701980):-13.8, Black Population 192,000; Pct. Black Population 1980: 58%,
Pct. Black Population 1970: 54.2%
ETHNIC/NATIONALITIES: Italian, Irish, Puerto Ricans (11%). Central and
West wardS are predominantly Black. Ironbound is multi-ethnic; North ward
is predominantly Italian.
FISCAL: BUDGET: UNSTABLE (20 yrs.) Rating: BBB. $391 million city
bUdget, increasing proportion from federal/state sources; declining
revenue base forcing cutbacks to social and public services; declining
education system, health. Public services being curtailed or contracted
out to private companies. City Employees: 12,465 (1981) declining.
State Federal proportion of City Budget_____________
Expenditures___________________
State law requires a balanced budget.
CI1Y GOVERNMENT: Mayor-ColUlcil fonn, 9 Council, 56% Black on COlUlcil.
Rank of City on Fortune 500 list: 46. Strong ~4ayor System, with
independent Council. Democratic controlled. City has 5 wards, 4
6ouncilmen-are elected at large.
ECONOMIC BASE: Loss of commerce, light industry (30% in last 20 yrs.)
high popUlatl0n loss (especiaJly middle class and significantly, Black
middle class as well have been characteristic features. 60% of tax
base is tax exempt. The city has only 25 square miles of land base.
Newark is key financial and insurance capital: Prudential and ~rutual
Benefit, have headquarters in Newark, major finns had $316 million in
profits in 1981. The Port of Newark is one of world's most important
ports, with modern containerized facilities. Newark banks have assets
of $2.5 billion and its corporate insurance sales are second only to
those based in New York. So, despite its problems, Gibson has built
strong ties to the Business Community and with federal and state aid
he has been credited with leading an economic "renaissance" in the
downtown area. As a transport center, Ne\oJ'ark can boast of the Newark
International Airport, a major Amtrak terminus and the New Jersey
Turnpike. Gate,..ray Plaza (downtown) and some housing construction
projects have been completed along with some impressive office buildings.
In spite of these developments, empty offices, and buildings, vacant
lots, deteriorating infrastructure and inadequate housing are core
features of the City'S continued problems. Unemployment: 13.5% (1982),
20% Black unemployment; 33% below poverty (rise of 15% since 1970). Tax
rate is one of highest in Nation; City itself is the largest (housing)
slum lord. noJ'o-thirds of Newark's property is tax exempt (City, State
Regional Offices, Uni versi ties, Port Authority). All require police,
fire, and sanitation services yet contribute little to support city
services. Lost over 1250 industries since 1965. Newark has been

described as the worst Big City in America on a number of indicators (25%)
of people on public aid; 14% unemployment, high infant mortality; terrible
housing.
WHY OOESN' T NEWARK GO UNDER?
Several factors are referenced:
1) Uniqueness as a transport hub (air, land, sea) .
2) Important locale of finance capital despite loss of manufacturing,
commerce
3) Key governmental administrative unit
4) Newark tied to State, New Jersey to Country.
5) Gibson has been an adequate "crisis manager", has taken his lumps
but remains "viable".
6) The federal government has been significant in Newark's survival.
With over $100 million in annual federal aid, Newark ranks first
in per capita federal aid.

.'

BACKGROUND TO BLACK EMPOWERMENT. (1953-1970)
This is th period of the New Charter. Blacks were politically insignificant despite population increase - Irvine Turner was elected Councilman, 1966.
Gibson ran in 1966; finished 3rd in field of six. Proved a Black could
run Citywide, 1967. Newark riot (1967 rebellion) was consequence of
deteriorating race relations, growing unemployment and brutal police
relations with Blacks. Also, National Black Power Conference held in
Newark (rebellion and Black militance cooled), 1968.
The United Brotherhood ran two Council candidates without success, 1969.
A Black and Puerto Rican (multi national) Convention held; endorsed
Gibson for Mayor, other Black candidate, 1969. Committee for Unified
Newark led a movement that (1) dereated Adaonizzlo, the bleffi1sfied
incumbent and laid foundation for Gibson's victory in the general
election. In the general election, Gibson was able to couple support
from significant segments of Newark business community (Prudential)
with a strong Black, Puerto Rican base.
By 1971 - Gibson distanced himself from Puerto Rican activists, and
"nationalist Blacks, (came down on Puerto Ricans in the 1975 Puerto
Rican "rebellion"). By 1974-78 Gibson had consolidated a lasting base
(Black Middle Class, ethnic Whites and Central Business District
interests).
During the 1970's, Gibson had to contend with a deteriorating tax base,
massive out-migration of middle income (Black/Ethnic) property owners
and professionals. By 1983, there was an entrenched middle class
strata of Black administrators and civil service operatives. A growing
community level resistance to Gibson's policies of Central Business
Development, and his policy appeals to property owners·to the neglect
of community needs forhousing, jobs, health services, quality education
and public services. To date, the fiscal crisis has been managed, not
resolved and the budget has been cut to "provide basic services". Gibson
remains a symbol of "Black Power" and race pride. There is limited and
ineffective leadership in the community that can address the substantive
concerns for the vast majority of people.
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HOW GIBSON CAME TO OFFICE:
* Newark's Mayoral elections are "non-partisan"o But
the Essex County Democracts are significant further
in elections.
* Gibson won (in 1970) by getting 56% of the vote although Black was the population majority of the Electorate. Addminizzio was less viable to court problems.
Gibson got critical support from liberal activist and
Puerto Ricans.
* While Baraka, a strong Gibson supporter, was viewed as
a liability, Gibson was able to win with him; probably
not without him.
* Gibson ran a multi-national, all class united front
campaign. (end police brutality, jobs, lower taxes.
The latter two were importantto Blacks and Whites as
well).
* Gibson got 90% of Black vote; 20% of the White vote.
* He has withstood strong challenges (Imperia~e, Baraka,
1974, etc.) in subsequent elections and has broadened
and consolidated his base but with an alteration in the
character of his coalition of 1970.
* In his first two campaigns ( less in the last two)
racialism ethnicity were strong factors contributing to
Black unity.
GIBSON'S PROGRAMS: THE EARLY PERIOD
Newarkp-olitics'-was basically "ward politics" with })lack potitical leadership reflecting the style and structure of the
City's politics - until 1970. Gibson inherited some major
problems: fiscal decline (loss of tax base): $60 million in
debts from Addonizzio served as a constraint that limited his
ability to meet the rising mass expectations of the movement
underpinning his campaign. Many top department bureacrats resigned. Conflicts among/with police, the Km,;aida (housing) development; Nationalist flags in schools fueled the polarized
racial climate. There had been no large-scale development in
20 years. Gibson met opposition from City Council on many
issues (on both race and class bases). The absence of a independent mass organization served to further limit his ability
to push City-wide programs and neutralize ward politics.
ACTION TAKEN:
1) Used the state and federal government effectively to
meet immediate crisis (get state to provide 70% of
what he needed to resolve fiscal crisis despite opposition from suburbanites, downstate forces in the
Legislature).
2) Cut city employment by 28% mainly through attrition
and (3) contracted-out services to private concerns.
3) Reduced police violence, appoint Black Superintendent
of police; resuffled police to cut-out corruption.
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Many initiatives were blocked by City Council (not
merely a question of race). Class interest of City
Councilmen and ward politics were highly significant.
There was no effective massive pressure to facilitate
progressive reforms.
Succeeded in building Kawaida Towers in the North
Ward.
Moved forward on Newark Airport remodeling.
Got business to "loan" executives to government on
special 90 day "transition" programs to bring effeciency to government.

OPPOSITION FROM COUNCIL - was most pronounced during first term.
Gibson was criticized serverly for bringing in too many outsiders to head sensitive positions during early administration.
During Gibson's first term, he was viewed as a pragmatist combining ethnic politics with a generally reformist and incremental strategy.
FIVE KEY CRISIS IN THE FIRST TERM REFLECT RACE/CLASS CONSTRAINTS:
City Council devided along racial lines on six issues of salience in a March 23, 1973 Council meeting.
1) Appointment of a Black police director (Kerr), took
an entire year to get him confirmed.
2) Kawaida Towers (housing development - source of sharp
neighborhood-level struggles played out in the
Council).
3) Blacks refused to pledge allegiance in the Council
meeting.
4) Black opposition to the New Campus of New Jersey
College of Medicine and Dentistry in a neighborhood
that would further displace Blacks with no viable
alternative housing plan.
S) Black agitation over the placement of guidance per~
sonne1 at Vailsburg High School.
6) An effort was under foot to recall three (3) White
(at-large) Council members grew out of their voting
on these issues.
SECOND TERM
Key Issues: Crime; city corruption Gibson's record were issues
in the campaign. Gibson was attacked by extreme nationalists
on both sides of the nationality/racial spectrum (Imperiale,
Baraka). Gibson not only defeated Imperiale's (more racialist/
ethnic challenge) but secondly defeated Baraka's "radical"
nationalist ~hallenge. Appeal to unity. Gibson further
alienated himself from progressive community elements who attack~d his record on housing, health services, community development and his more open alliance with downtown interests and
property owners.
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THIRD TERM (1978)
Gibson received, in 1978, 66% of the vote running against 5
candidates. Gibson consolidated a new coalition.
1) White ethnics, property owners.
2) Black middle-class, small business operatives.
3) Made politically expedient appointments (v. expertise) used a co-optive strategy of drawing in leadership from visible polit~cal organizations - especially
among Blacks.
ACTION TAKEN:
1) Moved effectively on crime.
2) Health services improved.
3) Increased housing construction.
~)
Made educational reforms (Back to Basics).
5) Although some sharp criticism were made of the chances
have actually meant, they charge if that his austerity
cuts in education has impacted the quality of education
negatively. Gibson bent the stick toward political
discipline in the schools under new disciplinary policy
(school).
6) City continued to be propped-up by a massive injection of federal funds which it remains dependent upon
($100 million annually)~ This dependency explains
in part, his low-key role in criticizing Republican
(Nixon, Fora and Reagan) Pr-es ident1.al pol icies arid his
uncritical support of Carter in 1976 - 1980).
OTHER CRITICISMS: Several respondents have made sharp criticism
of GIbson'S housing/community development policies in the recent (1978 -1983) period. His base has shifted to an "alliance
between Central Business District actors, ethnic (White) property interests and small business interests in tne Black community. Yet, most respondents, although cynical, have admitted
that Newark has serious problems, but it is better off today
under Gibson than in 1970 (E. Androtti).
OTHER CRITICISMS: CURRENT SOURCES OF CONFLICT.
1) Employment - White males consitute 29% of total labor
force but have 50% of City jobs. Black males (22% of
labor force) have 27% of City jobs (Gibson has promoted "cottage type" industries to attract firms that
are "labor intense".
2) Housing - Gibson has moved too slowly and conservatively to improve housing significantly. (He has
initiated an office of neighborhoods). Newark lost
30,000 - 40,000 units in ten years.
3) Gibson has deferred infrastructure improvements that
will ultimately haunt the City and predecessor. No
overall Development Policy that is comprehensive and
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maximizes resources.
Gibson has aligned himself too closely with downtown business interests without viable movement on
neighborhood revitalization - except for a few commercial strips.
Opposed the propsal for an elective School Board, a
proposal coming out of community elements who view
him as " meddling in education policy without improving its quality".
Corruption is surfacing as bad now~ as in 1970.
Improving police conduct/relations is necessary but
not sufficient to address substantive problems of
mass economic advancement.
"Public Housing is in a very poor state" (Camerirne).

KEY ISSUES: CURRENT PERIOD
1) Downtown v. -Neighborhood Development
2) Public Housing Policy
3) Rental Housing Programs
4) Industrial Development to relieve fiscal problems
5) Continued Unemployment
6) Lock of mass based independent leadership
ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Newark continues to have massive problems yet
Gihson has- been po.li tically resil-ient and remains viab-le. Heis symbolically important to the Black and Ethnic neighborhoods.
His relations with the Business Community are positive. Gibson
has been credited with being a good "crisis manager". He has
iolid small business support and people get fair treatment from
the police. Moreover, Gibson has introduced some budget innovations that enable him to provide "basic services". There are
other areas of substance that mark his tenure:
1) Increased flow of federal/state dollars - especially
during the 1970's.
2) Increased tax revenues by encouraging bigger contribution from Business, County and University system.
3) Enforced affirmative action for Blacks (non-White employment increased from 30% in 1973 to 54% in 1978).
4) Architect of Airport remodernization
5) Architect of urban "Renais sance" program to attract
downtown business and commerce.
6) Used CDBG funds through Neighborhood Housing Development Corporation set-up by Gibson. Main thrust is to
return homeowners and develop small rehab projects.
7) Used CDBG funds to leverage private dollars for neighborhood improvement (commercial strips).
8) Gibson remains open to neighborhood/community groups
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and their proposals but looks substantive needs address.
Worked with Business (Chamber of Commerce) to sponsor "Renaissance Newark". The main features are:
a) facade improvements
b) use of matching grants to support remodeling/reovation
c) focus on downtown development to stimulate/spin-off
neighborhood commercial/industrial development
d) encourage further development of Meadow Lands area
e) developed small pilot downtown condo projects (at
least two projects in various stages of completion)

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS: The main accomplishment in Intergovernmental Relations has been Gibson's ability to get State/
Federal funds. Newark received $110.7 million in CDBG funds between 1975 - 1980. Federal funding increased overall during
the 1970's ($2.3 million in 1970 to $44 million in 1978). State
aid increased also, peaking in 1976 with $190 nillion comiing
into the City. Secondarily, Gibson has demonstrated an ability
to work with his Council in latter years, especially on Fiscal/
Economic Development issues. Two factors militate against this
cooperation: (a) when Gibson's policies clash with the ambitions
of independent Council members (Black or White) and (b) when
community based issues interlock with the interests of Council
constituents (this was especially true, during his first and
second terms (Cole; also Androtti).
CONCLUSION: Newark remains unstable but Gibson appears to have
a politicall--y stable admini-stration and system o-f-. governance. -Serious problems exist in the economic base - both interims of
job generation and public revenue generation. City is replete
with vacant lots and tax abated property. Newark itself is the
biggest landlord in the city (bigger than the public housing
authority) with no plan for its development. One-half of public
housing abandoned - efforts are being made to close up the rest o
Private housing situation is declining as well with tax-base support dependent upon elderly and small landlords. The middle
class (Blacks as well) has taken much talent from City with no
viable alternative leadership emerging to replace it. Gibson
has few alternatives for development. He has continued to look
for ways to develop economically and hold government expenditures to a minimum. New Jersey, like - some other major cities
has a statutary maximum placed upon unbonded debt. At the
same time, a BBB rating restricts Gibson's freedom of movement
and his development options. Gibson has been an important voice
among urban mayors arguing for increased federal aid to cities.
The fortunes of Newark are heavily tied to the federal aid to
the federal domestic policies and deals that can be negotiated
with investors at the local level. There is limited countervailing influence within the community that can effectively
push for progressive reforms through Gibson or work around him.
Since Gibson has such high symbolic significance, no alternative leadership can emerge without gaining recognition from his
mass supporters.

New Orleans, Louisiana

MAYOR:

Ernest Moria1, former State Legislator.

YEAR ELECTED: 1977
HISTORY:
Historically significant due to its location on the Mississippi
River. Important as mercantile, shipping and financial centero Developing as
a regional - international city. Referred to in the culture as "Big Easy"
(Cavalier, tolerance for decadence, the grote~que and unusual) and as a
"Northern mistake in Southern setting". Mardis Gras - tradition fosters public secrecy, class and status politics.
ETHNIC/CULTURAL INFLUENCE:
American.

Spanish, French, Anglo, Southern and Afro-

DEMOGRAPHY:
Popu1atjon 564,000 (1980), 21th largest U.S. city. Black
population 308,000: S6% Black (1980); 45% Black (1970). Percentage change
6.2%, (1970-1980).
FISCAL STABLE AA RATING:
Fortune 500 Corporation.

City Budget $392 million. Ranks 45th relative to
57% of the Budget is from Federal/State sources.

CITY GOVERNMENT: Strong Mayor form; 7 member council, 5 districts (Parishes),
2 at-large council members; 3 Black on council (4~%). New Orleans' machine
exerts considerable influence in State Legislature. Political authority is
fragmented.
ECONOMIC BASE: Di versifying, wi th-1ight industry high-tech -i-ndustry,( inf1 ux-of European capital French Auto Plant), will mesh with mercantile -trade, transport and tourist-commercial base of the economy. Petrochemical-generated
service industry is important in the state o Unemployment: 10.9% (1982); 27%
of residents subsist below the poverty level.
RECENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:

*
*
*

*
*
*

Site of 1984 World's Fair
French Auto plant developing
Amenaster-Neshud Area Industrial Development (Long Range:
20 yr. project) in preliminary stages. Projected to develop
hundreds of new jobs.
Aggressive minority business inclusion in all development
projects involving city and public funds (i,e. World's Fair,
major Downtown development)
Downtown expansion program
Other job generating developments in progress

KEY PROBLEMS:
1.
2.

White dominated County/State Legislature - even when in
the same party - is a source of conflict.
Declining fiscal revenue base viability evident since 1950's.
Significant population shifts. Property values in industrial base declining due to advance technology and smaller
production units. Less need for semi-skilled and skilled
workers.
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Fragmented political authority: increase number of public
authorities are a source of jurisdictional conflicts
and bureaucratic bottle-necks.
While theres no l1X)no1ithic "machine" in New Orleans,
there is a "brokerage system" which is. l1X)re characteristic (i.e. involves competing economic interests,
splinter political organizations and government authorities often l1X)bi1ized along racial lines.
"White flight" is another problem impacting the revenue base
and the talent pool.
At the same time, New Orleans has deteriorating housing
stock. An increasing number of poor and elderly place
strains on the public sector.
Economic Development has not provided adequate oppo»tunities for employment. Unemployment has increased absolutely and as a percent of the labor force since 1966.

3.

\'.

(2)

4.

5.
6.

7.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND QUALITY OF LIFE : BACKGROUND TO NEW ORLEANS POLITICS
Low income and poverty, mal distribution of income, unemployment and underemployment, coupled with low educational attainment from the socio-economic
climate in which Black politics and Black Mayoral (crisis) management operate~
DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME
FAMILY INCOME RANGE

SHARE OF INCOME

Upper 20%
Upper 40%
Lower 60%

44% of Income
68% of Income
32% of Income
100%

Despite the large percentage of Blacks and relevance of "skin politics", most
observers note that class and skin color privilege - track along side each
other very closely in New Orleans.
New Orleans system of class stratification fosters a social system that:
stymies creativity, citizen involvement (i.e. obstruction from politics
"Mardi Gras" syndrome). Blacks have historically under-participated in
electoral politics relative to Whites. Thus New Orleans has two problems:
1.
2.

Race and Color - Between Blacks and Whites and within the
Black community.
Class - both formal and substantive (Creole culture overlay on income/ownership patterns).

Note:
25% of Blacks are middle class (via occupation, education, income
measures), but this is also an extension of Creole class structure, 57% of
Black unrelated individuals are below the poverty line.
BLACK/POOR IN ORLEANS, JEFFERSON,. ST" BERNARD AND ST. TAMMANY PARISHES (1970)
MEDIUM INCOME

ORLEANS

JEFFERSON

ST. BERNARD

ST. TAMMANY

No. of family
in Parishes
% Below Poverty

4475

5865

5119

4239

68.1
38.9
56.7

60.1

67.1
39.0

76.1
45.1

74.2

60.9

% Unrelated
Individuals

31.1
59.3
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BLACK/POOR IN ORLEANS, JEFFERSON, ST. BERNARD AND ST.

~.AMMANY

PARISHES (1970)

MEDIUM INCOME

ORLEANS

JEFFERSON

ST. BERNARD

ST. TAMMANY

% Households
in Poverty
% All Persons
in Poverty

43.8

35.9

39.8

49.1

43.7

33.3

33.8

5304

U.S. CENSUS 1970/ see J.R. Bobo, The New Orleans Economy
Thus, among Balcks these are two class divisions: (a) Creoles and a large
underclass, (b) Income is a powerful predictor of political participation.
HOW MORIAL CAME TO POWER: "Dutch" Moria1 had a dual campaign structure. On
one level, there was: a Mau Mau "Dutch looks White, thinks and breathes Black."
- is the appeal made by the informal organization. On the other hand, there
was an appeal to Whites, by down-playing race.
Morial had previously ran for City Council in 1969 and had the backing of
Moon Landrieu. He used this base eight years later to defeat Joseph V.
Di Rosa, (who defeated .'foria1 in. ].969).
PERCENT OF VOTE FOR MORIAL/DiROSA
1969 Council Race'
1977 Mayoral Race

49%
51.5

51%
48.5

Moria1 used solid Black vote -TsupportUB1ack Unity") while able to cut into
the White middle/upper middle income groups to generate his victory margin.
MORIAL IN POWER:
PROBLEM FACED BY MORIAL:
Moria1 faced three principal challenges once entering office:
1.
2.
3.

City Budget/Fiscal Problem
Inherited a City suffering from neglect with no coherent
strategy for development and for incorporating its Black
population
Problems with police

ACTION TAKEN:
A.

FISCAL MATTERS
1. Subjected City Finances/Budget, Taxes to a detailed review in a search for relief on revenue side
2. Attempted to generate more income and to deal with
revenue problems by succeeding to get the City Council
to pass two controversial taxes: (a) a $100 property service
charge; (b) a $50 road-use tax. Both were regressive in
character.
3. Moria1 put the issue before the voters and in doing so improved his re-election viability.
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In 1980 (Novenber), another regressive sales tax was put
to the voters: a ~ cent sales tax which was approved
(73,171 to 73,066). This tax replaced the other two
taxes which were repealed by the Council. (The ~ cent sales
tax did not solve the crisis, but was less unpopular than
the other taxes). Even though the people paid, "Moria1
opted for legitamacy." Its passage enhanced his re-election
bid in 1981.

POLICE PROBLEMS: THE BLACK COMMUNITY V. POLICE BUREACRACY
Morial selected an "outsider" for police super, James
Parsons, from Birmingham.
2. Parsons resigned after four Blacks suspected of killing a
White policeman were themselves killed, enraging the
Black community.
Parsons handling of Police Community
Relations was poor. Parsons also led a raid on COUP, an
anti-poverty organization. When Parsons resigned, Moria1
welcomed it.

1.

C.

MAIN CONCERN OF MORIAL ADMINISTRATION: ECONOMIC DEVEWPMENT. This view is underscored by several Morial observers
(including Ellis Smith and James Boba work on New Orleans
Political Economy).
1. Moria1 attempted a comprehensive Economic Development
Program. It was based upon low-income job generation
in the neighborhoods.
2. Established CIA's (Community Improvement Agencies). CIA 6 s
were to channel CD money into neighborhoods.
3. Morial worked through the neighborhoods by promoting
local .deve1opment corporations~3 major~nes)o They involve
rehabilitation, preservation of housing and commercial
development stimulation.
4. Developed a housing thrust using CD monies, UDAG and Mortgage Bonds. With City Council initiative (there have been
several issues of up to %50 million). They have been
restricted by income level and type. Most has gone into
new construction v. rehabilitation.
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
1.
20

3.

4.

Do
1.

On City-wide issues, Moria1 has been able to work well with
the Council.
However, the fragmented system creates interjurisdictiona1
conflicts (health services, parks, recreation, schools and
serves as a fetter on Mayoral initiatives).
There have been several attempts to develop regional public
authorities (which have the effect of diluting the influence
of Blacks in policy-making. There are 5 or 6 different
ones since Morial assumed office. In fact, Morial set up
a regional transit authority (but it has little independent
authority).
Morial has pushed for a Metro Earnings Tax tvhich has drawn
opposition from suburban and area legislato~s inside State
government.
RACE AND POLITICS IN NEW ORLEANS:
Race and economics are often tied together.

Morial has
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been observed to identify with (White) development
interestes than with the substantive issues raised by Black
constiuents.
While he has earned high marks on economic development
efforts from business interests, he has never behaved
like a "Black Mayor" (Mayor of all of the people). This
has earned him the (doubtful) distinction of being the
"only conservative Black Mayor in the U.S.".

SECOND TERM - COALITION BUILDING: Moria1's second term campaign was won on
a shaky coalition between solid Black supporters and a White voter support
of 12 - 14%. His White support dropped in the most recent election. He has
had more frequent battles with the White establishment during this term (i.e.
Zoo wanted to break, became a separate state agency~. City pumps in money to
keep it solvent).
To insure minority participation, Moria1 initiated a minority set-aside enabling legislation at the state level as well as a city ordinance. He remains active in business recruitment (France, Hong Kong).
KEY PROBLEM AREAS: A local responded, Ellis Smith, identified the following
areas as critical problem areas:
1. Fiscal stability and revenue generation
2. Continued Economic Development
30 Race - which "often obscures and interlocks" with class here o "
In some cases its the "under1ying factor (not the most apparent issue), however." Opposition to minority contractors may be racist or result from shifting power relations
(Smith) •
4. Housing - woefully inadequate despite gains.
5. Relations with City workers -especi"ally the police. In
dealing with the police strike threat, it is perhaps a
question of shifts in power and race (Smith noted).
Landrieu had problems with "the little army". Morial has
worked hard to get minorities employed in the police department and to get them promoted.
NEW ORLEAN AND THE HOUSING CRISIS:
Housing is an ongoing problem tied
closely to economic development and the cities fiscal difficulties. "Everything is getting cutback" and no solutions are in sight. "There is a severe
problem with the older housing stock" particularly impacting the poor and
elderly. Now there is "plenty of ITOtion around housing." A radical group
just tore-up a house to dramatize their concern for deteriorated housing.
People became irate (circumvented due process). In New Orleans there is a
lot of "doubles" (single story duplexes). There is a patch work situation
(rather than concentric circles) where good housing exist along side of deteriorated housing and the poor live with a block of rich. On the other hand, there
is some concentration (Sto Laurnce Avenue, the Garden District) along the
river there is the gentrified developments contributing to some displacement.
The key problem is that New Orleans has not developed housing programs as
part of an overall development strategy, "it's catch-can and piecemeal development" according to our sources.
ALTERNATIVE BEING PERSUED:
1.

Some bankers have given properties to NHDO's for rehab.

New IJrJ.eans .t'rOl:l.J.e

2.
3.
4.

IU)

National Insurance is a principal in more property
transfers.
The problem is sufficient public funds to support rehab
at decent costs.
The City has also been working to concentrate on areas with
high senior citizen concentrations and working with
university resources to develop new techniques.
There is a move that suggests that we tear down or convert
- to- condos "our public housing but its not clear".
There has been strong tenant opposition. "Public housing
is bad but there is no al ternative to put people;~"

SUMMARY:
Morial has been able to retain his base, manage the fiscal
crisis and overcome his (racial) opposition. On the other hand, his strong
ties to the business community interest has left him vulnerable to legitimate concerns people have for jobs, housing and a share in community economic
development. While some initiatives have been taken to address these concerns (i.e. long range industrial (parks) development, use of CDBG funds to
leverage public dollars invested in developments, etc.), gains have not
been adequate enough or fast enough to meet legitimate needs. Many of the
problems are apparently systemic rather than a lack of sensitivity on the
part of the Mayor and his programmers. Although some resistance exists to
his development programs, Morial has been able to address the most immediate
problems he has confronted. Despite the presence of bureacratic incumberances in the local system, race and class are more powerful explanatory
factors conditioning the situation in New Orleans.

Oakland, California
Mayor:

Lionel Wilson, formerly a Judge.

Year Elected:

1977.

Geography - San Francisco East Bay - business, cultural, sports center.
History - l880's Boom Town - transportation terminus after turn of
Century (San Francisco Fire)

population:

339,000 (1980), 380,651 (1975)
Pct. Change 19780-80: 6.2% Black Pop. 159,000 (1980)
Pct. Black 1980: 47.0%
Pct. Black 1970: 34.5%

Ethnic/Nationalities:
Fiscal:

Stable: Budget; Controlled Expenditure via Decremental Budgeting.
Budget: $211-215 million; City Employees: 3,810; Bond Rating:
AA: % Federal/State Budget:
Expenditures:

City Government:

Council-Manager For.m, 9 Council Members; % Black: 22% (2);
Rank of City.on Fortune 500 profit list: 94th. Mayor
is chief political and civic leader - works with manager
as chief administrator. Elections, non particisan at
large elections.

Economic Base:

Fortune 1000 Headquarters 3; Total profits in millions, $319.
Port of Oakland (City Department) leading job generator
(46,000 jobs) generating $3 billion in income for Bay area o ·
Kaiser Industries, (Kaiser is City's largest private employer).
Safeway Stores, Frieden Inc~ Gerber-EoOds, Cutler Laboratories-Key transportation: Oakland has: 3 main railroads;
Transinternational and World Airways headquartered; Rapid Rail
(BART System is centered in Oakland). Unemployment: high-lO.3%
(1982). Pct. Below Poverty: 18.5% (1979).

Early Politics:

Corporate political control (by Republicans) Oakland Tribune,
Kaiser Industries dominated City politics as late as 1967-73.
The Mayor has had few format powers. Black Politics in
Oakland is of recent vintage (1960-ff). The turning point came
in 1973, mayoral primary. When Bobby Seale (Black Panther
Party) ran against John Reading forcing a run-off. This
campaign gave voters a clear set of choices (social programs
vs economic development; downtown development vs community;
ope·n vs closed government). Oakland Black politics has had
some significant impacts on National Black politics especially
during the late 60's (i.e., 1968 CORE convention - was sharply
divided by heated debate on issue of community control vs
separate Black state; in the 1968-1973 period the Black Panther
Party rose to prominence in Oakland. By 1973 the Panthers were
no longer a force in National politics and a less potent force
in Oakland's history.

OVerview of New Developments:
o

influx of Chinese-Japanese capital contribute to viability of
ecnnomy.

o

continue

o

White population decline, Black population increase.

o

deterioring economic base (production) but fiscally stable.

los~

of manufacturing jobs.

Constraints:
State:
----o

Proposition 13 placed structural constraints placed on the property
tax rate and expenditure patterns.

Local:
o

Considered to be the strongest Mayor in City's history, Wilson
introduced targeted/decremental budgeting. Each department is given
a budget ceiling based upon Mayors and Council priorities. A long,
frustrating series of deliberation but a pragmatic and prartical
way to cope with problems arising when resources are not able to
fund existing programs.

o

City Manager-Council form is source of some constraints but often
overcome by Mayor like Wilson with strong pregen~e in council.

Economic Development Supported
1.

by Wilson

Expanded port authority facilities

2.

Use of CDSG funds to leverage private public ventures: Maximize
return to community.
3. - Hong Kong USA City Center

4.

New Convention Hall and Hotel

5.

Affirmative Action hiring as,a major goal and significant accomplishment.

6.

Establish a public land/trust fund finance by returns on public
assisted private ventures.

7.

Established a Community Development Council (sevenaistricts)
which receive CDSG funds, to support area local development projects.

Racial Conflicts are historical.
Sales Taxes and Financial Constraints:
Oakland has suffered (like Newark} from "Second City" (Shadow City)
Syndrome. According to one researcher; the projects completed by
Wilson will generate revenues of which the State will get the lion's
share.
Summary of Constraints:
1.
2.

Council-Mayor system-manager with major role in budget
The Cityidoes not contribute to health welfare or education
expenditure of significance in Wilson's tenure.

3.

Propensity 13- places further restriction on tax rate -allocation of resources for non essential services.

4.

Democratic East Bay Area; Republican dominant in the State Legislature and Congressional delegation.

5.

Diluting of Black representative at higher levels of government
(most symbolic of this was T. Bradley's loss in his Gubernatorial
Bid.

6.

Economic Base heavily dominated by a few large concerns, locky
diversity.

7.

High employment concentration in a few concerns: Port Facilities,
Kaizer, City Government.

Key Issues (Current):
o
o

Strategy for local development/expansion (competing model)
Internal power struggles wi.thin Black community (Le. Dellurns
vs Wilson faction) erodes Black unity class politics within
Black community currently overshadowing race as central issue.

o

Public Housing- Current court litigation where the issue is the
cousse of development of public housing and the form of managrnent.
Tenants want to Share power and decision making leading toward
City advocates tenant cooperative demostrations leading toward
local tenant self-governance and spin-off economic development
much like talked about in Chicago. Most agree private management
is not the way to go. Some interests in Oakland want condos,
private management they are under sharp resistance by community
activist and tenants.

Intergovernmental Relations: are significant in the following regards;
Wilson has vote on the- Council; overtinie he has taken advantage or
this to build a coalition to push issues, and programs more effectively.
Race was not an issue, but class lines were fairly sharp.
How Wilson Won?
He served as Mayor for unexpired term of Reading. Beat David Tucker, an
investment banker, president of the Board of Education. Wilson, a
Superior Court Judge, faced Tuker in a heated run off election after
displacing 8 other challengers. Tucker ran an anti-crime/new job/
attract industries campaing. Wilson ran a reform campaing= "catalyst for
change" oriented toward the growinn minority population. Go~ ep.dorsements
of Democratic Party. Alan Cranston, Edmund Brown and other Esat Bay
Democratic Officials at the State and Congressional level. Racism was
an important factor in the campaign. Low turnout; 51% in run off. Wilson
got 42,960 while Tucker got 36,925. A 7% margin in victory. A coalition
emerged between the liberal wing of the Democratic Party, left activist,
community activists and the Black Community. Wilson claimed a "victory
for all the people of Oakland".
City election in Oakland are much more low keyed and Political Activism
is much more constrained than in Newark, Atlanta, Chicago. Perhaps due
to the City Manager form, and other constraints in the office, relations

with City Council have been not extraordinary. Wilson has been
"functioned" as a member of Council and is strong in it. The key
struggles have been at the State level- where Republican influence
is more dominant in the legislature.
Proposition 13 was a critical test legislation, preceding Reaganomics
but part of the same reactionary politics. Despite these impediments,
for the moment Wilson has been able to remain viable, manage the crisis
and expand his base of support, at least in the short run.
Wilson has made the following innovations which enable him to increase
legitimate via citizen participation in government and use government
to channel resources into neighborhood based development. He viewed his
election as a "catalyst for change". Wilson developed a peace (racial)
and unity (all class) program to foster economic development:
1.

peace between races advocated

2.

open government deliberation to public scrutiny (resulted in
larger, lively meeting)

3.

unity to foster development which return some benefits to neighborhoods

4.

made firm commitment to affirmative' action as a major goal

5.

6.

community development shares "written-in" to all public invested
capital projects to promote central Business Development. Examples:
a) 50% minority employment guarantees, b) use of minority
contractors and sub contractors on projects using public monies,
c) return portions of investment to promote neighborhood development • ( 20% of equity available to minority development, 20%
--in to trust fund1:o support future-public aevelopments.
establish revolving loan pool for public- private ventures on
condition loan "write-downs" available on condition- that:
(1). minority hiring is assured (enforcement of existing status)
where public funds used.
(2). portion of returns ~n the development were reinvested/available for reinvestment in City's neighborhoods.

7.

joint ventures with local businesses- strong relations with
Business community.

Base Building:
1.

Aggressive alliance with-downtown business, but positive relation
with community development actors were maintained by encouraging
neighborhood development projects.

2.

Maintain open avenues to Black leadership.

3.

Use of City Council as Forum and for Agenda setting.

Fiscal Stability:
Economic Base:

Oakland is stable and remain so due to decremental
budgeting.

Becoming more diversified due to influx of international
capital (Chinese) much like Atlanta under Young.

Conclusions:

1.

Race Relations:
In Oakland, the system limitations on the deg~eeof freedom of its
Mayor is more significant than the race of Mayor. However, racism-both
structural and individual is still a critical conditioning factor as
Black's seek greater power- displacing old line power blacks.
In the period from 1977-80 the evidence indicates that Wilson made
slight improvements in Black employment- although visible- level onesbut no substantial changes in Women and other minorities. Since 1979,
the changes were more dramatic. Black employment in the total workforce
increased from 25\ in 1975 to 41\ in 1978. Women increased from 20%
to 38% other nationalities from 10% to 13%.

2.

Use of Board Appointments:
Criticized early for not filling vacancies under his authority, Wilson
has moved to appoint Blacks/ Women to key Boards, and political actors.
Unemployment remains high but a sense of progress has been sustained by
Wilson.

3.

New Fractures:
As the old line political forces have been'displaced, New realignments
are being consolidate. Currently class based politics within Black
community and within the city are becoming more obvious and sharp,
(i.e. Dellums vs Wilson) Wilson has moved like he doesn't want to be
re-elected according to one source, There is no strong united mass base
organization to force accountability to community based interests.
Wilson has gravitated more to alignment with central Business District
Tnterests.-

4.

Economic Development:
Oakland has made some important reforms- including: (a) use of CDBG
funds to leverage private developments while cutting in the community
on investment returns; (b) spinning-off EDe or local development corporations to promote community based jobs and development projects
~ousing development is not strong. City attempting to do public housing
demonstrations in cooperative management.

s.

Community Relations:
Some observers feel that Wilson is losing support base; and an indication
is the current sharp political struggles within Black community. The
Downtown elites have c~~t their lot in with Wilson while community
forces are looking reluc~antly for a new standard-bearer.

Richmond, Virginia
Mayor:

Henry Marsh.
Roy West

Form of Government:
Geography:
History:

Year Elected:
Council-Manager, Council Selects Mayor

Bridge between North and South
Capital of old confideracy

Demography: Total Population 219,000; Pct. Change 1970-1980: 12.1%;
Black Population 1980: 112,000; Pct. Black 1980: 51.3%; Pct. Black
1970: 42.0%.
City Government:
IIFortune 500 11 •

City Budget-$249 million; Rank 78th on relative to

City Employees: 10,074. Nine member Council (44% Black). Strong
movement toward metropolitan/regional government (i.e. City County
Annexation).
Economy: 4 major "Fortune 500" corporations and several smaller
corporations of major significance. Leading tobacco products manufacturing center petroleum refining companys. Total profits of
leading major corporations $123 millions. Richmond is leading
transportation center for overland transit.
Unemployment Rate: 7.7% (1982) among lowest of major cities with
B1ack May()rs. Pct._Below Poverty: 20%. Mostpf the e'!!Ployed_
labor force is non union workers with deflated earnings. 51% of the
labor force is blue collar.
Major Problems:
o high low wage earning population.
o annexation struggles are sharp in efforts to dilute Black
voting strengths/political representation on decisionmaking bodies.
o inter-jurisdictional political struggles.
o weak Mayor-system restricts action of Mayor.
o racism focused around busing: the symbolic value of Richmond
as sentinel of White supremacy and the "plantation" system.
Racism overlays many important tax revenue/expenditure struggles.
How Ron West Got Elected:
In Richmond, the strong Council system is the vehicle by which the
Mayor is elected as president of the City Council. Henry Marsh
was able to win and retain his seat by virtue of a internal Council
Coalition. Ron West elected to Council in 1981 was able to supplant
Marsh when the latter was unable to retain his coalition.
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The significance of Richmond1s Black Mayor is that it epitomes the systemic limitations within which Black Mayors operate at their severest.
He has nominal duties, restricted appointive powers, and virtually no
influence over the day-to-day administration of Council. He serves at
the behest of Council and any substantial influence he has derives from
his leadership capacity the Council (Le. Oakland rather than his formal
powers as Mayor).
Key Issues of Struggle:
Despite the awesome limitations, the Mayoral struggle is symbolically
significant in Richmond. This is best demonstrated in two issues
of high salience in Richmond over the past several years. These
struggles were over:
1)

Control over public schools/pupil teacher placement (i.e.
busing, school management, etc.).

2) Annexation-closely linked to the school issue, and;
3)

The remapping of districts within Richmond which has tremendous relevance to the struggle for Black political empowerment, majority-rule and Black representation;

4)

Finally, the issue of Council politics. When sharp battles flare
up, they bring into bold relief the question of race.

To some extent-none of the issue--cited above havea direct-relation-=-ship to the role of any particular Black Mayor but each has a lot
to do with Black Mayoral effectiveness in bringing about significant
change in the lives of Richmond1s Black majority.
Our cursory study of the Richmond scene demonstrated two things:
1)

the limited significance of its Black Mayor - beyond symbolic
references; and

2)

the tremendous significance of an independent political movement united sufficiently such that it can work within and outside the electoral arena to work for sUbstantive reforms.

In Richmond the decisive arena of struggle is the City Council, and the
character of any particular set of reforms, is a function of the relationship of the Council leadership to the leadership forces within
the electorate and the broader community. The implication of this for
Chicago and its first Bl.ack Mayor must be assessed in terms of the significance of the Mayor-Council relationship. Chicago has a large City
Council. It is dominated by the Cook County Regular Democratic Party.
It is dominated by out-right racist and opportunists who will use racism
and racist sentiments to block any efforts at progressive reform that
will most certainly challenge their interests, their personal
privileges and political ambitions, they can be expected to conspire
to engage in all forms of intrigue to stymie all the proposals not
originating from the party. The most effective way to neutralize this
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lot is to build strong counter-pressure within the wards (though not
limited to the wards as a political form)~' One of the potentially
most liberating forces that Chicago's first Black Mayor will have'
is the organized and'mobilized power of the-neighborhood people
operating inside (though not exclusively within) the wards to
check challenge and replace reactionary politicians with progressive representatives outside the machine structure).
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